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John Andrew 1NJ1Sksy 
'Ibis is an exploratory, descriptive study that examines perceptions of 
the helpinJ experience taJd.n;J the views of a group of PUerto Rican 
adolescents fran Newark, New Jerset an:! c:x::arparinJ them with the views of a 
group of adult helpers also fran Newark, New Jerse:/. '!he study sanples 
are selected usinJ a p.u:posive, nan-rarD:in approach. A major plqX)Se of 
the study is to exam; ne the iq:Ia.ct that the ethnic backgrcurd of a helper 
might have on cangruence or dissonance of perception with a group of 
PUerto Rican teenagers. With this idea in mild the helper semple is quota 
selected yieldinJ roughly even numbers of Black, latina an:! White helpers. 
A major assl1I1ption of the study is that cxngmence of views between a 
helper an:! client wUl have a positive bpact on the helpinJ experience. 
'!he study first describes the deDcgraplics ani perceptions of its 
adolescent subjects. It then gees on to descr:l..be the ~cs an:! 
perceptions of its adult helpers emplcyinJ tests of significance to do 
int:er--group CCIlIparisans. Finally the deDtographics an:! perceptiCl1S of the 
Puerto Rican adolescent subjects in the study are 0CIlpn'ed with each of 
the adult groups. 
'!he study hypothesizes that the ethnic backgrcurd of a helpinJ person 
will have an iDpact on cangruence or dissonance of views with an 
adolescent group. Mol:e particularly the study hypothesizes that the views 
of PUerto Rican adolescents will be closer to the views of helpers of 
their own ethnic bac:'Jcgxa.n:l or at least to helpers of a minority 
background ard further away fl:an the views of l'1Cn-minority helpers. 
An :inst.r:ulIent usin:J both scaled and open-erDed items was developed 
based on an operationalized definition of the helpin:J experience. Data 
elicited through the instrument is analyzed usirq frequencies, chi-square 
ani tests of significance. Qualitative material, which is used 
supportively relative to the central issues of the study, is analyzed 
usirq an inspection technique. 
outcaDes suggest that the PUerto Rican adolescents in the study feel 
DOra positively about a hel.pbg experience than do any of the adult 
groups. 'nley t.en:1eci to be "closer to the latincs helpers than to the Black 
or White helpers :in their perceptions, particularly in negative self 
perceptions ard perceptions of their CXII1!IIlmities. Generally, they were 
closer to Whites than to Blacks in their perceptions. Beycrxl these 
qeneral fiD:ii.rqs an analysis of ~ ard dissonance of views between 
the adolescents and adult helpers in this study presents a veri mi xed 
picture, suggesting that for the popllation in this study there is not a 
consistent, cwerridin;J pattern. 
'!be study does establish that for its subjects the ethnicity of a 
helper is of importance b.1t not of major importance in a helpin:J 
experience. oarptence ard human qualities of wamth ard carin; are 
equally bpJrtant. 
'!be study stran;Jly suggests the need for basic research bavin:J to do 
with a significant population at risk - PUerto Rican adolescents - ard 
the development of supportive cnmsel.lilg programs that are capable of 
reachin;J this population. 
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Social wrk is a profession that concerns itself with pop1l.ations at 
risk - populations that are, in a sense, in bIm:inent dim;Jer. In imminent 
danger of bec:xI1drq druq addicted, of fallirq into a cardition of chronic 
poverty, of develcpin;J a mental illness, of goin;J to jail, of dl:cppinq out 
of school - or simply in imminent danJer of nat livinq up to one's human 
potential. rncumbent upon social workers is to di.socwer ~ these 
popllations are, to define the deg1:ee of risk am to firxi a way of 
int:erveni.rq. "At risk" suggests that net enc::u#l is bein;J dale abaIt a 
situation am that as a msult SCDethinq calamiticus is about to happen. 
In this study PUerto Rican teenagers are defined as a pcpll.ation at risk. 
Gradually, aver a period of years, this population has been "discovered," 
by the author. In the author's experience as a helper, it became apparent 
that PUerto Rican adolescents were generally nat perceived as a group or 
popllation. 'lbere were trcublesane irxiividual. Puerto Rican teenagers, but 
as a troubled "group" they were a largely ignoxed am abardaned 
pop.1l.ation. 
An jnp!tus for the study was ·the need to Ul'1derst:an:i better a 
popllation that was so cJ:wicusly troubled am so easily ignored. Why was 
nat this population more involved with helpin;J resources? What -happened 
with them when they were? What more CDlld be done? To answer sane of 
these questions the study examines the perceptions that a particular group 
of Puerto Rican adolescents in Newark, New Jersey have of bein;J helpej in 
sane way. 
Hc1Never, in order to Ul'1derst:an:i truly what a helpin;J experience might 
ix 
mean to a PUerto Rican teenager it was not enough to look silrply at their 
'. 
view of it. It was also necessaty to look at the view of the people who 
qive help - the helpers - arxi cc::rcpare the two. 
Experience of the author as a social worKer in the Newark CCIlIItIW'1ity 
suggested that ''beirg helped" for a minorityycungst~ was often 
c:xmplicated by the fact that the helpin) person involved was of a 
different culture or ethnic background, or spoke a different lim]Uage or 
came fran a socic-eoonanic background vastly different than the yourgster. 
In particular, the ethnic background of helpers was very often different 
than that of Puerto Rican teenagers. What did this partiallar difference 
do to the helpirq mcperience? 
'Dle study then is essentially an at.tenpt to understarxi the iJrpact of a 
helper's ethnicity on the helpirg experience When worJdn;J with a minority .. 
adolescent. 
'Dle study seeks to add to our kncwledge abalt. a piece of the daily 
experience of an i:apJrtant popllation. In examinirq the involvement of 
PUerto Rican teenagers in the helpjJq experience, in looJcin;J at the data 
that supports describi.rq them as a significant pcpul.ation at risk, 
however, it is important 1"Xn: to lose sight of the Imger picture - a 
larger picture that includes the many st.rengt:hs arxi positive qualities of 
PUerto Ricans in the mainlarxl united states. Although lIUlCh of Oscar 
Lewis' descriptive work COl'1CetTlirJJ PUerto Ricans in New York arx1 san Juan 
has been dlaracterized as overly negative, he does describe many of these 
positive qualities in his book lira Vida" (1966) particularly when t:al.1dnq 
about the Rios family: 
x 
I am ~. Dy the streD;Jths in this 
family. I am inpessed by their fortituc1e, 
vitality, -resilience-ard ability--tocape -with 
problems which wculd paralYze many -middl.~ass 
inllviduals. It takes a great deal of stayiIq 
-- -------pcwer-to-live ·-!n-their-harsh -ani--brutalizirg--- _.-
envirauaent. 'lhey are a tough people, but they 
have their cwn sense of dignity and morality and 
they are capable of kindness, gentm)Sity and 
carpassion. 'D1ey share food ani clat:hin:r, help 
each other in misforb.me, take in the homeless am 
cure the ill. Maney ard material p:lSsessions, 
al't:hollgh ~, do not DDtivate their major 
decisions. 'lbe1r deepest need is for lave, an:l 
their life is a mlentless search for it (p. XXIX). 
'lWenty years after his l:look was first p.lblished. the impression lewis 
had of PUerto Rican families is still very apt am can easily be applied 
to many PUerto Rican families in Newark, New J~. cert:ainl.y this 
description fits many of the JlUerto Rican adolesoent:s who wre subjects in 
this study. 
Althcugh saoe quantitative methods are utilized in the research this 
is essentially an exploratoIy, descriptive sbJ:iy that seeks to develop 
SCIDe insight about a poorly urderstooci pcpuJ.ation and a particular piece 




MCRGRa.JND OF '!HE S'IUDY 
1. statement of the Researd1 Problem 
'!his is an exploratory study of how a particular group of PUerto Rican 
adolescents perceive the experience of beirg helped. At the same t:ilne the 
study examines hatrI a group of Black, latina1 and White belpers perceive 
the same experience. '!be study is interested in s:imilarity and 
dissimilarity in the views of the two groups. In particular there is an 
interest in whether the ethnic background of a helpinl person sanehcw 
inpacts on cc::n;;p:uence or dissonance of view with a person beirq helped. 
'lhus, the question is raised of ~ the helpirx3 experience is 
perceived by a PUerto Rican adolescent in the same way as it is perceived 
by a latina helper bIt in a different way than it is perceived by a White 
or Black helper. '!be study then, has several Cdllw:ments: it examines the 
pe.roeptions that a group of PUerto Rican teenagers have of the helpirg 
experience; it examines the viewg of a 9raJP of helpers, divided acoordin;} 
to their ethnic backgrcurd of the same experience: the study presentation 
allC7tlS for a cc:mparison of views between adult groups as ~l as a 
1. 'lhrooghout the study the term "latina" refers to all helpers of 
Hispanic backgrcurd. 
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disc!:ete presentation of the views of each adult gn:IUp. Finally, the 
____ ~ ~ the views of :the _~lescent: ~j~ ~i~ eaC?h _adult group. 
A major assunption in this study is that ~ of views between 
helper am client has a positive inpact. In a field such as social wrk 
whe%e ''helpin; encaunters" between people fom a base for lIUCh of the 
activity, it wcul.d seem that the 1.D'1:Jerst:ard of mutual. perceptions is 
critical. 
2. Etioloay of the study 
'!he genesis of the ideas for this study lies in the author's interest 
in a particular popllation at risk - PUerto Rican adolescents - am the 
gmat disparity that exists between this pcp.1l.ation and helpirg 
resources. In att:enptirg to urXJerstard the reasons for this disparity the 
variable of perception appears to be critical. Hew do PUerto Rican 
adolescents pexoeive the helpirg experience and is their pemeption 
similar or dissimilar fran helpers? Wcul.d their perceptions be more 
similar to helpers of their awn ethnic ba~? 'Ibis is an h1port:ant 
question since PUerto Rican adolescents am often involved with helpers 
net of their ethnic bac'kgn:Jurd. FurtheJ:1tK:)m, a person's pemeption of a 
helpirg experience - Whatever the influences on that perception might be 
- wcul.d have an :l.nportant inpact an whether or net the. experience was a 
positive one. Fran the :inception of the study cancerns were raised about 
cc:n:Jn1el'lOI! or dissonance of views between helper cud client, the 
assunption beirg that ~ of views between these two groups would 
make for a JOOre positive helpirg experience. '!bus, a major thrust of the 
3 
study became nat only to examine the pe%Oeption of two groups l::ut also to 
analyze c:x:np:uenoe or dissonance in views between the groups. Beyorxi this 
a particular interest in the study has been to examine the possible impact 
that a helper's ethnic backgroun:l wcul.d have on carraruence or dissonance 
of views with a population of PUerto Rican adolescents. 
Professional involvement as a social worker ever a twenty year period 
made the author aware that Puerto Rican teenagers were a partic::ularly 
troubled group. Although Puerto Rican teenagers are a population with 
problems silnilar to those experienced by other American teenagers, they 
haVe DIllC'h less in the way of helpirq resources to tum to than the teenage 
pcp1l.ation in the united states as a whole. 'lbe problems of Puerto Rican 
adolescents are further canplicated by socioecollClllic variables ani a 
special kin:i of identity conundnml nat experienced by JlI:ISt other American 
adolescents. 'Ihi.s "0CJ1'1I.DD:'um" relates to a carplex of racial-cultural-
political-eccnanic variables that are peculiar to the PUerto Rican 
experience in the united states, which will be discussed later :in the 
study. SUffioe it to say for new that this COl'IUI'drum is iJJp)rtant because 
of the way in which it oanplicates the already difficult struggle faced by 
PUerto Rican adolescents. It shcW.d be noted that the study is limited to 
PUerto Rican teenagers as ~ by a Northeastern United states 
pcp1l.ation, aJXi the frame of xeference is the Newark, New Jersey 
metropolitan area. 
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mTA DESCRIBING A OO:RJIATION AT RISK 
1. AnOVerview 
Demographic data conce.mirg Puerto Ricans in the united states varies 
fran report to report an:! year to year. 'lbere is sane question as to the 
reliability of census data - em which many oatpilatians are based -
because of language an:l cultural barriers experienced durin;J the 1980 
Census. Various socioeconanic situations - absent fathers, children 
scattered with different relatives, etc., - make an acx::urate ttcauntirXJ" of 
a PUerto Rican population in the united states difficult. 'lbere is the 
added possibility that many individuals of Hispanic backgmund 'tpass" as 
PUerto Ri~ because of the political safety this provides fran 
deportation. 
Additianal1y, many reports, incl\ldinJ census reports, provide 
infomation an Hispanics but nat subgroups. In this section data fran the 
early 1960' s thrcugh 1986 are given, althcugh most of the material is 
based on deDcgraphic infomation drawn fran 1979-81 data. 
'!he wakness in the data haviJ'g to do with a pcpllation of PUerto 
Ricans in the united states natwi~, there is canpel.linJ evidence 
that as a whole this is a population that cculd be descrilxd as beirg "at 
great risk." '!he report of the United States OcmImission on CivU Rights 
cx:mpleted in 1976 clearly reaffil:ms previous smaller studies that Puerto 
Ricans in the united states are am:nJ cur poorest an:! most depressed 
citizens (PUerto Ricans in the united states: An tJncertain Future, 1976). 
As far back as the early 60 's the data all describe a rather bleak 
picture. A statistical pmfile based on 1960 figures placed PUerto Ricans 
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on the lOWest econcmic l.'\lIg as well as indicati.rx:J that they were the group 
with the youngest population. Accorcii.n; to the National PUerto Rican 
Forum (in COrdasco am Bucchi.cne, 1968, pp. 127-154), in the 1960's one of 
every two PUerto Ricans was considered to be below the paw.rty line. In 
1960 only 13 percent of Puerto Rican men am waDe1'l, 25 years of age am 
older, had canpleted either high school or more advanced education. More 
than half (53 percent) of Puerto Ricm'lS in New York City at that time had 
less than an 8th grade education. By the early 1970's, as Waqenheim 
(1970, pp. 27-47) irrllcates, the general statistical picture had not 
dramatically chan;Jed. For exanple, he fourd that 24.1 percent of PUerto 
Rican families were headed by a wanan oarpu:ed to 11.6 percent of all 
United states families. PUerto Ricans continued to fare poorly in 
education in the 70' s with 8.6 bei.ng the average number of school years 
CCIIIpleted. 'Ibis is the average I11DDbp.r of years OCItIpleted by the average 
United states population in 1940. In 1970 anag all PUerto Ricans in the 
United states ages 16 to 21, 55 percent were not in school am 36 percent 
of these were scllOOl drcp-outs without jobs. In the Nort:heastern United 
states in the early 70' s the school drop-out rate for "all Americans" ages 
16 to 21, was 32 percent. Waqenhe.im's study also :l.Jxiicates that as of 
March, 1972, Puerto Ricans had the highest unemployment rate of virtually 
all social or ethnic groups in the united states. 
More :recent data into the mid am late 70' s arX1 early 80' s pmpared by 
the National Puerto Rican Forum (1980) arX1 the Census Bureau (1980) appear 
to be merely an extension of the data fran the 60' s am early 70' s. '!he 
il'1dioes presented all describe a population considerably disadvantaged 
especially relative to the United states population as a whole. 
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a. Inoame 
Rican families in the United states mainland in March of 1979 with 96 
percent of these families resic:lirq in the New York, New Jersey, 
COnnecticut metropolitan area. Mm:e recent data as of september, 1986 
give the United states mainland a PUerto Rican pq:W.ation of 2,004,961 
with l2 percent or 242,367 of this popllation resident .in New Jersey 
(Selected Demcgraplic Qlaracteristics of the United states Hispanic 
Population, p. 3.). Of the population described by the Forum, 39.5 
percent had inoames that' -were' considered to be below the poverty level -
an ilIprcvement but hardly a major one fl:an the 60's. In March of 1978, 41 
percent of EUerto Rican families were headed by females with 75 percent of 
these families cxmsidered to be in poverty. '!his situation continues :into 
1986 with Puerto Ricans haviD) the highest pxoportion of births to 
unmarried w:men alOOl'Vl Hispanics (Selectec1 Demographic Olaracteristics, 
1986, p. 4). In these families, a l.aJ:ge percentage (86 percent in 1978) 
of the children \D'X3er 18 years of age were conside1:ed to be liviD) in 
poverty. In 1977 t:hirt:y-seven thalsand PUerto Rican families were headed 
by irliividuals 14 to 24 years of aqe. Of these families 51 percent were 
considered to be livin) in poverty (Natiaw. Puerto Rican Forum, 1980, 
p. 6). 
In March of 1979 the median incc:me of Hispanic families in the United 
states was $12,5661 for nan-Hispanics it was $17,912 and for Puerto Rican 
families it was $8,282. In March of 1979, 16 percent of PUerto Rican 
families had .1noanes of less than $4,000 per year CXII'pared to 5.6 percent 
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of all united states families with this ira:ane. In the area of incame the 
position of PUerto Ricans rel.ative to other groups :in the United states 
had actually deteriorated by 1979. In 1959, 45 percent of PUerto Rican 
families bad two waqe earners. By 1977, thirty-five percent of Puerto 
Rican families on the mainland had no wage earners at all. In 1959 Rlerto 
Rican familyearnin;Js w.re 71. percent of the national average ~e in 
1979 they were only 47 percent of the national average (National PUerto 
Rican Forum; 1980, w- 4 & 6) -
b. Emplovment 
'Dle Forum further reports that in 1979 of 48,000 PUerto Rican 
ya.Ith aqed 16 to 19 in the united states awroximately 29 percent were 
unearplayed caupared to 16 percent of all ot:her united states youths in 
that age group. In 1978, 470,000 PUerto Ricans in the mainland united 
states had jobs tmile by 1979 that mnnber had been reduced to 458,000. 
PUerto Ricans held p%'OpOrticnately JlDI'e 1C7i1 occupational jobs than other 
united states workers :in all categories. Of PUerto Ricans We did have 
jolJs, 22 percent were operatives am 22 percent were service workers. In 
Mal:dl of 1979, 10 percent of PUerto Rican workers 16 years old arxi aver 
were unell'ployed ocmpared to 5.6 percent of all united states workers 
(National PUerto Rican Forum, 1980, pp. 5, 6 & 7). In 1986 the rate of 
uneD'ployment for PUerto Ricans in the united states mainland was 13 
percent as oatpared to 11 percent for Mexicans and 8 percent for CUbans 
(Selected Deloographic Claracteristics, 1986, p. 4). 
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c. Health & Welf8Xe-
'!he Forum(p. 13) -1:el1sus that in- -1979 in New-York -City,- PUert:o-
Ricans had a higher mortality rate fran cirxhcsis of the liver, druq 
addiction, accidents, hanicides ard diabetes than did the total population 
of New York City. Accol:dirq to Alerz (1978). the rate of admission of 
Puerto Ricans to cammmity mental health centers ard facilities for :mental 
:retardation was generally higher than for other 9lOUpS. 
'!he rates per 100,000 pc:pllation of admissions to mmrmmity mental 
health centers ard Ental. mtardatian facilities for all psychiatric 
diagnoses was 2270 for PUerto Ricans, 2113 for Blacks am 1068 for Whites. 
'!he rates per 100,000 pcpll.ation for mental retardation alone in New York 
City wre 86 for PUerto Ricans, 53 for Blacks and 21 for Whites. In 1977 
Puerto Ricans canstituted 53 percent of AFDC caseloads in New York City 
and 25 percent of the caseload in New York state (National PUerto Rican 
Forum, p. 13). Nevertheless, aocorc:l:in;J to several stndies, in spite of 
the emmity of their family ani mental health -p%Qblems PUerto Ricans are 
resistive to il1vc1vement in traditional psychot:heraplec oaunselliDJ 
(canino, 1980, ~i, 1980, Area, 1982). 
d. Fducatiorl 
In education PUerto Ricans are far behirxl the rest of the United 
states pcpll.ation in alm:lst every categoJ:Y. In 1978, accomin:J to the 
Fonnn, 32 percent of mainlan1 ~ Ricans, 14 years of age or older were 
high school ~tes. In 1986, the figure for all PUerto Ricans on the 
mainland, 25 years of age or older, was 42 percent as c:x:srpared to 70 
percent for the total United states population (Selected DEmographics, 
1986, p. 4). Of 171,000 PUerto Rican females in the labor force in 1976, 
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46 percent had less than tbl:ee years of high school education am of 
301,000 PUerto Rican males in the labor force in that year, 60 percent 
canpleted less than three years of high school education (National PUerto 
Rican Fo:rum, 1980). School ch'op-cut data for PUerto Ricans in the United 
states varies to semIS extent depeniir¥J upon the xeports consulted, but all 
reports Wicate high dropout rates tor PUerto Rican yart:h. 'lhe:re-port of 
the united states Qmnj Mian an Civil Rights (1976) indicates that for the 
14 to 17 year old age group there is a dropout rate for PUerto Ricans of 
15 percent cxmpared to 7 percent for the general United states 
population. However, the camnissian quotes anct:her report cancemin:J the 
Chicago school system in the early seventies tr.bere the dropout rates for 
PUerto Rican students is :reported at 59 percent (Isidro Incas, Manuscript, 
1971). 
Data fran the National PUerto Rican Forum (1980, p. 12) states that 
8 percent of PUerto Rican males in the United states between the ages of 
17 to 19 have carpleted high school and 7 percent of Puerto Rican females 
. between these ages in the united states have carpleted high school. To 
get BaDe sense of Wat these figures mean in CCIl'parisan to a total 
population sane of the united states Census data for 1980 are examined. 
Accordin;J to 1980 data, for Hispanics :in the united states, of these 
twenty-five years of age or older, 27 percent were high school graduates, 
cxmpared to 35 percent for Blacks am 37 percent for Whites (U.s. Census, 
. General Social am Eoonanic Olaracteristics by Race, Table 204, 1980, 
p. 223). Data for 1986 hcM!ver, as previously indicated suggests an 
ilrpraved picture with 42 percent of PUerto Ricans in the united states, 
twenty five lrears of age or older be!n;J high school graduates. Of 
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Hispanic youth in general. - again acoordiJ'g to the National -PUerto Rican 
Forum for 1980 - of these nat: in school, 57 percent were nat high school 
. -- _.". ------ ._----_.".- -
graduates. 'l1le percentage of PUerto Rican yart:h natiomd.de who are not in 
school and are net high schcol graduates is presumed to be even higher 
than for Hispanic ycut:h in qeneral.. 'lbe 1980 Census data (General Social 
ani Econanic Qmracteristics, Table 124, p. 99) also tells us that PUerto 
Ricans have the highest pexcentage of :ycunJ people enterirq the labor 
force at 16 years of age or older without finis hiD; schcol. '!he figure in 
1980 was 66 percent. 
e. Age of Pgpulation 
Dmcation arxl problems of youth in qeneral. are of particular 
inportance for Puerto Ricans since they cc:mprise the ycurxJeSt ethnic group 
in the united states. In this regard it can be noted that in March of 
1979 the median age of PUerto Ricans in the United States was 19.9 
cxmpaxed to a median age of 29.8 for the united states popilation. '!he 
average age Clf Puerto Rican males was 17.9 cc::mpated to 28.5 for the united 
States male population an:l for PUerto Rican females the average age was 
22.4 cc::mpated to 30.6 for the rest of the united states population 
(National PUerto Rican Fomm, 1980, p. 4). In 1986 the average age of 
PUerto Ricans in the united states Mainland had risen to 22, mak:lrvI them 
still the ycurgest pcp.1l.atian gra1p .in the united States (selected 
DeJwgra.};hic Characteristics, p. 5). In 1978 PUerto Rican males between 
the ages of 14 and 21 cc:mprised 17 percent of the Puerto Rican pc:pllation 
on the united States Mainlarxl while PUerto Rican females in that age 
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cateqory colprisecl 14.6 percent of the PUerto Rican pcpllation on the 
Mainlard. In sum, 52.3 percent of the PUerto Rican pcpllation on the 
Mainlard in 1978-79 wm:e twenty-one years of age t)r yamger ccmpared to 
34.6 percent of this age cageto:z:y for the total united states Population 
(National ruerto Rican Fonnn, 1980, p. 4). 
2. PUerto Ricans in New Jers@Y and in Newark 
a. An overview 
sketchy and inxuplete. 'lhe 1980 census figures gave New Jersey a 
plpUlation of approximately 492,000 pemons of Spanish origin with the 
1m:qest concentration of this group be~ in the City of Newark (U.s. 
Census, New Jersery, Table 16, 1980, p. 29). Generally speakirg, most of 
the data for the PUerto Rican. pop1l.ation presented above would at:Ply in 
New Jersey. For exanple, in 1970 the average PUerto Rican male in New 
Jersey had CXI'Ipletecl 8.4 years of schcol ~ with 12.2 for Whites am 
10.2 for Blacks (Kal.-Wagenhe:im, 1975). 
'!be data for PUerto Ricans in the City of Newark varies widely. one 
figure in 1979 gave the city between 70,000 and 80,000 PUerto Ricans out 
of a total population of 331,000. However, the 1980 Census Report gives 
the Newark metropolitan area which includes Fssex, Hudson, Union ard 
Bel:gen Cbmties a total Hispanic population of 132,372 of which it was 
estilIIated that 62,236 were PUerto Ricans. Accorclin;J to the census Report 
Newark itself had a total Hispanic population of 61,254 of which 39,732 
were PUerto Rican (U.s. census, Naw Je;r&ef, 1980, Table 16, p. 29). 
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All of the adolescent subjects and sane of the adult subjects :in the 
study cane fran the City of Newark. It seems appropriate then, before a 
-- _. - -
:mre detailed di SC'lSSion of the risk factors for PUerto Ricans j,n Newark, 
to describe in a qene.ral. way the city itself. Newark is the third oldest 
city in the united states, and al'IV:mJ the fifty largest cities in the 
united states, it is the smallest qeographically (Olmln:ings & o'connor, 
1979). Settled.in 1666 it bas always been a busy manufacturiD;J center 
although over the last few decades it has been :lncreasin;Jly characterized 
as a ''university town" because of several. lmiversities and colleqes within 
its bourdaries cud as the banld.rIJ am f.inm::ial nm:ve center of NBrI 
Jersey. large parts of the central an:! south Wards of the City continue 
to be characterized by decay am abarx:DmIent, a pl'CCeSS greatly 
acceleratecl by the infamous riot that occurred in 1967. 
Its many problems nctwit.h.stardin;J Newark stubbornly persists .in 
grawirg am display!rq signs of vitality. Pe.1:haps one of the JID:re 
strildJJJ exanples of this is the rebuildirr; of the dcwntown section :from 
Pennsylvania station cut.wal:d. 
For such a small city Newark has a disp%qxntianatel.y large population 
of the poor, minorities, senior citizens am problem ridden youth. To 
underst:ard these ~phicsane has to look at Fssex camty -and indeed 
the Newark metropolitan area. '!here is the question of whether a kind of 
socio-geograpuc-political "arrarr:JE!IlEI''' has evolved over many decades 
that has made Newark (am. cities like it) a kind of reservation for the 
poor am. di.sadvantaged. one has only to view the dramatic contrast 
between Newark and its affluent suburJ:lS - anl.y minutes may - to begin 
wcmering haw it has happened that so many poor people are c:r:anare:i into 
such a small area. 
Newark has always been a city of imnigrants. Benjamin IO.uqer (1971) 
who qrew up in Newark's Ixanbc:Iurd section, qives the followin;J very 
perceptive description of Newark as it was durirg the 40's ani 50's: 
How serene am ethnically Ol:dered it all was. 'l1le 
Brahnli.ns in Forest Hill; tbe m:re successf'.ll. latter day 
American assimilatian in Vai] sb1rq; the Italians in the 
Branch Break section; tbe G~ and Horcwitzs and 
the smatterin;r of Schmidts and McCl.oskeys in Clinton 
Hill; the achievirq Jews in weequahic (cradle of 
Portney); the neighborly Italian - Irish - Geman -
Polish amalgam of the Iranbcund: stainless :Roseville: 
plre North Newark; and the Negxoes, safely penned up, 
EIhcoti.n; dice, razorirg each ot:her, eatiDJ peanuts arxl 
watemelans, wbilin) away the years killirg cockroad1es 
arxi clul:::bin; rats in their warrens off Sprin;field arxl 
South 0ran;Je Avenues - just above the cant house whe.m 
Lincoln sits - tl1e festive White crawas thrcn;Jirg Broad 
arxi Market on sat:uxd.ay night an their way to see Jimmy 
cagney or Jean Harlow or meet:I.rg ane another amid the 
amenities of the Fssex House or the B:Ibert Treat -
scarcely an ebany speck in all that shini.rJ;J mass and 
absolute safety am well beirg fran the gates of the 
iran fourmies in deepest Dc:Mn Neck to the pristine 
portals of the suburJ:Js (p. 31). 
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O1::wicusly IQ.uger is rather passionately irdict:in:J Newark for allcwin;;r 
a cauldrcn of racial tensicn to boil :frail the 20' s all the way to the 60' s 
when it finally mcplcded. F.I:aD a middJ e class tadte person's point of 
view Newark was a very cxmfortable place to live durinq these years - as 
lan:;J as one didn't look too closely at What was goiJ'g an in the city at 
the time. In 1986 the ethnic groups in the city are different; (with 
Portuguese am central Americans beirg the "newest") and the City could 
hardly ]:)a described as "ethnically ordered." But many of the problems and 
much of the sb:uggle experienced in Newark 1X7iI, particularly pxcblems of 
youth, JIIL1St be seen agaillst the bacla:lrcp of a city that fiercely 
suppressed its problems of unerrployment, cut of school teenaqers, sporadic 
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school attendance, poor family relationships am a sense of lawlessness 
- - . 
am ananie aJl¥lI'g youth, particularly miJ10rity ~. 
b. Data Describing a Pppulation at risk in Newark. New' Jersey 
Census data for 1980 suggests that the majority of Hispanics in 
Newark between the ages of 13 am 20 belorg to a PUerto Rican ethnic 
group. 'lhus, althcugh. there is no ethnic gmupirq relative to risk 
factors such as delinquency the census data can be extrapolated so that 
risk factors amalYJ Hispanic adolescents in Newark means risk factors anong 
PUerto Rican adolescents. 
All of the :In:lices that cJescribe a PUerto Rican population at risk in 
the united states can easily be applied to the pc:piI.ati01'l of PUerto Rican 
adolescents in Newark. 'lbese indices are described in sane detail later 
in the study in the delcodxaphic description on adolescents. At this point 
two areas whe1:e the wlne.rabUity of Puerto Rican adolescents in Newark is 
most dramatically evident are p:esent:ed. 
Mlcation 
'lbe Newark sdlcol system indicates tl1at 11,528 of the st:ut;lent 
bcdy are ''Hispanic''; there is no categoxy for RJerto Ricans l:ut it can be 
safely estimated, based on thl! population of PUerto Ricans in Newark, that 
the majority of this figure is PUerto Rican. :In 1979, the total student 
drop out rate in Newark was 10.2 percent for high school students. For 
Hispanics the figure was 12.3 percent, for Blacks 10.4 percent am for 
Whites 6.4 percent (New Jersey SChool Enrollment, 1979). 
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'!be figures for delinquency rates in Newark are of SCIDe i.nterest 
although they are for the adolescent population as a whole and are not 
broken down a~ to ethnic groups. '!he Newark Office of criminal. 
Justice Plannin;;r in 1978 estimated that there were 50,000 juveniles in 
Newark between the ages of 11 am 17 (IrvinJ Kwel.ler, 1978, p. 2). As 
inllcateci school am census data suggest that many (between one fifth and 
one qua..""ter) of the adolescents in Newark are PUerto Rican. Usilq the 
above data, ani assumi.n:J that cantextual variables such as poor hcA1sirvl, 
low incc:IIIe and lack of positive ~ties are related to delinquency 
it can be surmised that a substantial portion of the data at delinquency 
in Newark can be appliecl to RJerto Rican adolescents (Clowam am Ohlin, 
1960). 
Al:t:hcugh there are iniications that crimes of violence have increased 
recently, up to 1978 the fi~ imicates that 1IIOSt juvenile arrests in 
Newark involved crimes against pn:Jpert:y. '!be principal aqe group ~ 
juvenile arrestees up to 1978 was 15 th.ralgh 17. ~ler's report 
estimates that approxmately 15 percent of Newark's 15 to 17 year old 
males (85 percent of juvenile arrests in Newark· are males), inclucli.rq 20 
percent aDIOlYJ 17 year olds alone, were arrested in 1970 arxi 1971 and 
pertJaps in each subsequent year. '!he report also estimates that before 
reac::hing aqe 18 a substantial. pr:cp:>rtion of Newark' s males will have been 
arrested at least once, that an even gntater p;u:portion, pemaps most, 
wUl have been appreherdecl by the police by arrest or ether pra:e:iures, 
am that males growin;J up in Newark might well have difficulty in avoiding 
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sane mcperience of deliJ1quency. It was estiDated that the" arrest 
incidence for 17 year old males in Newark was between 300 ani 350 per 1000 
of adolescent population (RWeller, 1978, pp. 2 & 3, pp. 27 - 34). 
In 1978 there wem 4,833 youth ''Precessed'' t:hraJgh the Youth Aid 
Bureau in Newark. Of this number, 4,438 ~laints of juvenile 
delinquency wem bJ:cught to the Essex CDmty Probation Department Intake 
Division, and 35 wem mferred to the "JUvenile in Need of SUpervision" 
P.rcgram of the Division of yalth am Family service. One hurxb:ed am five 
were :referred for CD.1l1Sel.lirq services to public or private agencies and 
258 were disposed of by the Youth Aid BD:eau. '1b.:Ls means that ally 
slightly m:re than 2 percent of all the yoongsters handled by Newark in 
the youth Aid B.1reau in 1978, wm:e referred eM: to public or private 
agencies for pnpcses of CXIUJ'lSelliDJ (~ler, 1978, p. 8). 
IUERro RICANS AND HELPING Rfm1Bt"!E$ 
1. A rack of Connection 
As was Wicated at the beqinniJr:J of this Chapter, a major 
impetus for the study was the researcher's awareness of a lack of helping 
msow:ces for PUerto Ricans in general. and for Puerto Rican adolescents in 
particular. '!be mlatianship between a PUerto Rican pcplJ.ation an:i social 
workers or helpers is ambivalent at best. J:n di SOlSSinq social workers in 
PUerto Rico, Vasquez states that: 
It is evident that the PUerto Rican client bas been 
llDre passive, more depeh:!ent, less able to utilize his 
rights of self det:e.minatian than clients al the 
mainland. It is also clear that PUerto Rican social. 
workers have not been st.rcn;ly involved in issues of 
social welfare ani ha'tJe not praoot:ed the client's right 
to self-de't:m'minatian, as much as workers have an the 
mainland (Ligia Vasquez De Rodriguez, 1973, p. 32) • 
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.Accorcii.n1 to Vasquez, PUerto Ricans are seen by social wrke.rs as 
grateful, snbnissive and polite - as beilq very CCl'Dm1ed wj.th maintaining 
"dignidadll and givirq assent \\ben they do nat feel it and sayirq ''Yes, 
they unde.rstard" wilen they xeally do net. 
2. Reasons for itA lack of COluleCtion" 
Jenkins am Morrison (Paper, 1.974, p. 5) point cut that "efforts 
to identi~, outreach and assist PUerto Ricans are severely bpi red by 
larguage barrim:s, a lack of a1l.tural~, fragmentation of our 
human service delivery systems am the conspicuous absence of reliable 
information al the current status of the needs of ~ Rican families." 
'ltley further state that services for PUerto Rican families and their 
children are seriously inadequate anl id.:entify a lack of services 
available in Spanish and lack of culturally sensitive services as barriers 
to providinJ adequate human savices for PUerto Ricans. VUCci's (1985) 
study examines the preferences of PUerto Rican JlDthers ~ the 
delivery of mental health services for their children. She fOlll'd that her 
subjects preferred a school based site rather than a mental health clinic 
although this deperded to same extent on the pI'Cblens presented. 'lbere 
was also a general preference for staff that were fluent in Spanish as 
opposed to be.in;J siJrply bi-culturally sensitive. abe fourxi ~1: the 
preference for Spanish speald.nJ staff depemed to &aile extent CI'l her 
subject's level. of acculturation. 
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Fer.I:e and Fitzpatrick (1971) bath E!Il'phasize the importance of cultural 
adaptation in world.nl with a minority pcp1l.ation. 'D1eir program of 
del.inquency prevention in Ia Playa section of Ponce, PUerto Rico is seen 
as successful because of its use of 'tpersonal.ism," that is, a helping 
style that arphasizes relationships am adapt:in:;J to the cultural styles of 
client groups. Ghali (1982, pp. 98 - 102) enpmsizes the importance of 
bem; sensitive to their traditions am values in wcrk.irq with PUerto 
Rican families. She mentions famUy obligation, pe.rsanalisIID am 
spirituality as J::xailq significant to PUerto Ricans. BErl.n] awam of 
cultura1 variables with Hispanics in general. means lcnawin;J, for exanple, 
that they might very well see involvement in traditional mental. health 
prograJilS as "stigmatizing." 'lhus, accorcii.n; to Scott am Delgado (1979) 
it is critical to be awaxe of cultural variables when tl:yin:J to urxJerstard 
the under-utilizatian of traditional mental health services an the part of 
Hispanics. 
Of course, thel'e are many :reasans why Iatincs do nat use traditional 
mental hea1th facilities: geograpnc inaccessabUity, p:d:)lems in 
CCIIIIIIl.1nication, middle class values that lead to inaccurate diagnosis and 
treatment decisions and silllilar errors based an cultural differences are 
but a fat. With therapists in particular, problems cantril1utJn;J to a lack 
of utilization of services are social distance, preju1ice and dependence 
an a mdel of b:eatment that overlooks ethnographic data (Padilla am 
Ruiz, 1973, p. 23). AJ:tle (1982, pp. 461-465) :lnc1udes ''miCkUe class Anglo 
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bias, stigmatizin; through the use of traditional t:edmiques, l.aD:Juage 
barriers and cultural distance, cultural st:eteatypinJ and qenerally poor 
service" as reasons for the urxieJ:utilizatian of prcfessianal psydliatric 
services by PUerto Ricans. Both Delgado (1.977) ard Garrison (1.976-78) 
emphasize tbat the success of native healers in the PUerto Rican CCI1UlUlJ'lity 
is larqel.y :related to their cultural sensitivity 0 
Generally, it wculd seem that the lack of involvement of PUerto Ricans 
in traditional helpin;J agencies relates to the same problems that all 
people in a lower socioecananic group have in teJ:ms of access to ard 
utilization of health care services (C. Ra:l asman, 1976 am Brooks, 1.978). 
'!he reality in Newark, New Jersey is that traditional service agencies are 
nat utilized by ~ Ricans in p%qlOrtion either to their 1'11lJ!1bers or the 
severity of their problems. In the author's experience in Newark, Puerto 
Ricans, particularly PUerto Rican youth, wre viewed as a kini of 
"abamcned pc:pllatian." In atterrpt:irr;J to brin:.;J a PUerto Rican adolescent 
aId a belpinJ :resaIrCe together one often fims oonstrictian, even in the 
Jdni of service offered in an ethnic agency. Too often a PUerto Rican 
adolescent is perceived as beirq in too muc:h trouble or bein;J too 
disb.u:bed or livin;J in the wren; section or havin:J the Wl:tnJ type of 
problem. P.resumably, the etlmic agencies have a greater degree of sucx:ess 
in en;Jagir¥J PUerto Rican adolescents partly because of their ethnicity. 
However, their small size an:l lack of resources in addition to the 
aforementioned restrictions limit their helpfulness. '!be traditional 
agencies, bath p.lblic arx:l private in Newark, an the other ham, are llUlch 
larqer am ridler in J:eSOl1l:O!S. HaoJever, they lack the ethnicity that 
would seem to attract arx:l hold an ethnic population. Essentially this 
study aiJDS to :Increase the underst:anding of this "lack of connection" 
between PUerto Rican adolescents ard helpinJ aqezx::ies of all Jd.rmI. 
3. Variables in the Helpinq Equation: Et:.hnicit;y ani Perception 
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Ethnicity and pemeptian bath. seemed to be ilnport:ant variables to 
look at in an effort to underst:am the lack of connection between Puerto 
Rican adolescents am helpers. 
Shirley Jenkins suggests that cxmsideration of ethnic variables is 
critical in wcrJd.D;J with ethnic minorities. In her study an ethnic 
factors in social services she fourn that many ethnic aqezx::ies 
incotpOrated ethnic cultural. oantext into their prcgra1IlS. 'lbeJ:e is the 
suggestiCll'l that nat: anly am bilirJlualism ard such particulars as use of 
ethnic food, 1IL1Sic, etc., ilnport:ant but also the ethnic backgra.1rd of the 
helpinJ person. In her study helpinJ persons fran ethnic agencies are 
DDm cxmnittecl to the import:aD:8 of ethnic variables than are helpinJ 
persons fran nan-ethnic agencies. She foum that a majority of parents in 
her study "q7ted for a helping person of their am group. II At the same 
time the majority of helpers in her study felt that t:raininJ was DDm 
important than the ethnic bac:'kgroum of a helper (Jenkins, 1981, 
pp.75-l21) • In seekinq help of various Jdn3s PUerto Rican adolescents 
often enca.mt:er helpers nat of their ethnic bac'kground. '!his Jdrd of 
crt1SS-cultural ~ is fmquentl.y a part of the helpinJ experience 
for PUerto Rican ycun;r.;ters am is a major area of concem in this study. 
As iniicated another major uea of conce.m is hew a ~ 
perceives the helpirg experience am how these involvecl in givin) help in 
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tum perceive the experience. Maluccio enphasizes hew critical. it is to 
understarxl both worker am client perception to knew hew to be effective 
helpers (Maluccio, 1977). Generally, it seems that nat enaJgh emphasis 
has been placed on 1oo1d.rq at both perspectives - teo often one sees only 
the view of helpers. As a balanciDJ measure to this canine suggest that 
the perspectives of client gralpS must also be looked at. 'lhe client 
groups he :refers to are Hispanic childJ:en. He says: 
Finally an invitation scul.d be exten:ied to those 
countless J'JL1II'Ibers of Hispanic children who have dealt 
successfully with principals, teachers, welfare workers, 
juvenile authorities, mental health clinics, bniJcii.rg 
superintendents, pilrps, druq addicts, sic'kness arid all 
manner of separation am have ·remained :relatively 
unscathed: they will be cur best teachers (canine, 
1980, p. 10). 
In this study, an invitation has been ext:erm!d to bath PUerto Rican 
adolescents am their "helpers" in an at:t:enpt to understarxl their mutual 
involvement in the helpiDJ experience. As indicated at the beginnirg of 
this chapter the study will focus in particular on the iDportance of the 
ethnic backgrc:lun:l of a helper in the helpin) mcperience. '!here are a 
number of questions derivin) fran the issues of the study presented up to 
this point: 
• What are the perceptions of a group of PUerto Rican adolescents 
of the helpin) experience? 
• What am the views of a group of helpers of the same helpinJ 
experience? 
------. ._- -. ------_._- --------_ .. -
• Is t:heJ:e a difference in the views of the helpers deperdirq on 
their ethnic bac1cgJ:'cl.nl? 
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• will the sameness or difference of the views of helpers am 
PUerto Rican adolescents be influenced in sane significant way by 
the ethnic bac1cgra.ln1 of a helper, i.e., am PUerto Rican 
adolescent clients likely to view significant areas related to 
the helping experience in the same way or in different ways than 
helpers aepeming to sane extent upon the ethnic l::IackgJ:'aJrd of 
the helper? 
Although this is an exploratoJ:y study tl1ere are a numM..r of infcmnal., 
worki.rq hypotheses emerqirq freD our major questions. As sugqested by 
SChatzman am strauss (1973) even in exploratOJ:y research cur work can 
lead to hypotheses formulation. A major hyp:rt:hesis of the study is that 
et:hnicity is an i:aportant variable in .interaction between people - DDre 
particularly in the interact:ian that ocx::urs Wen ane person qives help am 
another person receives it. In seJ.ect:in;J the client pcpll.atians, for 
exanple, the assertion is made that there is sanetl'l:inJ in their ethnicity 
(as cpposed to say, their stage of life or econanic circumstances) that 
separates them, qives them a special quality or character that sanehCw is 
bportant to their response to bem;, helped. Within this larger context 
several mre specific wcrk!n:J hypotheses are suggested: 
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1. Working HYpotheses 
A. Perceptions of PUerto Rican adolescent clients am helpin;J people 
of the helpiIg experience am DDre likely to be cc:n;p:uent if the 
adolescent client and the helper belong to the same ethnic group. 
B. Perceptions of PUerto Rican adolescent clients ani helpers of the 
helpirq experience am 1IICl'e l:ikel.y to be C01'JiIIUSl'l1: if the 
adolescent client and helper both belorg to a minority group even 
if not of the same ethnic backgrourxl. 
c. Non-minority helpers are m:t'e likely to experience dissonance in 
perceptions of the help:in) experience tmen workinq with PUerto 
Rican adolescent clients than minority helpers. 
D. PUerto Rican adolescents are JIK).~ likely to have a neqative 
perception of the helpin;) experience in general, than are 
helpers. 
In addition to these general questions and infOl:1llE1l hypatheses the 
study seeks to look at a number of more specific areas: 
a. What are the general demcgraplics of the PUerto Rican adolescents 
am. heM do these oarpn:e to the general deIIcgraplics of the 
helpers? 
b. What is the professional and experiential bac.1<gra1rd of the 
helpers? 
c. What helpinq scurces are na;t fmquently used by the Puerto Rican 
adolescents? 
d. Hew do the adolescents perceive their cammmities am hew do 
these perceptialS CXIIpU"e to these of the adult helpers? 
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e. What are the perceptions of the adolescents of the bportance of 
"relationship" within the helpirg experience and hew do these 
pe%CE!ptions CCIIpal:'e with these of the adults? 
f. What are the perceptions that the PUerto Rican adolescents have 
of themselves arxl hew do these cc::upare with the pm:ceptiaJS of 
the adult belpers? 
q. tIlat are the problems that the adolescents view as iDportant am 
hew do these views c:x::arpare with the views of the hel.pers? 
h. Generally, hew have the adolescents described their perceptions 
of an idealized helper am heM do these carpa%'e to the 
pe%CE!ptians of the adult helper? 
i. Finally, What are the situations for both the adolescents and 
helpers trmeJ:e the ethnic bac'kgroum of a helper ''makes a 
difference?" 
SIGNIFICANCE PUR SOCIAL mRK 
'!be study can contribute to knowledge in the field of social work in 
several ways. '!be \rrhole area of client-helper perceptions is a critical 
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ale to l.U'lderstarxi to be effective as helpers. A person canst:ructs his 
social reality based partly on his subjective pexa!ptian of ~ 
(Bel'ger & I11c1anan, 1967). In a symbolic interaction framework, 
relationships an:1 interpersanal reactions very JlIlCh depem. upon hew a 
person sees the world (Glaser & strauss, 1967). In oI'der to be able to 
enter into another person's skin, to see the world as he sees it, to 
empathize, them must be a st.ron;J sense of mutual. perception. 
t1nderst:arXIiD a client's perception as it relates to one's own perception 
is very JlIlCh tied into the whole oClicept of eupathy, critical to 
functioni.n; in a help:l.rq capacity. Rc)' SChafer points out that ''helpers 
must be able to experience empathy that involves the helper experiencm;;, 
the fee1in;s ~f another person, 1IIhich in tum mJ.ates to rememberirg 
oorrespandirq affective states" (SChafer, 1959, pp. 323-31). In the same 
article SChafer goes on to say that 1ItheJ:e must be 3vailability of memory, 
maldn:J the past personal and the professional experience relevant to the 
current situations. Often, however, this transfer of feelinJs is not 
possible because the JDajority person cannot J:elate to the minority 
experience." carl Rodgers (1965, Al. 169-78), too, ties the ocncept of 
empathy to the mutual. perceptions of client ani worker when he states that 
"empathy involves the worker's ability to assume the internal. frame of 
reference of the client - to see the situation as a client sees it." 
t1nderstaJ'xiiJ mutual. perceptions )::)ecnrne:3 Jll)re ccmplicated when a 
client's life experiences or to.ackgrourd is very different fran one's CMIl. 
'Dlis is territory that is very qe.rmane to social workers am helpers in 
general who often work with minority papulaticms. It is certainly 
incumbent upon us to clarify cur thinki.rq in this area. Iaic:hter arxl 
MitclJell (1967) underscore this very well: 
'!be grasp of another person'S elq)erieme probably 
requires more involved pxesentatian ard explanaticm when 
it is dissim1] ar to ana's awn. BIt as these 1rtt1c -
_ _~iali_z_e in wcrJd.n;J with ~~ar ~~ have __ 
noted the process of t.ra.nsoen:li.D such differences may 
itself be highly illuminatin:J leadi.n;J to special levels 
of UI¥3erstaniing that do nat ordinarily became as 
explicit between these of similar bac1cgJ:aurx!s (p. 258). 
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ihe study att.enpt:s to .increase un:ie.rstandirq of hC'M a minority group 
of clients perceive the experience of beirg helped ard hew this perception 
cc:arpu:es with the views of a gmup of helpers of different ethnic 
bac1cgJ:aurx!s etVJaqed. in qiv.in;J help. 'lhe sbdy BhcW.d add to the 
~ of b:Iw the ethnic backgrourd of a helper iDpct:s em 
cc::n:p:uence or dissonance of views with a group of minority clients. Again 
this knowledge is iJrportant in social work where help.in;J efforts are often 
directed at minority clients. 
Although the PUerto Rican cammunity in the metropolitan ama of the 
united states is generally considered to be at cp:eat risk ani is 
mpresented in numerous social agencies, our general :fIJrxi of knowledge 
about PUerto Ricans ard PUerto Rican children in partiaJl.ar is very 
limited. Bath Jenldns (1980) and canine (1980) testify to the canspicuous 
absence of reliable infOl:D1aticm regardi.rJJ ~ Ricans. 
'!his study too shcul.d contribute to an of the 
significance of the "ethnic agency" or "ethnic settirg" since many of the 
helpers ard all of the clients in this study have experience in this kird 
of setti.r¥:J. Jenkins (1981, p. 7) fourd in her study that mur.h of what was 
perceived as ''workiD:J1I by ethnic agencies had to do with primaJ:y group 
functionilYj, such as develcpin:J family supports am pravidin:J career 
advancements for clients; what was perceived as "nat world.nt' were mo:re 
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traditional offerings such as group therapy for adolescents. '1hus the 
ethnic cc::mp:ment in her view is 11¥)re than just a political response but 
eventually facilitates the delivery of services. It acts as a kirxi of go 
between or mediator between sinple primaxy group activity am mere 
ocmplicated bureaucratic functiO!iliY:J because of hew it vaJ.ues IIprimal:y 
group hel.pirq." 
Although the study will only deal with a subset of PUerto Rican 
adolescents in Newark, New Jersey, hopefully it can sezve as a basis for 
other studies havin;J to do with a Puerto Rican client pqW.ation as well 
as addin;J to krlcwledge about this pop.llation. 
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REVIEW OF IJ:TERA'IURE AND REU.VANT 'lHmRY 
1. Historical and O1l.tural considerations 
critical to an ume.rst:arKiing of PUerto Ricans in the united states in 
the 1980's, is an un:1erst:ar1diD of their history and culture. l4hether one 
a9'%ees or nat with MaldcnadD Denis' (1972) intel:pretaticn that Puerto Rico 
still lives under a colonial regime, the reality for many Puerto Ricans in 
the United. states is that they come out of a land that for many years had 
the status of a Jd.n:l of colony to the united states - whose position 
politically am psychologically, mlative to the pcwerful united states, 
was one of servitude or snbnissicn. 'Dle mentaiity of a ~ and 
qlpressed people has a larv:l history in PUerto Rico st:ret:c:hirg back to the 
earliest relatianships that existed between the :lnvad:lnJ Spanish and the 
Taino Indians (Wagenheim & Jiminiz de wagenheim, 1975). It can be 
suggested that part of the bi-allturality with \.bich PUerto Ricans in the 
united. states ncM struggle very DIIJCh ties into canin) :fxan a histoJ:y of 
oppression and even humiliation. Certainly the world view of pre~ day 
PUerto Ricans is stJ:an;rly colored by the hostile depm:lent mlatianships 
that exist and have existed for many years between the Island and the 
United states. Feel:irxJs on the part of PUerto Ricans of suspicion coupled 
with a need to please am be canpl.iant at all costs are" easier to 
urwderstand men seen against a broad tapestry of Puerto Rican histoJ:y. 
Puerto Ricans have for many years existed in a kind of 
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"double-limbo:" a political ana because of the peculiar status of the 
islam am an etlmic one because of the special blems of races that have 
oocur.red on the islam - the Spanish, Wian, Negroid mix. Both of these 
"limbos" of course have a profcun::l effect: an h.C1tI ruert:o Ricans in the 
united states perceive themselves am the world. Heine arXl Garcia (1983) 
fim that PUerto Ricans, l1I&ll into the 1980's c:xmtinue to find it 
difficult or impa:=sible to achieve their dl:eams in the United states 
mainlard. '!bey do not by am large oonsider themselves part of the 
qene.ral political pxacess. In 1980, for e:xanple, 75 percent of a sanplirq 
of PUerto Ricans in New York City did nat consider themselves American. 
Fitzpatrick (1971) sees problems of identity as central for Puerto Ricans 
who have migrated to New York am sees PUerto Ricans as struggliD;J with 
who they are arxl Were they bel.org. In particular, the literature on 
PUerto Ricans is replete with references to the special struggle PUerto 
Ricans have around their racial am ethnic identity ('lbamas, Fitzpatrick & 
Betances, 1967, 1971, 1975). Bet:ances makes the di.st.il1ction that the 
united states mainlam has a prdJlem of race While PUerto Rico has a 
problem of color. Not cml.y color, blt neg:toid features, such as 'Ipel.o 
malo" - meani.rg bad or kinky hair - becaDes very ilrportant. Generally, 
Betances feels that the problem of color is serious enough in Puerto Rico 
as to CCIIplicate further a secorxi or third qeneration' s search for 
identity on the mainlan:l. 
Bath Fitzpatrick am Elena Padilla (1971, 1971) point out the 
~ of class variables in ~ a :Alerto Rican population 
on the mainland. Padilla states that: 
-there is a tendency t:o.rarcls f~irIJ separation ani 
fragmentation within the Hispanic gralp which calls for 
rejection, dislike, intolerance and critical devaluaticm 
ofH!spanics,-sblply on the gxamds of beinq_so.'l'o -----
speak of the culture of PUerto Rico in New York as if it 
were a unifOl1ll, baID;;Jencus body of cultural. stan:Iards to 
which all PUerto Ricans responi or adhem only leads to 
oversilrplifyin) the cul.tura1 picture ani to distortirg 
and ignorilq significant :facts. Puerto Riams 
participate within different subcultures of the Hispanic 
group itself I 'l!le cultUl:e of PUerto Rican migrants in 
New York City wUl VBIy with respect to the 
sociQ ecoran.ic cl.ass of the .inH.vidual, which is larqely 
a function of his degree of aocul~tion, and with 
reference to his positicn within the Hispanic group, 
which is also a fUnction of h.is class and extent of . 
acculturation (p. 46). 
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E. Padilla (1971, pp. 56 and 63) :feels that Iatinos have bought the 
image of themselves as l'bad am UI'ldesirable and as spoilirq the caun1:l:y by 
the use of drugs .11 She relates delinquency anmgst PUerto Ricans to slum 
carditians where them is a lack of effectiveness in providing the 
individual with suitable personal ani social adaptation. 
In describina the devel.bpiSnt of J?Uert:o Rican children on the 
mainlard, Ia vietes (1979, !PI 264-271) gives a view of ~ Ricans 
sanewhat at variance with Padilla's, in its lack of empmsis an class as 
an iDportant variable. She cites a J1l1II!ber of different factors that would 
seem to be iDport:ant: to ~ PUerto Ricans in general. on the 
mainlard as well as  the develcpnent of PUerto Rican 
c::hildren. Amol'¥J the variables she cites am: non-camnittal emiaration; 
p.1t shply, many PUerto Rican families ccme to the mainland, nat with the 
idea of permanently settl~ here, blt rather with the hq)e of iJrprcNin;J 
their ecananic and qeneral material situation, so as to make it possible 
to retum to their ''J:)eautiful islard" arxl settle there - this hope or 
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mentality often leads to fJ:equent mcwes back aid forth between the islam 
am mainland, all of \t.Ihich, for PUerto Ricans, J:eSUlts in family 
fragmentation, delay in acquirin) Erglish, SlCM acx::ulturation, educational 
haniicaps and limited CXI'I1lI1llnity organization aid leadership; poverty, 
related to PUerto Ricans (accol:'dirq to the 1970 arxi 1980 census) having 
the highest birth rates, am largest families, the lowest :incame, and the 
secord lowest educational attainment of all identified ethnic q.ralpS in 
the United states; traditional am cultural family fact:ors, with an 
eapmsis an sex role behavior in PUerto Rican families wham the sons are 
expecteci to be sexually aggLessive am the dal.l;Jhters house bound aid 
viLqinal - Ia viets feels that since these values are nat eapmsized in 
the United states maWani, family conflicts and identity pLCblems are 
exaceJ:bated particularly for PUerto Rican males. 
Ia viete also cites larquaqe difficulties, J:eSUltirq in an overall 
delay in acquirirq lan;ruage which in tum causes major adaptive 
disabilities for PUerto Ricans - Ia Viets relates this specifically to the 
lCM ed1lCatianal attainment of PUerto Rican childLen; concern for skin 
color - Ia viete agrees generally with the literature that this is a major 
sa.u:ce of identity conflict for PUerto Ricans; religion, where the 
eapmsis on asceticism i'rposed presumably in the Pentecx:lStal churches has 
negative effects particularly on adolescents and personality 
characteristics that include beinJ c:utgoiDJ, volatile am affectionate. 
D. lUgO-Frey (1980) is critical of what he pemeives as Ia Viete's 
negative and stereotypical picture of Puerto Ricans aid PUerto Rican 
children in particular. Illgo-FJ:ey specifically identifies values of 
PUerto Rican culture which can be considered st.reD:Iths. Anx:nJ these he 
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includes: the importance of the family, a %'eSpect for an imividual t s 
t«)rth and dignity p:avidiD;J a basis for a Immanistic view of people, and 
enphasis Q'l extemed family ties that include ~-Bs Well -as 
natural. family. F. Reissman (1976) agrees with lJJgo-Frey and eqilasizes 
that cultural. values and beliefs can be considereci ~. 
Relative to the above and to PUerto Rican culture in general Iauria 
(1967, pp. 53-67) eaphasizes the· importance of certain key attitmes in 
l'el.atianships, particularly mlatianships between JDen. In:l.uded hel:e 
would be the concepts of ttrespetott and ttdignidad." '!he man who is b:ul.y 
"de respetott or ra.Jghly, respected, possesses "dignidad.," i.e.~ ''takes the 
general. moral and cemmoni.al omer seriously. It '!his is a man who is 
''macho~ " '!he man wbo cauplies with the obligation of proper :inter-
personal. treatment is "ampleador'~ and is cansideJ:ed to be the ''hanbre 
caupleto - the int:.egral. or CCIIplete man." In their i.nt:P.ractians with each 
other it is critical for PUerto Ricans to la1CW heM far they can go with 
"mlajo" or joJd.nJ, so as to maintain their own "respeto", and the other 
person's "dignidad." With this averric:li.rxJ cance.m for "dignidad" and 
"respetot' one cculd easily see heM faced with a mainland society WeJ:e 
their role is greatly devalued, Puerto Rican men wculd develop trmat 
Samners (1964, p. 342) calls an "identity neurosis." 
In sum, PUerto Ricans are a people tmose cultural background places 
great enphasis en family relatia'lShips, Wividual. dignity and worth and 
the importance of rece!v!rg help t:hmugh established family am personal 
networks. 'lhis is a culture that traditianal.ly makes shaJ:p distinctions 
between tha sexes with men expected to be sexna] ly aggressive and women to 
be oc:mnitted to bane and dlildren. sane of these values are difficult to 
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sustain, sane in open conflict with a CCll'plex, CCiipatitive, 
bm:eaucratized, irdustrial society as seen :in the United states. In a 
sense PUerto Rican children am adolescents are the "transitional people" 
between the culture of the islam am that of the mainland ard for this 
reason it wculd seem critical to underst:ard their views. 
2. PUerto Rican Children and Molescents 
Literature ~ Puerto Rican children ard adolescents in the 
United states is particularly limited. In this section, therefore 
literature c::xn:mnin;J bath pre-adolescent PUerto Rican children am 
adolescent Puerto Ricans in the United states is examined. 
Generally it SM"'S agreed by DCSt authors that PUerto Rican chil.d:r:en, 
but especially PUerto Rican adolescents in the united states are under 
tremendaus stress. 'lhe main hypat:hesis of canine, Early & Reglerls study 
is that "PUerto Rican children experience a greater array of potentially 
stmss in:hlc:iD) events than do at:her children and are thm:efore at higher 
risk to mental health problems - the child who is disproportionately 
exposed to stress factors at each successive );base of developnent is D10re 
likely to manifest a stress response.11 (canine, at al, 1980 p. vii). 
canino et al feels that the whole experience of immigration and cultural 
assimilation and adaptation is extremely stress pmducirq. Rela~ve to 
the mental health of PUerto Ricans :in the united states they descril:le how . 
ccunt.ries that enoourBge rapid ass:bnilation such as the United states am 
Australia have reported higher psychiatric hospitalization rates than 
these which aooept or encourage ties to the original culture. '!he 
experiences of PUerto Rican people, bot:..~ migrant am ncn-migrant, 
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ac:x:xnding to canino ''have been characterized by a successicm of major 
. -
social transformations - these transfonuations whether cansidend alone or 
.. _----_._- -_._-_.... ------- .. -- - -- - -
in concert are clearly potential stress inducers." (canine et al, 1980, 
p. 11). Constantly mevUg back aDi forth between PUerto Rico and the 
mainlard places PUerto Rican children in the p:siticm of beirr:.J rejected by 
two cultures (Nazario, 1986). Against this backgrcurxi it is easier to 
urXJerst:ard hew PUerto Ricans, especially PUerto Rican males, have the 
highest rate of mental. illness of any identified ethnic 9I'CUp in the 
United states (Fitzpatrick & Gould, 1968). It is also easier to 
urde%stand the need for cultural. pluralism as eDphasized by Fitzpatrick. 
Relative to assimilation Fitzpatrick (1971, p. 31) expresses his idea that 
people shcul.d have the !medao to ''have their own culture while leamin:J 
the new Oll.ture." 
studies by carmen (1929) and C'assell (1970) enphasize that stress 
produces li1YSical ani psychoJ.oqical illness. Further, it has been well 
dccumentecl that Puerto Rican children suffer fran an incmiinate auamt of 
stress (Ia Viete, 1979, can1no, 1980, Fitzpatrick, 1971). Since the 
famUy is so c:8rt:raJ. in Puerto Rican culture any disruption of it is 
extremely stress producirq. o.1l.tural discxlntinuity in child rearin) 
practices for exanple, between Puerto Rico and the united states, prcduoes 
eno:mau; ccnflicts for the PUerto Rican family. If, to CCIlplicate 
matters, the family does mt: have access to traditional SlJR)Ort networks 
the utilization of agency facilities may itself ser:ve as an additional 
source of stress and family disruption (Iargnier, Gersten and Eisenberg, 
1974). 
Partly due to these "cultural d:lsmntinuities" the PUerto Rican 
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adolescent in the united states is in an especially vulnerable position. 
Fitzpatrick (1971) feels that the strictness that saDe PUerto Rican 
families insist upon in an effort to continue old is1an:! values actually 
exacerbates delinquent behavior. Preble (1968, pp. 48-70) indicates that 
the transition to urban mainlan:!life has a neqative effect an Puerto 
Rican adolescents in a mnnber of ways. For ecananic reasons male 
daninance in the Puerto Rican family in the united states ceases and the 
mpercussions of this for the adolescent children in the family are 
devastatin;J - particularly, it seems, for adolescent males because of a 
male child's need to identify with a father figure. "An absent or 
ineffective father leaves a void which cannot be filled. 'Ibis 
disadvantaqe weighs JOOSt heavily on the adolescent male in PUerto Rican 
families. He has lost a pattem for his :male respect an:! ident:ity arxl in 
many cases is encouraqed to identify with his mother" (Preble, 1968, 
p. 65). on the other ham if a present father tries to cxi1pa:usate for his 
diminished role as a breadwinner by ever strictness the result is that 
adolescent children (alarYJ with their JIDther) will attenpt to evade what 
they perceive as danination especially in the pennissive society of the 
United states. Preble feels that the main adaptive alternative for Puerto 
Rican adolescents is often to join the ''hips or the hicks," i.e. beoane 
delinquent or opt for a cultural int:egrity that, although, within the law 
ani blessed by their families, is often :in::xm;Jruent. in many ways with the 
new environment. Unfortunately, this is an adaptation that often means 
settliDJ for a menial job aId cultural isolation. 
Preble (1968) describes PUerto Rican ado1p.scents as feelin; alienated 
at one am the same time fram their families am the institutions of an 
m:iJan society. '!hey are presented with problems not only of transition 
fran one culture to anct:her blt of mainta:lni.rq a tie to ~. cultures 
simultaneously, i.e. they fim themselves struggliD:J with bicultural.ism. 
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When these youngsters atteDpt to establish themselves in a jc;i) lllarket that 
is precarious at best they are seen as a thJ:eat. However, stayinJ in 
school is very often a los:in;J battle for PUerto Rican adolescents: 
"the group of high school dropouts or those prbnarily of 
lower class who continue as naminal students while 
leaJ:'lliD] little :in the anonymity of urban high schools, 
are subject to progressive aliemtion :fran the sau:oes 
of daninant societal power - feelings of milavability or 
of diminished self esteem are rein:forceci by ccntact with 
the l~ society. '!bey seem, hcweve.r, to be displaced 
ante the peer or noxmative xeference group and it is in 
relation to each other that adolescents or adult 
minority members strive for popularity am status." 
(Preble, 1968, p. 69). 
A major theme runnirvJ through the available literatm:e an PUerto Rican 
adolescents relates to an identity struggle, which in tum seems to relate 
to patterns of delinquency. '!he st:rugqles of a political am racial 
nature that all PUerto Ricans have aroma their self-identity have already 
been Wicated. 'lbese feel:lzgs are gmatly exa.certated for a PUerto Rican 
adolescent who is also struggl:lniJ with his personal identity. one ccul.d 
see hCIrI a PUerto Rican adolescent truly walld nat lcnc:M trmere he belorged, 
politically, racially or personal.l.y. I.swin (1948) points out heM minority 
gn:up members suffer fran a lack of belOD]in;pless resultinJ in a loss of 
self esteem. 'Ibis coupled with a self-fulfilling prophecy kind of 
behavior mentioned by Merton (1948) often leads PUerto Rican adolescents 
to seek deviant solutions. Hence, with this population there aD high 
rates of school dropcuts am delinquencies :in general, a heavy :Involvement 
with dnlgs, sexual promiscuity, am ch1'tmic unemployment. All of this 
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very llIIlCh relates to a frustrated at:t:enpt to resolve enotmCl1S identity 
problems. Same authors such as Parsons (1964) am Brim ard Wheeler (1966, 
p. 18) relate this confused identity to a confused society. Briln and 
Wheeler state that 
societies in the process of acgUerati.rg cbaD3e, 
especially if the chanJe is nat guided by a set of 
shal:ply defined master symbols that tell what the dlarge 
is about may thus be assumed to be less effective than 
stable groups in the socialization of their ycuBJ -
subgroups with deviant values emerge which do nat 
prepare the child for perfonoance of the roles expected 
of him by the laxger society. 
Ia viete (1979, pp. 267-271) traces delinquent behavior to what she 
calls paradmdcal patterns of child-rearirq. In a PUerto Rican haDe there 
is authority that de.marms docility ani oanfomity am yet emctional 
behavior is traditional. self centrol is neither valued nor taught, hence 
the appearance of sauatic sympt:ans ani "ataque." Against this kind of 
family backgrourXl Ia Viete maintains that "action" that often takes place 
an the street is used as a defense against anxiety. self esteem is 
bolstered by acts of darqer ani darin;J in the 1'machisnD" tradition. '!he 
ego in this situation has a low tolerance for tension, discharqin:r it with 
a b.u::st of action which is often hal:mless but Jllay be d.aBJerous as in a 
erma of passion. Ia viete points out that there are nat infrequent 
incidents of older Puerto Rican adolescents han:JiJ'g themselves in jail 
while awaiting trial an minor charges. overall, Ia viete feels that 
clinical problems, with PUerto Rican adolescent boys, in particular, are 
focused mainly in the area of delinquency am drug abuse. she sees lithe 
antisocial behavior as the culJnination of a life mcperience born basically 
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of poverty am peer influence am aggravated by the ~zinq result 
of migration, the alienatirg effect of lanauage iDpaverisbment am racial 
-------- -----
prejudice. II (Ia Viete, 1979, p. 266) 
In their study of delinquents am non-delinquents in PUerto Rico, 
Ferracuti, Dinitz am Acosta de Brenes (1975) relate delinquency CIlI¥:miJ 
PUerto Rican adolescents to poverty am disorganized families. ::rn their 
COI'lt.n)l group of families they firxl higher educational attainment aItalg 
the parents am mre control am legitimate marriage. In his study done 
in the 1940's, SChepses (1949) too relates delinquency amon;J PUerto Rican 
adolescents to poverty am broken banes. Ferracuti et al also fourd that 
all PUerto Rican adolescents in their study who were delinquent also gave 
evidence of saDe sort of psychiatric problem while only about 50 percent 
of their control subjects gave s.imil.ar evidence. BraIn (in Bucdrl.one am 
00J:t1asc0, 1968) makes a further cannection between less Of. panmtal 
COI'lt.n)l am the ac:quir.irg of new values am laJ'92ge en the part of youn;J 
PUerto Ricans. Gradually PUerto Rican families fird themselves in a 
situation Were their children know am use a laDJuage that they do not 
am acquire values that are st:ran;Je am foreign. within this context it 
tlet.Ttnes difficult to exemise parental authority. 
Ia viets offers many clinical iDpressions that are subjectively 
derived am as previously indicated are often perceived as overly 
negative. Describinj the pe.rsa1ality of PUerto Rican children Ia Viete 
(1979, pp. 264-271) fims little in the way of "ego ideal." Accordirg to 
her Puerto Rican ycA.1B3Sters ten! to externalize sources of disoantent, 
blamirg :reverses on bad luck, fate, the neighborhood or bad friems. 
SOlutions to problems are sought in material gooc1s ani new possessions. 
With PUerto Rican ~ters there tends to be a denial of time am future 
expectations. HUmor is a widely used defense against fear, despair an:l 
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resignation. She feels that there is a "9reater degree of se1f acceptance 
with PUerto Rican adolescent males, that is bam of his fatalism, tolerant 
superego am limited ego ideal, leadin;J to certain freedans which are 
absent in the larger culture. 'lbe1:e is a capacity for the short tenn 
enjoyment of bodi' Y am social pleasw:es in the midst of a marginal 
material existence" (Ia Viete, 1979, p. 270). Ia Viets sees a lCM 
aspiration level balarx:iD;J the discrepancy between the st:amard of living 
of PUerto Ricans am others in the larger society. She feels that with 
Puerto Rican families fatalism cushions failure. "Famil.y ties an:! 
aoceptance am the qrt:ion of I.'e1:umiJ'q to the beautiful hanelard aids in 
the developoent of a pleasure seeki.n:J style of life tr.bich semns to SUIVive 
the rigors of growin;J up iDpcverished in an alien culture. II (Ia Viete, 
1979, p. 270). 
I.a viete (1979) fims that many PUerto Rican C'llil.dren 9rcM up in a 
haDe enviJ:cnment Where there is little p:t:eSSUre bxcught to bear aroum 
time oriented tasks. Dependency am passivity are encouraged am as a 
result the PUerto Rican child is often net prepared for the structured, 
CXJIlipetitive world of school. '!his would seem to J:elate to the fact that 
many PUerto Rican children have a lower than averaqe functional I.Q. even 
l>ttlel'l tested in Spanish an culture free tests (Ararxio & Padilla, 1974). 
Q)masoo am Bucchione (1968) fam that at a 3m grade level only 10 
pexcent of PUerto Rican children are readiD;J at grade level am by the 8th 
grade two thirds are 3 years behini. '!his, aocor:di.rg to 00I'das00 am 
Blcd1ione, explains sane of the feelirJ]s of helplessness, deperdence arXi 
inferiority seen with PUerto Rican ycurq.st.ers. 
Generally, Ia viete (1979) agrees with other authors cancerninq the 
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prevalence of env::rt:ional ~ with PUerto Rican children. ~ 
estimates that half of PUerto Rican c::hil.dren on the mainland between five 
and nine have difficulty in goiD) to bed, am varialS kinds of sleep 
disturbances. In particular she agrees with previalSly cited authors 
cancernirg the identity prcblems of PUerto Rican adolescents. 'lhaDas 
(1974) feels that these problems am c:x:mplicated for male children because 
of Puerto Rican fathers arpeariD) simult:anealSly pcwerful. in the family 
but inadequate in the society. With all of these prci)lems Ia Vista (1979) 
asserts that by the tilDe PUerto Rican children reach adolesoeJD! school 
often has little meaniD.1 to them. 'lbere is little push to plan for the 
future ancl gradually street peers bec:xma the reference 9lDlP as qJpOSed to 
families or society. As PUerto Rican children get older, Ia V!ete sees 
them beirg very expressive am action oriented, particularly in sana] 
areas, ancl the spont:aneaJS expzession of feelirxJ. Accorc1i.D] to her a low 
aspiration level makes sublimation difficult for PUertO Rican children. 
Fl:an the small amcm1t that has been written about Puerto Rican 
children in general and PUerto Rican adolescents .in particular, one 
gathers a generally negative impression of a very troubled, delinquency 
prone popllatian. Indeed, for a subst:antial J'Il1IIIhA..r of PUerto Rican 
adolesoen't$ .in the Northea$tem part of the United states this does seem 
to be an bport:ant part of their picture. However, a m1JDber of sources 
suggest that part of the p:ablem with PUerto Rican adolescents has to do 
with the negative and sten!otypical way .in which they am pel:Ceived. For 
exanple there has been sane evidence in school systems that PUerto Rican 
children have been .incorrectly classified as di.sbLn:i:Jed or xetarded by 
child study teams ('!he Newark star ledger, 1974). Both D. Iugo-Frey 
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(1980) am C'anino et al (1980), while decrying the lack of research having 
to do with PUerto Rican children both CCI'I!IDeJ'lt an the negative way in which 
these yourgsters are perceived. Writirg hav:ln;J to do with EW!rto Ricans 
in qeneral supports the idea that part of the difficulty with PUerto Rican 
adolescents has to do with the negative perception of the larger society. 
see for ex.anp1e Hidalgo (1971), Mayerson (1975), Palanare (1971), '1haDas 
(1967). 
Generally it waUd seem to Ce agreed that for a variety of reasons 
Puerto Rican adolescents are a popllation umer great stress. Evidence of 
this would be the aforementianed high rates of del:lnquency, SC'l1col am job 
dropouts, eDDticnal distw::bance ani negative perceptions of the larqer 
society. Few authors offer more than global suggestions for ways of 
helpilq this pcpJl.ation. Increased employment and ~ housing are 
mentioned as iDportant to a solution as are culturally sensitive schools 
ani social service programs. Ia viete (1979) specifically mentions 
t.rainin;J parents in less paradoxical. child rearing patterns am 
collaboration with influential cc:ammmity figures such as spiritualists. 
Pel:haps the JOOSt CIYing need that CXIDeS out of lookin;J at the literature 
havin;J to do with PUerto Rican children ani adolescents is the need for 
more research concem.il'g this pcp.ll.ation. canine et al (1980) makes this 
point repeatedly. 
3. Related 'lheoretica1 Areas 
'Ihere are several distinct theoretical areas that would seem. to be 
logically related to a study of corgruence of perceptialS ~ ethnicity 
is a variable of particular concem. Principal 8IIICRJ ~ ~d be 
theories and car.cepts related to etlmicity, to role expectations am. 
--
mutual. perceptions am to CCIlIIIDJIlicatian, especially aCI:CSS class am. 
culture. 
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a. Et:hnicity. lfhether ani to What degree et:hnicity is an 
in£l\lellCin;J variable in a belpiB:l rel.atialc;hip is ale of the mjor 
cancerns of this study. Generally, the literature st1:'cm;Jly suggests that 
it is an ilIIportant factor and a nnmber of authers Emphasize the inportance 
of sensitiziB:l ourselves to ethnic variables in worJc.iD;J with minority 
group members. weber (1961, p. 305) defines an et:hnic grcup as "a 
collectivity based an an assumption of 0 ilU1100 origin real or imaginaJ:y. II 
In referrin;J to ethnic groups Scl1ermerl1om (1970) calls them: 
A collectivity within a J.m:ger society haviD;J :real. or 
pltative alUii»rl ancesb:y, JDeDDries of a shand 
historical past arxl a cultural fccus an cme or mere 
symbolic elements - a nec.-essaxy a.ooo !ilWment is sane 
consciamness of kil'ld 8IIIODiJ membem of the group -
aDICBJ symbolic elements axe included PlYsical 
contiguity, lal'J1lUlge or dialect, religim, phenotypical 
features, kinship pattems am nationality or any 
CCIIIbinatian of these" (p. 12) 
Mizio (1980, p. 5) feels tbat lIethnicity erxxJlupasses cxmscious am 
unconscious pxooesses, fulfillin:l a deep psychological need for security, 
identity and a sense of historical continuity." 
Whether or net ethnicity per se s.bcW.d be a prime consideration in the 
delivmy of services is an inq:mtant. issue to be addresRed especially as 
the Plblic sector involvement in helpin:l has incnased •. As Jenkins (1980) 
. 
points cut, in a small volunt:aJ:y aqency that defines itself ethnically 
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this is less of an issue. Jenkins (1980) maintains that recognition am 
sensitivity to ethnic issues is an inport:ant supportive measure especially 
if a person has lost traditional family ~. unfortunately, there 
seems to be a tendency to play dawn the :lnportance of ethnicity am as 
Jenkins am Morrison (1979) indicate t:he%e are few efforts to 
operationalize ethnic issues, attitudes or positions, for the pu:pose of 
i:aprcvirg access of minority clients to service. However, ethnic 
backgl:cun:l is a major part of one's reality ani its importance is 
f!II'P'lasized by a ruDJlber of authors. In discussirg ethnicity Kclodny (1969) 
states that: 
it is iDQ;lortant however to recognize that in the 
American experience there has always been anat:her aspect 
of social :reality J:elated to class, i.e. I to the 
patterns of distribution of wealth am the life styles 
of aggzegates of people possessirg various foxms arxi 
aDDll'lts of wealth, b.1t ~le from it: ~ 
ethnic ties, EDDeti:mes in addition to but ather times 
distinct :fJ:an or even in opposition to these of class, 
have historically influenced t..'1e behavior and views of 
individuals in this camtry t:awams others ani ha.f they 
feel. aba1t themselves (p. 20). 
stein am ClcwaJ:d (1975, p. 4) a:J:9Ue that "a general lack of 
systematic appraisal of ethnic factors in their DDre subtle fcmDS inpairs 
. the fullest use of social workers ~ of psychology and 
philosophic orientations." Spiegel (1978, pp. 576-593) too feels that "in 
the f'utw:e as much consideration will have to be given to problems of 
cultural dynamics as has been given in the past to pn:el.y psychological 
processes." Ethnic origins am divisions in our society stl:aJ,;Jly affect 
the views people have tawams themselves am others am conditions many of 
the behavior choices they make as family members, producers, citizens, 
clients am patients (Kclodny, 1969). Katlin (1982, p. 168) feels that 
helpers need to be mxe widely educated about ethnicity. He sees it as 
"an iltportant CX1IIpOl'1el'lt of ane's identity - involvJ.rg canscious am 
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unconscioUS· ~ses that fulfill a deep PsYchological need for SP-CUrity, 
identity ani a sense of historical continuity. It is transmitted in 
emotional 1arguage in the family. An atteDpt at m-estab1i.sb.in) it is 
called. ethnic barding" In her wrk with students Pimerhughes 
(1979, p. 80) states that they "CXIIIe to recognize that each person usually 
pm:oeives his or her ethnic group ard those of others as existirg in a 
hierarchical relationship - with one group havirq DDre pc:7.tI'er am another 
less am that when these groups relate to cme anat:her their feel.inls am 
behavior tem to be exmplemental:y ard to be influenced by their relative 
position of power." Repmsent.iIYJ what appears to be a minority view, Wong 
(1982) does nat enth'ely support the idea that ethnicity is of major 
inportance in a helpin;J situation. She looked at the :llupact of ethnic 
status on social work clinical judqements usirq a saDple of Japanese arx1 
caucasian subjects. She was inteJ:ested in such areas as prd:)lem solvir¥J, 
extent of dist:u%bance arx1 general. sensitivity. overall she fauncl that 
pmfessiaBlism was seen as a DJOJ:e bportant pmdictor of behavioral 1'lO:t1nS 
than ethnicity ~ ihese particular ideas ~ perception arx1 
ethnicity pertain very specifically to this study ldlich looks at the 
relationship between c:xn;ruence of views arx1 etlmicity. 
Spealtin;J more generally ather authors emphasize the inpact that 
ethnicity has on various aspects of imividual lives. Illic:h (1956) 
speaks of the effects of PUerto Rican ethnicity on the Puerto Rican 
inunigration to New York city. Op1er am Sin;er (1955) eu;ilasize the 
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relationship between ethnicity am the foms that mental illness assumes 
am Glazer and Moynihan (1963, p. 16) spoke of the ethnic group in America 
"not as a su:tvival fran the age of immigration but as a new social fOI1ll." 
An issue of particular concem zelative to ethnicity has to do with 
service delivexy. Mizio (1980) disrnsses this area as do Jenkins am 
Morrison (Review of Literatm:e, 1974, p. 31). Jenkins am Morrison 
maintain that service delivexy to children of minority groops is very 
often haDpe.red by a lack of recognition of ethnic variables. '!bey state 
that lithe social worker may be called upon in situations where cultural 
conflict is involved, where awareness of ethnic group values, internal. 
stresses am acculturation concepts are essential for appnlpriate 
intervention. II As previously imicated JOOSt of the literature supports 
the idea that ethnic minorites feel that services to children must be 
culturally sensitive if the children are to sw:vive culturally. 
Billin:Jsley ani Giovanni (1972) put it more dramatically. '11ley state that 
practitioners in child welfare must: 
abamcn the nation that a sirgle, ~te conceived, white 
dcminated and white administ:.erecl system of child welfare, 
hampered as it is by racism, b.u:eaucracy, professionalism 
am sectarianism, can possibly meet the needs of all 
children of all races and subcultures. We need to adept 
a pluralistic, DDllti-ethnic conception of child wlfare 
services ani to develop deliberately systematically 
different child welfare services that will explicitly 
cansider these ethnic xealities (p. 221). 
1be PUerto Rican Task Fo:rce Report (Mirarda, 1974), the New York 
camnittee for the care of PUerto Rican Children (1974), ard the united 
states Department of Health, Biucation and Welfare, Office of Child 
Developement (1971) ~ize the iDp>rtance of staff in social agencies 
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being sensitive to ethnic and cultural. issues :in dealin:J with PUerto Ric:::an 
children. For exanple, if placement is Wicated for a PUerto Rican child 
-- .. -- --.- ------_. --- -- --- .---- .- - - -- ----------- - - -
studies fran these groups I&XiWlen:i that it be in a PUerto Rican foster 
bane so as to maintain cultural continuity. '!hey emcurage the hirin:J of 
PUerto Rican personnel an:! the trainin;J of nan-spanish speakin;J staff in 
tolls Spanish l~. Both Rivera (1979) m1 Mizio (1972, pp. 267-272) 
express conceJ:l'l ewer the lack of Puerto Rican professionals in key agency 
positions. Specifically addressirq herself to the therapeutic 
relationship, Mizio discusses the reality of racism in the relationship 
and cant:erXls that "admit:tin;J there is a prci:»lem can be extremely 
threat:enin:J to social workers We have an emotional and professional stake 
in viewiJg themselves as able to aIt acz:css class, ~ and ethnic 
lines. 'lbey wculd rather see the developnent of new role techniques and 
~d1es as sufficient. II 
In smn, the literature generally ~ the nation that the concept 
of ethnicity is an :bt;m1:ant reality in American life. Moreover, there 
axe repeated references to the ilIport:ance of service agencies '\r41o deal 
with ethnic minorities beilq sensitive to ethnic variables. An awareness 
of am sensitivity to et:!mic cansideratians wcul.d seem to ):)e critical in 
work::irq with etlmic minorities. 
b. Role Expect::ations am !tlltual. Perceptions. '!he interaction that 
occurs between a client arxi a helper very DUCh deperds upon their mutually 
perceived roles. '!his study is concemed with the mt:ual. perception of 
client and helper of a ccmnon area - the helpinq experience. 'lhinking, 
then, c::xmcemi.rv:l role and role expectatians is an :btportant theoretical 
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base for the research. 
In spea1dn;J of roles Goffman (1961, pp. 85-152) indicates that 
camnit:ment to a 1'01e is generally :llrport:ant to scurd mental health. He 
defines 1'01e as the typical response of imividuals in a particular 
situation. HeW cx:mnitted an iniividual is to a particular role will have 
a powerful inpact on haw the iniividual l s role perfomance is perceived. 
He calls lack of cCI'ami:boent to a %Cle, "role distance. II In clients this 
same phenaDena is :r:eferred to as "zesistance. II 'Ihus, one might speculate 
that lack of awareness of cultural. variables on the part of a social 
worker might be perceived by a minority client as a lack of cDlIltu:baent to 
a helpir¥] mle. ocnve.rsel.y, a minority client's ethnic idiosyncracies 
ccW.d be perceived by a social worker as a lack of oanmitment to a client 
role. AaxmiiD) to Deutsch, Kraus and Morton in strean (1967, R». 77-78), 
a "social mle" is supposed to denote ''behavioral enactment of that part 
of the status which prescribes heM the status occupant shculd act towards 
ane of the persons with whan his status rights ard obligations put him in 
cantact." AleD) the same lines, Nelson (1962) feels that therapist arxi 
patient alike engage :in efforts to induce one another to enact the role or 
mles 'ttbic:h each deem necessary to maintain and praIICte the interpersonal 
situation. A client expects a social worker to playa helpful role in 
order for the inteJ:persanal situtation in which they fil'Xi tbemseJ.ves to 
have meanirv:J. Accc:miirg to Sb:ean (1967, p. 81) "to be effective in the 
treatment situation, the helper, it is suggested, must realize that 
cc:mp:ehensive tl:eatment necessitates t.hl:cughcut the adoption of multiple 
stances am roles determined by the dynamic unfoldin:J of each :In::lividual 
case. " '!he client too is supposed to play certain "mles" reJ.at:inJ to 
invclvirg himself .in treatment, beirJ;J on tilne for appointments, etc. 
strean obsel:ves that sanetiJnes the caseworker plays the role of a 
- -- - .--
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reject:irq mother or father when the client does not enact his prescribed 
roles appropriately. omcerni.rq DUtual. role expectatialS, Briar am 
Biller (1971) state that: 
the casewcrker, if be is to be perceived as helpful by 
the client, must minimize discrepancies between his own 
am his client I s conception of what they are doinJ 
together. To do so requil:es that the caseworker make an 
effort to discc:wer his client I s conception and 
e:xpectations and be prepareci acx:xn:di.rqly to DlJdify his 
own behavior and his expectations of the client or else 
edt1Cate the client to the workers views (p. 109). 
'!his sensitivity to hew a client expects us to act and ~t :in turn 
. are our expectations of them is particularly inportant. :in dealirq with 
clients whcse status is \D1familiar to us - a situation that CXIUl.d prevail, 
for ElXall'ple, with a nan-PUerto Rican helper worldnJ with Puerto Rican 
adolescents. '!be ethnic element :in role behavior is a critical one am 
CI1e that has been shawn to differentiate role expectation (Nall, 1962). 
Jenkins am Noman (1975) famd that PUerto Rican wanen perceived their 
role as fcmoal vis-a-vis social. workers and social agencies and that it 
was expected of them to ver:bal.ize COIlCem for their children. 
overall, Jenkins and Noman (1975, p. 120) maintain that hOlrI clients 
perceive the help:1rg experience very much :relates to the role expectations 
they have of social workers and helpers :in general where role refers to "a 
set of specifications for role appropriate behavior or ideas of ~t 
people think behavior ought to be with respect to a specific position in a 
social system... Clients perceptions of their roles very 1IIL1Ch relate to 
the size and type of agency too. For exanp1e, D:Jt:hers involved with 
JXmSeCtarian agencies in Jenkins am Ncmuan's (1975) study, tended to 
report their major e>cpect:ations rega:r:dilxJ awropriate role behavior as 
expressinq cxmcern for the child and acquiescence toward the social 
worker. 
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Int:bnate1y mlated to the area of role behavior are the mutual 
pemeptions of client and worker. In their study of the expected behavior 
of helping persons, 'lhaDas, Po1ans1c;y am Kamin (1955, P. 166) maintain 
that: a "client's decision to camnit himself to a continuin;J relationship 
with a helping pe:rsan is the result of two ld.rxls of m:gan!zing 
perceptions: (1) that the helpinq person is c:x:atptent to help on the 
problem and (2) that the helpinq person wants to help this partic::ular 
client with this particular pn:i>lem." O\Terall they fcurd that an initial 
pemeption of a helper as sincerely interested affects client's role 
expectation of the helper. 
A nnnber of studies have focused on either client or helper 
perception. studies by McCoy (1975), overton (1960), Ballard and MJdd 
(1958) arx1 Maluccio (1977) have all looked at client and helper views and 
all report agreement between client and worker CI'l Positive cutcxmes. 
However, there seems to be sane lack of agreement as to why the helpirg 
experience was pe.t:Ceived as prcducinq positive results. Maluccio (1977) 
speculates that sane of this pe.t:Ceived positive cutcane may siuply be in 
the mim of the client who has invested a tremerXk:lUs amount: in time and 
eneI9Y in the enocunter. Fanshel (1958) suggests that this perceived 
positive outoame may be related to the influence of a stron:J relational 
bond that has grawn between the client or worker or may be related to 
resources in the client's enviramnent tbat becane lIIlbilized. '!his raises 
the question as to whether mutual satisfaction with the cutcc:ane of a 
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helpinl experience necessarily means mutual. pexception of what the cutcame 
actually is. :rt also raiF!eS the question of haw and 1r41ether worker 
perceptions influence client pexception, ani vice-versa. Fanshel, for 
exanple, felt that social workers' perceptions of clients' was very 
important. In his study of caseworkers' perceptions of clients he found 
that ret:urnin:J clients were nat considered 'tpranisirq cases" am that 
marital problems and persanality problems where there was little inSight 
liIJere qiven 'Ipoor' ratin;p;" by caseworkers. 
ID3eed, one might be led to ask ~ there is any mlatiansbip, 
positive or negative between mutuality of percepticms am a positive 
enccunt.er between helpers and clients. '!he literature does suggest that 
there is a positive mlatianship between the variables. Hayer and TillIms 
(1970) indicate stran;Jly that clients felt that only these We were like 
themselves in age, marital status and. sex could really uMerstand them. 
In their study of kinship pattems, Ieichter and Mitchell (1967) fourXl 
that ~ of values and experience may contribute to the 
caseworker's feel.irrgs of ease in wor1c.iDJ with a partia.1l.ar client. 
Similarly in their view, a client's perception of a caseworker's 
can:;p:uence to his awn experience and values affects CXIIII1UI'lication. 
However, as a caveat 1'..ere it shcul.d be :lmicated that Isichter and 
Mitchell also express the view that it is not the degree of car..;p:uence in 
values am experience, but the extent to tmich the caseworker has a 
lcrlcMledge am ~ of the client's position - an U1'derst:ar¥lln 
that involves an awareness of 01l.tural. variables - that is JDDSt inportant 
to tl:eatment. Ieichter am Mitchell (1967, p. 260) feel that "cancepts 
mlative to culture and social interaction must ultimately be part: of the 
:framewcrk of practitioners," b1t seem to sugqest that ~ though 
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helpful is not a sine qua non of successfUl practice. Littwin (1975) on 
the ather han:l fcund that the DDre agmement or ~ there is . 
between client and worker amurd a number of areas such as political 
views, reliqious backgJ:ourxl, definitions of problems, etc., the l(DJer the 
client-worker relationship lasted. She :refers to mutuality between client 
ard worker as ''validation'' ard states that when client ard worker validate 
each other there is self reported satisfaction in therapy. Her study as 
wll as a I1UIIIber of others suggests that a positive respanse in therapy is 
related to client ani worker beirg silllilar to each other. '!he studies of 
HollJ..nashead and Redlich (1958), Rubenstein and lDrr (1956) and overall 
and Aranscn (1963) all SUJiPlrt the idea that sameness of demc:gtapuc 
variables, for exaxrple, race, I.g., education, ve.t:bal ability and 
socio-ecananic backgrollrKi, have an impact an the client-worker 
relationship. Adinolfi (1971) found that net only sameness of dezoographic 
variables but similarity of preferred ways of t:hinld.rg and of personality 
in qeneral was associated with therapeutic success. 
Mayer anc1 Timms (1970, p. 3) lament the pauc~.ty of social work 
research that fOOlSes on the views of clients. '!hey suggest that one of 
the :reasons for this is the assunption that "the judgments of 
practitioners ard clients wculd coincide." 'lbeir study focuses more on 
client pe:r:spectives alonq evaluative lines of their ccunsel.lirg experience 
ard they cite a J1I1IIIber of studies particularly in psychct:herapy which 
xeveals marked desparity between client views am practitioner views. 
'!bey mention, for example, Rogan (1957) ard Kogan, Hunt anc1 Bartel.me 
(1953). At the same time, the evidence as presenteci in Mayer and Timms 
(1970, p. 10) suggest that "alt.hcugh con;p:uency in expectations between 
helpers and clients may be iltportant, under certain con:iitians its 
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inpntance may be aver-ridden by other considerations, as for exanp1e when 
clients have extraJm1ra1 reasons for xemainin;J .in therapy. II 
.. 
As an illustration of this Mayer am Timms cite the example of saneone 
continuing in therapy to pmish a family member. In 1oo1d.D) at sou:roes of 
client dissatisfaction, Mayer and Timms (1970, p. 155) see as a ajor 
reason the fact that clients am workers had "different ways of t.hinki.nq 
&bcut ani copin:J with pe.rsanal prob1eas." Clients in their study tenied 
to blame others in their envirannent for their problems 'While workers 
focus on client self awareness. Mayer and Timms suggest too that much of 
the disparity exist:J.rq between client ani worker has to do with a 
difference in th:in1dD1 aIxut hew a professional client relatianship should 
be structured. For exalIple, professionals are SU);p)Sed to maintain 
"EmDtianal distance" :fl:an their clients tr4rl.l.e the clients in Mayer am 
Tilmns I study often did J1Ct see their workers as eJlDtional1y neutral. 
SilDilarly professionals assume an entitlement to intiJnate personal 
kncIrIledge about their clients, while clients in the Hayer ani TilDms I 
research express the view tJlat their workers Em sauetimes nosey or 
pryhq. 
In all it wcul.d seem that the whole area of demographic aJXl perceptual 
~ between helpers m:d clients needs to be looked at carefully. 
Althalgh DIal1:Y studies sugqest the i.Jrportance of c:x:np:uence of views and 
~aphy in a soc:! a1 worker-client relationship the extent of its impact 
on the helpin;J experience is not entirely clear. 
In a situation where there is an cbvicus lack of ~ty between 
worker and client relative to cultural, socioeconanic ani ethnic variables 
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it wculd seem even DCre l:aportant to examine their c:xn;ruence or lack of 
~ of views. '!bat ethnic and cultural variables affect both 
worker and client views seems evident. Gudelia Bet:ancc:mt (1974, p. 20) 
expresses the view that PUerto Ricans \\tlo miqrate to the united states are 
subject to the stJ:esses of marginality. "Majority group mpmhprs t.ern to 
perceive them as inferior because they are viewed as poor, U1'\E!IIPloyed, 
uneducated am politically weak." Mizio (1980, p. 16) too feels that many 
aqencies have negative perceptions of PUerto Ricans am that PUerto Rican 
perceptians of social agencies are affectecl by their awareness of these 
peroeptians. She states that simply hirin) bi-lin;ua1 wrke.rs wUl result 
in many of them sittin; alane :in their offices because lithe experience (of 
PUerto Ricans) with ot:he.r social \1lelfare agencies such as plblic 
assistance departments am ot:her institutions such as schools and the 
police, have often made them leery, disenchanted and frustrated with Anglo 
institutions. " 
'!he particular perceptions of adolescents an:i their con;p:'Uel'lCe with 
the perceptians of helpers is a difficult area, one in which the 
literatum is wake BJ:yt (1969, p. 294) offers the view that "in workil'q 
with adolescents 'We often make the assuaptian that 'We share a semantic 
framework because we speak the same laDJUaqe. I. He nct:ed that for sane 
adolescents vel'bal. l~ has no CXIIIIUJl'licative meanin;J. studies by 
WJ:cben (1955) and Jossylyn (1957) suggest that the perceptions of 
adolescents of social lo'Orkers and the helpin; experience in qeneral is 
very much influenced by the kind of :t:elationship the adolescent 
experiences with the social worker. Sane authors such as Rcss (1941, pp. 
23'1 - 239) suggest that adolescents see helpers as a vehicle for 
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identification, a ldni of role mcxJel. In this view the social worker is 
seen as a :Jdn:i of lIego ideal." Beker (1965, pp. 18 - 26) in his study 
fOurd that ·sochi worke.1:'S were looked upcii-as-offeritq ,,~:,,-
Eismann (1977) in an "an the street" therapeutic C'X'JIIQIIlD'lity in the south 
Bronx looked at the perceptions of children am adolescents of therapeutic 
gains ani chanle agents. In his program Eismam mobilizes the natural. 
systems and relationships existm;, 8lIa'¥J yCAIt:h to solve problems. '!he 
youth saw their peer groups as "family" where the :tel.atianships themselves 
are used to provide d1arrJe. 
In z:eviewin) various theories relative to adolescents, Iaycock (1970) 
Wicates hew the perspectives of adolescents can be "","'died" by a J'IU!I!her 
of inteJ:nal. ani transfe.n:mtial. variables. He d1solSses a Fre"'ian view, 
where seduction, hanosexnal crusbes am fear of their own feelin3s all 
color the way an adolescent perceives helpers. Bein; a lDimJ.inal. Jd.m of 
person psychcsexually between the world of a child am the world of an 
adult will "skew" the view a yc:RlD1St:er has of the world. If, as in 
SUllivan's (1955) view, the personality is the mee1:irg place of all 
relationships then the adolescent's view of himself will deperd an his 
relationship with significant ethers such as a social worker. 
Authors such as Seidman (1958) and Remmers am Radles (1958) feel that 
hew an adolescent perceives the world depems upon their social milieu. 
'lhus the views of youth durin) the depressian centered an concem aver 
f~ a job am duriD:J the 50 's on the hp:ntance of canfomirr:]. 
RegcmUess of the particular theoretical "tlu:ust" the reality is that 
adolescents do have a point of view am in loold.nJ at a helper/adolescent 
dyad it is the adolescent's perspective that is often overlooked. As has 
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pmviously been imicated canino et al (1980) suggests gem;, directly to 
Hispanic children to understand their perceptions and indeed this does 
seem to be a much needed app:t'Oach. 
c. Ccmmunication - Bhapp (1965, pp. 88-90) indicates that "each 
person's perceptions of others are structured by his or her awn cultural 
condition.in:J, eciucation am personal experiences. II 'lbese circumstances in 
turn affect cxmmmication. ~ whole area of cc:mm.mication is an 
ilIIportant one to look at in workilg with clients of various cultl:res and 
very much relates to the area of ~ or dissanance in 
perspectives. stark (1959, }:p. 179-183) imicates that clients fran 
various cultures often have a meager or distorted ~ of 
casework services. She states that "certain clients can only believe in 
the helpfUlness of social workers as they experience such help. II 
SChatzman am strauss (1966, pp. 442-455) too found that class and culture 
have an impact a'l hew clients mrmmmicate with helpm;, sources. '!bey felt 
that in CXllll!llmicatil'q, lower class people tamed to focus on themselves 
lAtllle middle class individuals had a perspective tbat included other 
people. Acconiirq to SChatzman am strauss the CXIIU'IU.D'1ication of lower 
class people is characterized by concreteness and a lack of imagery. '!hey 
state that "cress class CXIIU'IU.D'1ication, Wile not rare, probably is fairly 
fcmnalized or J:t:IUtinized." Hall and Whyte (1963) remird us of the 
CCIlplexity of cc:ammmication across Oll.ture: 
- when CCI't'IIlVJnication takes place between two Oll.tures, 
these effects at.''! even more carplex - in these 
inter-cultural situtation there is little of the 
co-orientation that is a prerequisite for camnunication 
in general. 'Ibis greatly increases the possibility of 
JIlisurderst:ar and of unexpected reactions (p. 563). 
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cross (1974, pp. 44-53) feels bath race am social class create major 
expectations in the min:Js of participants in a social work. :l.nt:erview 3J'd 
establishes" thaf -Classes do indeed exist. -" iie-theii-gees" On to assert thiit" 
different classes have diffezent: ''value ideas" - for exmrple, ideas about 
authority - which are than bl:algb.t into an interview situation. cress, 
teo, makes the point that cultural. an:l class background affect nat only 
verbal CXJ'IIIIIlmication but all manner of non-vmbal. CXIIIIIILU1icatian, body 
1arguage, aleS, facial expressions, etc. Ieichter and Mitchell (1976) 
make the point that there are many ways of camm.micatin) and that perhaps 
the predaninate way is non-vm:bal. In attezrptirg to cxmm.micate across 
class aJ'XVor culture we have to be camful. to look at our own "cultural 
assuII'¢ions. " '!his is especially difficult to do if we are talld.nJ about 
an in'terdlarqe with SCBDeOI1e who is similar to aw:sel.ves in certain 
respects: 
- although it may be mlatiVelyeasy to perceive 
cultural assumptias when canfranted with dramatic 
differences between widely disparate cultw:es, it is 
DIIlCh more difficult to be awam of socially derived 
assunptians when lrIOrldnq .with a mre subtle ran:Je of 
variations, - it is iDportant to be able to d:i.stiD;Juish 
professional 't:h:lnJdnJ that embodies ilrplicit cultural 
assumptions and that based an objectively validated 
knowledge (p. 261). 
'!be ideas diSCllSsed UP"to this point cxmcemin;J CXI11III.D'lication, it 
a~, am central to work with minorities - particularly adolescent 
minorities which in a sense is a minority within a minority. 0::JnceJ:nirg 
wcrkirr:J with mil'IOrities, Ramo (1966, p. 51.6) too Wicates that it is a 
mistake to focus teo JIILlCh on the iDportance of vm:bal. cxmmmication. He 
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states that "it is true enough that ethnic diffe.rerx:es between patient ani 
therapist nay foreclose linJU,stic correspaxlence. umer such 
circumstanoes bath participants my accept perllaps too readily that they 
cannot OCIIIIIILlIlicate. 'lbe.rapy then, often faUs net primarUy because of 
lan;J\Jage difficulties but because of shared negative expectations. tI 
Varon (1964, pp. 51.-57) studied social work with minority families in 
a protective agency. 'D1e aqency used "aggJ:eSSive casework," that is, 
casework :initiated by tl1e aqency net the client. She fourxi that the 
clients tllacked not cml.y knc7.fledge but curiosity about the aqel'ICY. tI 
Although bath social workers arxl social agencies were considered ocmlon 
neighborhood phencanel'la by her semple, generally they saw themselves as 
relatin;J to a particular social l«n"ker arxl net to the agency. 'lbese 
people had negative ideas about the agency seein1 it as pmitive and 
e.xisti.n:J to remove children. Social workers were seen, hcweve:r, as 
"nosey, but helpful like bill collectors or the police. tI Against this 
l::lackgroum arxl for this pcpil.ation the possibility of difficult"} in 
CXIl1l1IU11i.cation with social workers can be seen. 'Ibis wculd be especially 
so for Varon's popllation since she feels that c:x:n;p:uenoe between 
irxiividual's frames of mfemnce is crucial to bei.rJ3 able to CXIl1l1IIJI'licate. 
She defines effective CCIlIIl11lJ'lication as occurrirg ''\men seniers and 
recipients of messages gave them the same inteJ:pret:atian. tI 
Accordirg to several authors, for exanple, Dick and strand (1958), 
Myers am Robins (1960) and Burgess (1969), middle class helpers have 
difficulty in CCIlIIIlLD'licatiD;J with lower class clients. one can sum:i.se 
that the added in;p:edient of a difference in ethnic or racial l::lackgroum 
wculd intensify this difficulty. Irdeecl, Rhapp (1969) points cut the very 
real darqer of a kind of "selective interaction" in social work j;)raCtice, 
that is, cammunicatirq cnly with those like ourselves. 
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d. sununary - '!be literature str:a'qly supports the view that PUerto 
Ricans in the United states in the 1980' s are an extlelnely wlnerable 
PoPu1atlon~ - Caning- fran a histoJ:y of Cippi:8Ssien they fim ti1f.inMivesi--in -ci-
marginal position in the United states whe1:e there is often little support 
for traditional values such as the enphasis on the father's role in the 
Puerto Rican family. PUerto Rican adolescents fin:l themselves in an 
especially stressfUl situation beirq in a transiticm between life stages 
am two cultures. High delirquency rates, school drop out rates an:l 
mental illness rates ~ PUerto Rican c:hil.dren all testify to the 
painful situation in lrotli.C'h they fin:l themselves. 
social agencies have nat been notably successful in machi.rrJ this 
popllation end the literabn'e suggests the iDpJrtance of loa1c.izq at 
several areas to urxlerst:ard why this is so. I!he literature repeatedly 
emJ;ilasizes the ilIportance of ethnicity in wcrkiBJ with minority groups as 
well as the ~ of unders1:arxiirg %Ole expectations and mutual 
perceptions of client am worker. Tied to the ama of %Ole expectations 
am mutual. perceptions is the area of cnnmnnication. Here too the 
literature eqilasizes the ilIportance of a sensitive understani:in:J of how 
am whether helpers are cammmicatinJ with clients, particularly across 




'l1le questions and. concerns of the study are addressed through 
obt.aini.D;J data about two pcpJl.ations: a group of PUerto Rican adolescents 
am a gJ:CUp of adult helpers. Althcugh llIlCh of the data measures the 
pm:ceptions of the two groups, considerable material is cbtained 
pemit."tin) a cc::uparisan of gn:JUpS an demgraphic variables. 
'l1le basic idea of the study .is to c::x:mpam groups - particularly the 
pm:ceptions of groups - as they relate to the helpirg experience. '!he 
groups of interest in this study are a sanple of adult helpers of various 
ethnic backg:rcl.1ms and a semple of EUerto Rican adolescents. 'lt1e group of 
adult helpers has been select:ecl based an ethnic backgrourd to see If.Ihether 
this variable had a significant influence an COl'gruenoe or dissanar1ce of 
views with the adolescents. within this larqer context the study seeks to 
examine the deloograpucs and perceptions first of a group of PUert:o Rican 
teenagers; it then DDVeS an to look at the deloograpucs and perceptions of 
a group of adult helpers. With the adult helpers there is an int:er-group 
cc::mparison made based on the helper's ethnic backgrourd. Finally the 
study c:xmpares the adolescents with each of the adult helper groups. 
Although the study has quasi-experilDental traits to it - J:el.ative to 
the manipulation of the adult pcpll.atian - essentially it is an 
exploratory study that seeks to gain underst:al'x:li of previously uncharted 
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areas. !\1rtber, the study could be characterized as bein:J ~t Kahn ani 
Finestone (1960, pp. 46-61) call "pre-resean::h" in that alt:hcugh it uses 
sane quasi-experiDeritalliaechanics, it :i:eal.ll'-sEie'lCS-'fOgeJierate liieas am 
t:hinld.n) about an area whme very little previous t«Jrk has been done ani 
where there is very little in the way of a theoretical framework to guide 
one. At the same time the techniques and methods that are used - a 
structured instrument, a sm:vey approach to a saupled population - are 
those used in studies that are at least quasi -exper:bDental.. ihe 
hypotheses are suggestive, t«JrkirrJ hypJtheses, bIt nevertheless cmes tllat 
seek to explain the relation between certain variables, so the study can 
be called EDCplanator;y as well as explorator;y (Williamson, 1977, p. 20). 
'!be study can be characterized as beiDJ phenaDenoloqical as wall as 
l:le:i.D] bath qualitative and quantitative. In a very mal sense this is a 
study of haw a gmup of people experience a particular aspect of their 
mality. In Bogdan and Taylor's t«Jrds, lithe phencmenolcqist looks at how 
the world is experienced, he is cancerned with un3erst:andi.nq human 
behavior fran the actor's awn frame of reference. For the phenaoenoloqist 
the ilIportant reality is what people imagine it to be" (Bogdan and 
Taylor, 1975, p. 2.). since the study looks at peoples' interpretations 
of~, the resean::h approach grows out of a symbolic interactionist 
framework whme a situation has meanirJJ only through peoples' 
interpretations and definitions of it (Blumer, 1969). 
'!be particular apptCaches used in the study as well as the 
instrumentation are often qualitative. In the early data gatherirg there 
wem dil:ect enoamters between the researcher and subjects, particularly 
the ycuthful subjects, the subjective, open enied items in the instrument 
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for both adolescents ard adults can also be characterized as qualitative 
approaches. A qualitative approach is often justified in looldn;J at 
previously unexplored areas. Glaser ard strauss' (1967) notions about 
gramded theory, that is, theory generated imuctively fJ:an data 
systematically obtained and analyzed, are iJrportant to the researcller's 
~here. 
Natwithstand.in;J the various uses of qualitative approaches a major 
part of the approach to the material is quantitative. '!he semple size 
(N=128), altho.lgh small, allows for a quantitative analyses. M.1ch of the 
instrument consists of objective questions where the variables of interest 
are ordered, categorical items. '!he items are qiven rnnnerical scores or 
weights so that, for p.ltpOSeS of measurement, discrete interval. scores 
imposed at continuous interval. variables are created (Monroe, pp. 10 & 
47). 
2. underlying Assunptions of the studv 
A basic a.ssunptiat of the study is that what bath client ard helpers 
report as their perceptions am views accurately reflects their inner 
thcughts ard feelir¥3s. Too, the 8SSU11ption is made that there is value in 
kncwin;J the perceptions of bath clients and helpers. studies by bath Beck 
and Janes (1973) and Mayer aid T.braDs '(1970) Eqilasize the iDportarace of 
looki.n:I at clients' ard workers' views. Relative to the helpin:;J 
experience it is assumed :in this study that co.n;JrUel'lCe of perceptiat 
between client am helper impacts positively on the experience. Alorg 
with this there is the assunptiat that dissonance in perception between 
client am helper ilIpacts negatively at the experience. 
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'lhe inst.Iument is newly devised am not st.an3ardized so it is assumed 
that what is called an q:ma.tionalizecl definition of the help:l.n:J 
~-- --------- --- -- ---- -
experience actually does define a person's experience of being helped. To 
a lcu:ge extent it is assumed that the questions get at the experience of 
being helped ani that a higher "score" value 1:0 the abjective questions 
reflects a more positive attitude towam the helping experience. . Although 
the idea of the study is explained in detail 1:0 the populations, still, to 
BaDe extent, tlJe assumption is made that the subjects' ideas about giving 
am t.aki.n:J help fit the study pnposes. 
3. Definition of Major C01'1c§?t:s 
'!here al'e certain cancepts that are crucial 1:0 the sb.dy. 'l1lese 
include the follcwin;: 
a. Ethnic Bac1sgrourn - Refers to heM the subjects identify 
themselves alan:J ethnic lines. 'DJere is CXJnSiderable conf'llsion 
in dealirg with terms in this area especially with iniividuals 
tmo identify themselves as PUerto Rican. For exanple, "mack" 
can refer to racial. bac'kgrourd or ethnicity althcugh :in the 
united states it more often refers to race, tr.bil.e "PUerto Rican" 
sugqests both. For pullX)SeS of the sb.dy an attenpt is made to 
get at where a person sees themselves along bath dimensions with 
the unierst:anclirJ that :in American culture "race" COIIlIiOt:es 
ethnicity as it is lICre strictly understood. 
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b. Ethnicity - Ethnicity can have various definitims. '!he 
term refers to those characteristics in a person's identity that 
places them in an ethnic group. In a general. sense an ethnic 
group cxmsists of these who share a 1.D'lique social and cultural 
heritage that is passed on flam generation to generation (Mindel 
& Haberstein, 1977). weber (1961, p. 305) defines an ethnic 
group as "a collectivity based on an assunption of caWiLm origin, 
real or imagined." 
c. Iatino - Refers to irdividuals in the sbXly wbo identify 
themselves in anI Hispanic categoJ:Y such as PUerto Rican, PUerto 
Rican American, Spanish American, etc. 
d. Amlo - When used in the study refers to any individual who 
identifies as White or White-etlmic. 
e. Minority - 'Ibis term is used ~ly with the names 
of the Black am Iatino ethnic groups \Jl'X3er cxmsideration in the 
study. 'lhus, minority adolescent in the study means a PUerto 
Rican adolescent am minority helper means a Black or Iatino 
irxiividual. SChel:meJ:hom's (1945, p. 347) definiticn is useful. 
lie states that ''minorities are subgJ:aJps within a culture whidl 
are distirguishable fran the daninant group in power by :reason of 
differences in physical features, larguage, custaDs or cultural 
patterns. " 
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f. Adolescent - :Refers to individuals in the study between the 
ages of 13 am 20. '!he tem adolescent is a prcduct of our 
-SocietY - Bin- i1!Cent times, referriD;, to a particular--~ of-
life. It can mean several. 't:hi.DJs dependirg upon the context in 
which it is use:i. It can be cansiderec1 a period of di.scxwexy, of 
the self arxi the world; a transition period between childhood am 
adultbcod; or a tilDe of lilYsiological c::han;Je (Xchlberq & 
Gilligan, 1971). Kett (1977) documents tile evolvm.;, of t.hinld.B1 
cance.rni.n1 this period in a person I s life am deDa1strates heM 
t:hi.nki.n:J in te1:ms of keepin;J ycun:) men ani WCIDe1'l in a kind of 
developuental. limbo durirq this time is useful to alr modem 
society. 
q. Helpers - although the majority of tile adul.t helpers in the 
study identify t:hemsP..lves as social workers, a significant number 
who did hands an, fnmtline work with PUerto Rican adolescents 
did net. strictly speak:ing, this mmber could not be called 
social workers or case workers or social. tr.'Ork therapists or ~ 
of the other appellations that are usually t:hcught of as 
referrinq to social workers. scme of these :in the study who 
worked in a helpirg way with Puerto Rican adolescents called 
themselves ccunselors - ot:hers were guidance ccunselors, while 
still ethers were teachers. since the CIOl'Dm'\ of the study is 
the helpiD:r experience am nat, in a major way, the 
professional identity of the helper, arXl since in Newark many 
individuals who work with PUerto Rican adolescents cannot, 
strictly spealtiD), be called social tr.'Orkers, our adult subjects 
are referred to int:e.rct1arqealyas helpers or social workers. 
h. Social Worker - this tem is used ~eably with 
helper, am for pnposes of the study means the same t:hirg. 
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i. Perceptions - '!be study looks at the perceptions that the 
pop.1latians have of particular~. PeIception as used in 
the study denotes sensoxy experience that has gained meanirq or 
significance (Gould' Kclb, 1964). 'lbexe has been cantinued 
debate aver the relationship between mind and objective zeality, 
but generally psychology and sociology agne that pemeption 
pertains to the assignment of mean.irq to previously raw and 
Ul'D!fined sensol:Y experience - it is the process by which what 
is in the field of view is JDeaSUl:eC1 in a way that is meanirgful 
(Gould' Kolb, 1964, 9). 491-492). "Perception of the hel.PiD:J 
experience" is the major dependent variable in the study ani is 
operatianalized thJ:Qlgh a breaking dawn of the ''helpin;J 
experience" cancept into parts :related to enpirical refer:ents. 
j . Conaruence - :In this study this term means sbply alike or 
similar or follcwi.n;J the American Dictionary (1979 p. 120): 
41corresporxiing in character or kind - h.arnDnious." '!his study 
is cancernecl with the ~ of the perceptions of two 
groups. 
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k. Dissonance - Followin] Rlnk arxl Wagnall's (1982 , p. 370) 
definition, this te:r:m in the study :refers to "disagreement, 
:inc:x:nJruity - to that "which doesn ,"t -fit or-match-or-WlUdi-lS not 
alike. " 'lhe study is conceJ:ned with the dissanance in the 
perceptions of two gJ:CUpS. 
1. '11le Helping Experience - In the study we have broken down 
the concept of the helpinq experience into its CXlhponent parts 
based in a qene.ral. way on the thinld.rg of Helen Harris Perlman 
(1975) arxl sister Mary Paul JanchUl (1979). Perlman looks at 
the problem, the person, the professional %epreSel1tative arxl the 
pxocess (:invclvin:) the relationship) as be:in:J part arxl parcel of 
What she calls "social casework. It For pw:poses of the study her 
'tpersan" concept is taken and applied to the self-perceptions of 
PUerto Rican adolescents an:! the ethnic backgrcun:l of the 
helpers. 
In Janchil.l's view (Janchill, 1979), the neighboJ:hood is part of an 
ecological system that can (or cannot) be mcbUized as a helping 
resource. She says: 
ultimately it is in the neighborhood that youth 
must learn societal gcal.s, develop human 
cammitments am achieve functional roles. 
Ultimately also it is in the neighboJ:booci - in 
the matrix of interact:iJ'q, social organizations 
that make up a CCI'I1lt1I.D'lity - that chil.dnm have 
became marginalized, set aside, rejected a!Xl made 
offic:ially illeqitilllate. 'lhus, delinquency is not 
only" a personal status for a given child, it is 
also a problem of the neighbolhoocl (p. 260). 
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For pm:poses of the study then certain pieces of what Perlman am 
Janchill see as beinJ related to the experience of beiIrJ helped 8%'e taken 
am a CXllp::lSite, new cperationalizecl, definition of the helping experience 
is formed. Fach of these pieces can be further defined: 
• '!he Person - Many aspects of one' s persona cxme 
into play in the process of givirv;J or mceivil1g 
help. For the adolescents the study to looks at 
their self-perception am for the adults, their 
ethnic bac:lcgrc:JuM. 'Dle ethnic bac1cgrcund of the 
helpers is focused on to see if this variable has 
an :inportant inplct on. the helpinJ experience. 
'!bus, the study examines the ethnic baclcgrourxi 
of the helpers net only as part of the 
cperationalized definition. of the helpirg 
experience, but also as a major irDeperdent 
variable relative to the central questions of the 
study. 
• '!he ODmmitv - Refers to the neighborhcods in 
which the PUerto Rican adolescents live amtor 
the total environment in which the helpinJ 
experience occurs. 
• '!he Helpers - Refers to those adult irdividuals 
in the study who have had substantial, clirect, 
bards an experience in work:il'g with PUerto Rican 
adolescents. 
• '!he Problem - Refers to a perceived area of 
difficulty or conflict. 
• '!he Process - Refers to the "dynamic equation" 
occuriDJ between helper ani client - to the 
relationship that exists ani by means of which 
help is given. Relates to whatever int:.eralanJe, 
vmbal or othel:wise that occ:m'S between a helper 
ani client that bas as its purpose the benefit of 
the client. 
4. Selection of the study Pcp1l.ation 
a. overview of samplirg Procedures 
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ihe study uses a non-probability sanplin:J procedure. '!he 
selection prooedt1res are pu:p:sive in that the popJl.ations were selected, 
not because of their 1epresentativeness, but because of their 1el.evanoe to 
the study interests. A decision.was made to develop an adult semple of 
s:ixty, evenly dividecl between macks, Iat:lncs and Whites and an adolescent 
semple also of s:ixty. '!be adult helpers were selected f1an eleven 
different agencies while the adolescents came fran three agencies, with 
the greater majority cx:mi.rv:r fran one agency in North Newark. 
After a DDre formalized pilot effort the researcher was able to enlist 
the aid of the Essex county, New Jersey, Division of Youth services which 
provided invaluable assistance in connectin] us with appropriate 
resources. '!he Oc:mnunity ResoUrces Unit of the Division of yalth 
services within the COI.mty of Fssex facilitated the research effort by 
strorglyencouragirg the participation of its member agencies in the 
project. 'lhrough their help the researcher gained enb:ee' to agencies 
where it was possible to develop both an adult and adolescent semple. 
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In begi.nnirq this procedure, umer the auspices of the Essex CCAmty 
Division of Youth services, letters were sent art. to fourteen Essex County 
agencies where it was felt that there t«JUld be staff who presently or in 
the past had substantial experience in workiJq with PUerto Rican 
adolescents. 
i. 'lhe Adult sample 
In select.irg the adult sarrple as imicated a decision had 
been made to include appraximately sixty irxiiviciuals. 'ltle main criterion 
for inclusion in the semple was that the identified helper have had 
substantial experience in worlc.irg with PUerto Rican adolescents. '!be 
letter sent to the administrators of the agencies specifically asked them 
to identify staff havin; this experience. 'Ibis infomation was then 
c:x:mmmicated to the J:eSearCher who made contact with the agencies with 
staff appxopriate for inclusion in the study. out of the fourteen 
agencies contacted eleven xeport:ed havirg staff who presently or at sane 
point in their career bad worked with. PUerto Rican adolescents. 'lhrough 
this pnposive selection an adult sample of sixty-seven subjects evenly 
divided am:n;;J latinos, Blacks am Whites was developed. 
'Ihrough early efforts at developirg an appropriate adult sanple it 
soon became apparent that a lIDre meaninqful. sanple of "social t«>rkers" 
-wculd be deVeIcpecf it-the concept were ~-fO-inClUde-iidlvjdilajs 
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with a variety of ba~. As this was explond in gmater depth it 
also became apparent that many of the "front line" people \\be) t«>rk with 
PUerto Rican teenaqers in Newark could nat strictly be defined as "social 
wrkers" in the canventicnal sense. Particularly in the ethnic agencies, 
it IN''BS fcurd that many staff members identified themselves s~y as 
"caunselors" ani Ba1ie did not have Bachelor degJ:ees. Nevertheless, it 
sM"'FYi that many of these people had very significant helpin;J cxmt:act with 
PUerto Rican teenagers. At the same time many workers, especially in the 
laJ:ger, DDre established aqencies, did fall within a more traditional 
definition of "social wrker," that is, SCIMC"ft! with specific traini.l'q in 
social work an at least a Bachelor's level, ~ defined themselves as 
social workers. It was evident that exparxliBJ the COlx::ept wcul.d produce 
an adult pcpllatian that was reflective of these iniividuals in Newark who 
had real ''helPiDt' cantact with PUerto Rican adolescents. '!he f:iml. adult 
sanple then is a graJp with the kind of variety of baclcqra.DU that a 
PUerto Rican teenaqer in Newark wculd be l.ikel.y to enccunter in a helpin:J 
experience. 
'.lhe Reseatph Sites 
As irxticated the helpers selected came frau eleven diffezent 
agencies with the majority cxanin;l fran child or public welfare agencies 
(31 percent» or ethnic agencies (26 percent); 10 percent came fran 
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educational settings. Table 3.1 lists the agencies used in the study for 
the sanple of adult helpers. 
TAmE 3.1 
AGENCIES OF HELPER ro:RlIATIONS 
Fssex 0cI.mty Welfare - PUblic 
Youth am Family Sel:vioe Bureau - Public 
youth Consultation Sel:vice - Private, multi service 
united Hospitals 
Project DYBE - Neighbol:tlood based m:qanizaticm 
Ia casa - Ethnic agency 
Aspira - Ethnic agency 
PtXl1S - Ethnic agency 
Boys Club - Youth agency 
st. COlumba SChool - Ek!l1catianal 
st. COlumba Neighbol:tlood Club - NeighboJ:hcod based. 
ethnic agency 
ii. '!he Adolescent semple 
criteria for inclusion in the adolescent sample were that a 
ycuI'J1Ster lJe between the ages of 13 am 20 ani lJe of Puerto Rican 
bacKgrcurxl. :In order to be included in the study, at sane point in his 
life, a yc::Jl11'gSter also had to have had contact with at least one helping 
person. '!be goal was to find the same number of PUerto Rican teenagers as 
adult helpers, and sixty-ane yalIV3Sters "Who met these criteria were 
included in the study. 
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Administrative constraints am cansiderations of confidentiality made 
it pl:Oblematic for the youthful population to be selected fl:an the active 
caseloads of the adult helpers. SO the ~ incl1X1ecl in the study, 
although all haviDJ had experience with helpers, are net ''matched'' with 
the particular helpers selected; they may have had experience with the 
particular helpers bIt this was net established empirically. 
'!he Researd1 sites 
Ethnic aqencies were focused on in selectin;J the adolescent pop.l1ation 
because by definition they worked with PUerto Ricans am, therefore, wcul.d 
give the researcher access to a lcu:ge.r PUerto Rican adolescent 
population. '!be youthful papulation was drawn fran only three agencies, 
with the greater majority canin;J fJ:an one agency: Ia casa de Don Pedro. 
'!here were practical masons for narrawilq the research sites for 
adolescents in this way: it was net an econanic use of tiIne to identify 
adolescent subjects in agencies such as Aspira because their popul.ation is 
scattel:ed all tlu:alghcut the city in pmlic and private schools. Aqencies 
such as Ia casa am :roaJS work with essenU.ally the same adolescent 
popul.ation am so it seemed inapp%qsriate to use both in a major way. 
Administrative canstraints made access to a client population in a Plblic 
agency such as the Youth am Family sendee 8n'eau almost :blpossible. So 
finally, sites were chosen - Ia casa, st. COlumba Neighbol:hood Club and 
the Youth Qmsultations serviee - net only ~ there was a PJPUlation 
of ~ Rican adolescents, but where research conditions were 
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favorable. '!he agencies selected welcx:med the project, were extremely 
flexible about schedulin), the use of space, etc., arxi were willin;J to use 
their CMl staff to facilitate the research process. 
All three of the agencies used. for the adolescent pcpul.aticm have 
similar, activity-oriented ycuth progzams servirg a predaninantl.y PUerto 
Rican population. since the agencies aze very s:imil.ar and since 48 of the 
61 ~ in the semple cc:me :fzan Ia casa it seems appropriate to 
describe that agency in more detail. 
Ia casa is a DIUlti-service, ycuth-oriented ethnic agency located in 
one of the poorest sections of Narark. It is in a neighborhcod bOrderinJ 
the dcJwnt:am section of Newark close to a cansiderable amount of light 
in:lustJ:y, deteriorated hcusinJ arxi the natoriCllS ())lumbus HcusiIq Project. 
'!he agency offers crisis ccunselliIg am referrals to families, halsiIq 
and neighborhcod rehabilitation programs arXi a variety of youth 
activities. Many ~ drift in am cut of the Ia casa blildin;J 
pezilaps just to play pool or chat with a staff member without bein;J 
fozmally involved in a ''p%ogram." Sane We care in are involved in mre 
fozmalized activities such as sports/mcreatia'l groups, ccunsellin;J or 
vocational trainina'. Be'Ieral of the supervi.soJ:y staff in the agency hold 
MSW degJ: ees but for the most part the staff are Bachelor level iniividuals 
t410 are identified as counsellors. '!he agency perceives many of its youth 
activities as bein; delinquency prevention pnlgl:ams, at least in intent. 
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other HelPim sites 
Although only _~agencies were usect tQ ~qLt.l'J$_ll8DPle_of_PUerto 
Rican adolescents, it was learned during the data gatherirq pmcess that 
the ~ had contact with ''helpers'' in a variety of~. Table 
3.2 describes the ~' contact with helpers. It should be noted 
that the various categories of ~ are not mutually exclusive, so it 
is possible that a siDJle subject could have had oantact with Dm:e than 
one agency or helper. As irdicatecl criteria for inclusion in the sample 
was that a subject have bad contact with at least one helpirq person. 
TABIE 3.2 
SEI1'll'iGS WHERE AOOIESCENT SUB1ECl'S 
HAD cpNTAcr W1'IH HEI.PERS 
School Guidance 63 
Welfare 25 
Probation 5 
School - SOcial Worker 37 
Division of Ycuth 7 
Focus 23 
Ia casa 40 
Hospital 12 
other 17 














Many of the ycurqsters who were in the semple fl:an Ia casa did not 
iJv:iicate this agency as a place where they had a "helpiD;l cantact. II 
Perllaps the very info:t'1Dal nature of the involvement of many of the 
yDU1'K3Sters at Ia casa might explain this. Data EUJgeSt:s that PUerto Rican 
ycuth in Newark are involved to a significant degree in delinquent 
behavior and also that many Hispanic families in Newark have poverty level 
incomes. '!be major public agencies in "Newark - the Youth am Family 
services Bureaus and Fssex camty Welfare report large Hispanic 
caseloads. Nevertheless, few of the adolescent subjects :reported contact 
with these lcu:qer, traditional plblic agencies. 
5. Pilot study 
Early in the research process a tentative, l:elatively 
unstructured pilat project was conducted with approximately five 
adolescent subjects and five adult helpers. '!he subjects of this early 
effort were non-randanly selected fran sites to which the author had 
immediate access: the st. COlumba Neighbol:hcoci Club am the Youth 
Consultation service. 'lhel:e were several p.u:p:lSeS in doinl the pilot: 
this was a test of an early form of the instrument as well as an attempt 
to test out the tesearCher's t:hin1d.nq l:elative to the study cancepts. 
Additionally, the pilot in:iicated the possible availability of subjects 
for the larger study as well as prcwiCli.rq subject feedback about the 
general ideas of the study. 
In the process of doirg the pilot study, subjects were interviewed. 
'Ibis was helpful .in fOX1ll111at:in] meaningful items for the questionnaire. 
At the same t:bDe an early fom of the instrument was11pre-t.est:.i:d." 
---------
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Generally, the instJ:ument as oriqinally conceived was too larg, detailed 
ancl ~aborious to expect anyone, least of all adolescent subjects, to wade 
through. 'Dle pilat s1:l:agly ~ that it 'WCUld be necessa:ry to be 
JlUlCh DX>re actively involved in the administration of the questionnaire 
with the adolescents than with the adult subjects. '!he overall msponse 
of bat:h the adults am the adolescents to the pilat was enthusiastic ani 
:responsive and encouraged the researcher to DICVe ahead. At the same time 
fran the early disolSSians with tbese small 9J.'CUPS, salle sense of the 
difficulties that 1IIOUl.d be involved in cbt:ai.n:ln1 a substantial. saIti)le of 
subjects that tr.'CUld meet the project criteria became appanmt. '!bat is, 
it was soon discovered hew difficult it might be to fim Puerto Rican 
adolescents who had been involved in qenuine helpin;J experiences am adult 
helpers involved in the same Jdni of experience with PUerto Rican 
adolescents. Of course, this very D.1Ch tied :into the ccncems that led to 
the study originally: the lack of cannection between a pcpulation at risk 
ancl helpers. 
At the outset, it was int:en:Ied that all of the adults be identified as 
"social workers." Relative to the difficulties :In abtain1.n:J an adult 
population the pilot also taught us that there 'WCUld be a JIm'e mean:irgful 
sample of "social workers" if the concept was exparded to :lJ1cJ.ude 
imividuals of a variety of bac:kgJ:oJrD; b1t still imividuals 1IIobo had 
direct "frontline" experience in wcrldn:) with PUerto Rican teenagers. 
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6. '!he Instrument 
a. OVerview 
Althcugh the total scurple is relatively small, it was large 
enough to justify usin:J a sm:vey approach that employed a questionnaire. 
For all intents am pmposes there has been no previous research that asks 
the questions presented in this study in this way so no att:.eDpt was made 
to use a stan:mrdized instrument. 'Dle questionnaire then is new am in a 
very real sense "exper:imental.." As irdicatad, the various sections of it 
cu:e based on an qlCrCltianalized definition of the helpin:J experience drawn 
fran ocmcepi:s developed by Helen Harris Perlman and Sister Mary Paul 
Janchil.l. 
i. structure of the Instrument 
'!be instrument is divided into seven sections, the first six 
having to do with the total ''helpe.r--helpee'' configuration and the last 
part dealin;r with denK:lgrapdc material. In the first section of the 
instrument inquil:y is made abaIt neighborhood or c:nmmmity. '!he 
adolescents are asked aba1t hcto1 they see their cnmrmmity and the adults 
about hatl they see the neighboJ:hcods or cammmity of their Puerto Rican 
adolescent clients. '!he secord section has to do with the :relationship 
between a helper and client. '!be t:hil:U section asks the adolescents heM 
they see themselves and the adults heM they see PUerto Rican adolescents. 
'!he fourth section has to do with the "problem" area of the helpin;J 
expE'rience am asks bath adolescents am adults about the Jd.rd of problems 
with which social workers deal. In the fifth section the instrument is 
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cancmned with the views that bath the adolescents ard adults have of 
social workers ard :in the sixth section the subjects are asked about the 
influence of tliSetlmic backgrcun:l o!ahe1per on the !lel.puq eXPerienCe. 
'!he seventh ard last sectial elicits den¥:lgraphic informatial. Each of the 
"helper-helpee" sectians has both st:nlctured am unstructured questions. 
'!he first six questions in each section are objective and create a scale 
re1ated to a particular area of the help~ experience. '!be last two 
questions in each section re1ate to the same area of the hel.pin) 
mcperience as the first six questions, but are open En!ed. 
'lhrcughaut. the scaled items aID open emed questia1S the teJ:m "social 
worker" is used instead of helper with the idea that usin:J both tmms in 
the instrument WOlld be confusing, and because field experience of the 
author suggestecl that the tez:m was meaniJ'xJful to PUerto Rican 
adolescents. When the instrument was administered to the ycun;JSt:ers, the 
definition of social worker was :lnt:.e%pret:ed as includin:J anyone with Wham 
they had a mean:in3fu1 helpin) mtperience. It was explained in sane detail 
to the yaJrgSters (ard to the adult subjects) that the tem "social 
worker" referred net anly to social workers strictly defined, but also to 
helPln:J individna1s \be called themsP..lves ccunsel.ors, guidance 
caunsel.lors, teachers, etc. 'lhe interest was in canveyin:J to the 
~ the idea that the study wanted to fim cut about their views of 
people who had worked with them :in a helpin;J capacity am that these 
helpirq people did not necessarUy have to be called social workers. 
since many ycungsters :in the author's experience have contact with 
guidance counsellors, at one point the instrument does suggest a 
difference between this group of helpers and other helpers with whom the 
ycungsters had cantact. 'lbis was an effort to see if a guidance 
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ccunsellor might have a distinct identity in "the yamaster's view. 'lbere 
was concem that this JDight have been canfusiDJ to the adolescents and so 
in the data analysis the responses to this particular item are mt 
included. 
Terms were used in the instrument which field experience of the author 
suggested wcul.d have meani.JJJ to the populations. 'lhus, for exanple, the 
term "tric1c;y device" was used in the relationship scale because in the 
author's experience the puase is often used by adolescents arxi adults 
when referring to what are perceived as negative approaches of helpers. 
All responses were preCeded to a1lCM for quantitative analysis. '!be 
"codes" for the objective questions are actually weighted soo:z:es enablirg 
the researcher to make sane detelminatian about the degree of positive or 
negative responses. 
'!he scales themselves are made up of several related items, each item 
having five possible :responses ~:irg f:t'aU "st.ron]ly Agree" to "strongly 
Disagree. " Fach of these responses has a weighted score rarqing fran 5, 
the highest or DJSt. positive score to 1, the lowest or DJSt. neqative 
score. If a figure of 3.0 is accepted as a middle point relative to 
positive or negative perceptions, then any mean score above 3.0 wcul.d be 
considered to be maving toward a positive perception am anyth.in:J belCM 
3.0 to be mavirg toward a negative perception. 
'!he objective questions are balanced between positive am negative 
questions, as a way of exercisirq sane control aver arbitral:y response. 
'!hus on sane objective questions "St.rorqly Agree" wcul.d indicate a very 
positive feelirg arxi be given a "score" of 5, b1t on other objective 
questions wcul.d express exactly the ~ite, earnirg a score of 1, 
depelxlizg on the content of the question. 
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'!he cx:xiirxI done an the unstructuJ:ed questions has al1am for the 
development of fmquencies with these items. Because of the cant:.ent of 
.----- . -- -------- - .----.---------
these questions arxl the variety of ways in which they are posed no att:.enpt 
is made to go beyond marqinals relative to a quantitative analysis of the 
responses to these items. An inspection of the qualitative responses 
essentially uses the techniques suggested by Blumer (1969) arxl Shatzman 
am strauss (1973). A copy of the final questiannaiJ:e is iJ1cl.uded in the 
Appendix. 
b. Scale Qmstruction am Reliability 
Of critical importance to the study was Wether or net reliable 
scales had been devised in the insb:ument. Did all the items in a 
particular scale ''hang together" so that it could safely be said that they 
all related to the subject of the scale? 'n) dete1:mine this the 
Alpha-crcmbach test of reliability was used. '!his ptCCeduJ:e yields a 
statistic that iniicates whether or not a scale can be considered 
reliable. Usually a figw:e of .700 or better suggests a ruiable scale. 
Hcwever, in viE!'tl of the variability of the empirical data in the study am 
the exploratory nature of the study a JlDre flexible starmrd was applied, 
a.cceptirq as a reliability iJxiicator a figure as lew as .478. 
'!he scales as oriqinal1y devised were nat sufficiently reliable so, 
usirg the cormJ.ation matrix for each scale, an atteJrpt was made to fini 
items that did stron)ly tie together or relate to each other. 'Ibis is a 
precess t:h.clt necessitates el:indnatin;J items or "questions" in a scale that 
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do not stronqly correlate with other items. While goin;J through this 
process it was iDp)rtant to keep in mind that the study waJ.l.d be cxatparlng 
the perceptions of two groups. So the scales cansb:ucted for one group 
had to be similar or cauparable to the scales constructed for the other 
group. Eventually J:eliable, cxmparable scales for four areas of the 
instrument were constructed: 
"Problem" and "Et.hnic Background. II With the Perception scale, it was not 
possible to achieve reliability with the adolescents or caoparabUity 
between the adolescents am adults although for the adults alone JOOdest 
reliability was acllieved. with the Social WOrker scale, reliability was 
achieved for both adolescents am adults, l:IUt nat c:xmparability. For 
these two "scales" the pop.llatians I mspanses CI'l selected significant 
items were carpared since, :in effect, ):)ecause of the lack of mutual 
reliability for the same items, cxmparable scales were net produced. 
Table 3.3 gives the breal«lown an all the xeliability scores am the items 















(items 1, 4 & 5) 
.555 
(items 1, 4 & 6) 
.5~ .~o 
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(items 1, 2, 4, 5 & 6) (items 1, 4, 5 & 6) 
.600 .586 (items 4, 5 & 6) (items 1, 3 & 4) 
.612 .512 
(items 1, 2 & 3) (items 1, 2, 3 & 6) 
Where carparabUity was net achieved on a scale it was felt that for 
purposes of CX'JIp!rirq what was mally produceci wre two sets of six 
discreet items. In this situation, trmich ocx:urred with the 
self-Perception and social Worker areas, two 't:11inas were done: the 
mspanses of all six items were pr:esented. '!his was seen as beiDJ 
consistent with the descriptive c:mracter of the study. Additionally, 
particular items were selectecl out - the same items for both adolescents 
am adults - for JlDre intensive discussion and CCIIparison. 
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7. Data Collection 
a. overview 
that the msearcher be as creative am flexible as possible in obt:aini.rq 
data. '!he tec::hniques and mechanics of the data qatherinq precess for the 
adults were of necessity different than that for the adolescents. As 
indicated, in order to fim adult subjects that met the criteria for 
inclusion in the study fourteen agerx:ies were contacted. in scattered 
geograprl.c locations. 'lbe process was sillpler with the adolescents 
because moe.t of them were :in a few locations. Partly for these :reasons 
intemediaries were used to gather the adult data, but with the 
adolescents alJIa;t all of the data gathering was handled directly by the 
~. It was felt, too, with the yaln1S'ters that direct cx:mtact 
would provide them with rieeded support am clarification. 
b. '!he Mult Helpers 
once an aqency identified those staff teIbo had experience in 
t«rJd.nJ with PUerto Rican adolescents, with the help of the administrator 
of the agency, the mechanics of data collection for the adult helpers was 
begun. usiDJ the administrator in the agency as the "key'l or liaison 
person meant that the instrument. was initially di scussed with this person 
who in tum hardled the actual distribution of the questiamail:e aJIIJJ'q his 
staff. Fssentially, the explanation of the study pnposes were 
inte%preted to staff by administrators am then the questiamaires were 
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self-admin.istered by individual staff mmnbers. A very small nnmber -
approxilllately four adult subjects - who were identified as appropriate 
- - - --- . 
refUsed to participate cit:iDJ the exigencies of heavy work sc::bedules. A 
quota semple ~ch was finally used involvinJ three graJpS of 
approxilllately twenty adults each - Whites, Iatinos and Blacks - in the 
conpletian of the :inst:rumea"'1t. 
'!he idea of the study and criteria for inclusion of subjects was 
inteJ:preted in detail to the various administrators. In several instances 
this entailed meetirg with administrators in groups. 'Ibis was especially 
true in the larger, blreaucratic agencies such as the Fssex: camty Welfare 
Board or the Youth and Family services Bureau. In two situations (with Ia 
casa and Aspira) the study ani the instrument were interpreted directly to 
staff members in group meetin:Is at the mquest of the administrators of 
these agencies. Once the initial grc:mxi work was done, it took 
appradmate1y two to three months for the questiannaiJ:es to be catpleted 
arx:l collected fran the various agencies involved. 
i. Response to the Instrument 
'1he overall response rate of the adult subjects to the 
scaled items was good with the gmater percentage of the subjects 
respordin;J to each item. '1he response to open emea questions, though 
generally good, was weaker, with a l1UllIber of subjects leavin3 these items 
blank. A protective, samewhat polemical flavor to the response of 
subjects on qJel'l ended questions, in general, was nct:ed, but particularly, 
to those that had to do with the self concept of Puerto Rican adolescents. 
Items in the scaled sections mi in the open ended questions that 
t:.ouched an areas havin:;J to do with ethnicity seemed to prcvcke a Dn'e 
intense kiDi of xesponse than other amas of the instrument. '!his was 
seen m.JSt frequently in subjects respomi.rg narratively to items that 
required objective response. 
c. '!he Adolescents 
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UsiD:J "key" people in thJ:ee agencies - Ia casa de Dan Pedro, '!he 
st. Columba Neighbol:hcod Club and the Youth Consultation SeJ.Vioe - a group 
of adolescents was selected frail the ages of 13 1:hrough 20, all of Puerto 
Rican backgroutn am all havjn;J hac1 experience with a helpin; person. A 
general. sense of the researcher was that a very high percentage of the 
youngsters identified as appropriate for the study agreed to participate. 
'!bus it is estimated that out of approximately fifty-five ycl1l'K1Sters 
~fied at I.a casa de Don Pedro about forty-eight ycl1l'K1Sters or 
90 percent agreed to participate. Reasons for nat participatin) usually 
had to do with work or SC'l1col schedules. A few yazrgsters silrply seeznB<i 
uncamfortable with the idea of fillin:J em. a questionnaire. '!be 
:researcher harxUed the administration of the questionnail:e with the 
adolescents directly. Working with small groups - with about six 
youngsters to a graup - the general idea of the study an:! the procedure 
for CCIlIpletin:j the questionnaire was:lnteJ:preted. '!be reseaJ:Cher was 
identified as a social worker interested in learniD} aba1t their 
experiences am ideas about gettiD] help. Usually, the researcher ''walked 
through" the first part of the .instrument and the ycungsters waild harxlle 
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the rest on their own, havinq access to the examiner if they needed it. A 
major variable that had net been anticipated was a very 1011 xeadin:J level 
.. - -------- ---. --- .. 
for many of the adolescent subjects. 'Ibis necessitatecfafai r--8i1D:mt of -- -
intervention on the J:eSea%Cher1 S part to explain the meanin:J of certain 
woJ:ds or sentences. With three ~ the instrument was paraPlrased 
and responses recoxded. 
'!he overall gatherirq of data with the adolescents :fran selection of 
subjects to cc:arpletion of the last questionnaire took approximately three 
mcnt:hs. 
i. Response to the Instrument 
Aside fran the difficulties arisin3 :fran 1011 zeadin;J levels 
the general I"eSpOnSe of the adolescents to the instrument was good, 
especially to the scaled items where the greater majority of the 
adolescents resporded to each item. '!be response to deJoographic questions 
varied greatly bein;;r generally weaker relative to family status. 
Occasionally, the yaD13Sters used the inst:J:ument as a vehicle to 
express arv:ler am frustraticm saDet:lmes refusin;J to respond to a 
particular section "because J: feel like it," or expressin) particularly 
negative fee1inJs, saaewhat aut of cant:ext, to certain parts of the 
helpin;;J experience. 
8. Data Analysis 
In this study essentially the scales repmsent oxde.red, categorical 
variables and the unstructured items both naninal. ard qualitative 
material. Several approaches are used in analyzm;, the material: 
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a. Frequencies ani crcsstabulation Tables 
Sillp1e frequencies am produced for a1l variables alla.dnq for a 
presentation of the rates of responses on all of the scaled items as well 
as qualitative items. ltlere appJ:'Opriate the marginals produced for 
qualitative items are cc:auparecl. 
Frequencies are also presented for den¥:graphic material pe.nnittin; a 
CXiiiposite camparison of the two groups, the adolescents ani the adults. 
Where 8W%OPriate the demographic as wel.1 as scaled item uaterial are 
analyzed through the use of crosstabulatian tables. 'l'ests of Wependence 
between variables are done usirg chi square. 'Dds presentation is used 
where a :relationship between variables is suggested that is iDportant to 
the questions of the study. 
b. Tests of Significance 
Differences in perception between the adult grmps arxi between 
each of the adult groups aJX1 the adolescents an examined thraJgh the use 
of tests of significarce. A one way analysis of variance is done for the 
three adult groups. Using analysis of variance as descr.il:led in '!Waite and 
Monroe (1979, pp. 427-438) allows the researcher to examine the 
perceptions of the adul.t groups with an eye to detennining whether there 
are significant statistical diffexences between the groups that might be 
related to their ethnic backgrcund. usin:J this statistical procedure can 
provide same evidence that, indeed, the adult groups do separate alOI¥J 
ethnic lines. 
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A :t test of significance is used to carpare the perceptions of the 
adolescents and tbe adult groups separated accomin:J to their ethnic 
-----------
bac'kgrcurd. A series of j; tests is done CC'I'lpBrin) the perceptions of the 
adolescents with each adult group on all scales or selected items that 
iJdicate whether differences in perception between the adolescents and the 
adults are statistically significant. Whel:e qualitative responses as well 
as responses to objective items En.JggeSt it, :t tests are also done between 
the adult groups. 
c. Qualitative Analysis 
'lhe responses. to the qualitative items are ceded in such a way as 
to allow for the developnent of fl:equencies. 'lhese are presented alorg 
with a narrative CJ1 scussion of qualitative responses. Responses to open 
ended questions are inspected usinJ mumer's (1969) techniques. I.Dold.ng 
at raw data, an att:.eDpt is made to notice patterns of responses or 
mpeated themes particularly as they relate to the central issues of the 
study. SChatzman and strauss (1973, p. 111) describe this process as 
d:l.scaverinJ key linkages in material, that is, ''metaplors, DCdels, a 
qeneral scheme, overriCJ.inJ pattem or sto%yline" - again, all related to 
the central issues of the study. '!he data obtained in the qualitative 
:responses is used supportively relative to the central concerns of the 
study. 
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9. Limitations of the stugy 
a. overview 
'D1ere are a number of areas xelated to issues of mliabUity am 
validity that limit the study. Rel.iability here :refers to the 
"repeatability" of the methods used in the study. CDlld this study be 
repeated on a different pcpllation with the hope of obt:ai.nirq similar 
results? Validity:refers to whether or not the study is actually lcoki.rg 
at what is purports to be looki.Jq at (Monroe am Twaite, 1979). Does the 
study really measure people' s perceptions of a helpin:J experience? within 
these broad limitations there am a mDDher of mere specific concerns. 
i. sampling Procedures 
'!he fact that the two populations are not matched is 
problematic. As indicated the adolescents are net drawn fran the 
caselouds of the helpers. 'l1lere are actually b.'o discrete groups so it 
mmains unclear if both groups are t.al.ld.rrg about the same ki.Di of helpin:J 
experience. Of ccm:ae, if the adolescents did cane fran the casel.oads of 
the helpsrs this problem waUd still exist, t:hcugh net to the same 
degree. An atteltpt is made to deal with this problem through mat:.ch.inJ the 
instruments for the adolescents and adults ani through intensive 
int:eJ:pretation of the Plccess ani instrument to the populations. 
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--- -__ Related_to the above __ m:e_concems _about_many_variables_in 
this study aver which the :researcher had little or no centrol. '1hese 
variables wcul.d include eci1JCatiana1 backgrc:lutXl, readirq levels, 
socio econanic status and family status for the adolescents ani 
educational backgt'curxl, age, sex, family am socio-ecananic status and 
professianal status for the adults. 
'!be study, hc1Never, mpz:esents a very early staqe of resean::h ttmere 
att.eDpts at cantrollm;, many variables wcul.d be inxmsistent with its 
exploratozy natw:e. 
iii. '!he _ Instrument 
'!be questionnaire used may be pemeived as an expression of 
the exploratmy natw:e of the study since it is net known empirically if 
the items in the instrument actually "tap into" tlle helpir¥J experience. 
'!be partiallar pc:p.Jlatians ~ have nat been approaC'hecl in this way 
before arxl the questicms asked are new, so of necessity a new tool had to 
be devised. Bem;, non-standardizeci, of course, weakens the instrument's 
reliability. us:l.rg the teJ:m "social worker" instead of "helper" in the 
instrument cculd have been confusin] b.rt it was felt that this was a good 
'key' word that wcul.d have JIK)I"8 meanirq to our popllatians than sinply the 
word ''helper.'' 
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iv. Data Gatherina Process 
Different precesses were used to gather data for the adults 
am adolescents, us:i.n3 :intermediaries for the adults am the researcher 
himself for the adolescents. '!his means that there were different 
intervenirg variables durin1 the process for each group. With the adults, 
the effect of xeceivm;, a questiamaire to be CCIlpleted fran a supeIVisory 
irdividual has to be considered a limitation. With the yamgsters the 
effect of xeceivin) the :instrument fran the researcher himself, t410 is 
identified as a helpirq person, also has to be considered. a limitation. 
'Dle physical cx:ull.tions where instruments were CXI1pleted for the most 
part is un1mawn for the adults since the questionnaire was self 
. administered. With the adolescents there was an eno%1IICUS aDDmt of 
"static" in the way of bac:kgrourd noise, lack of confidentiality am 
privacy am frequent interruptions that made the CCIIpletion of the 
instrument difficult. All of these variables can be pe:meived as 
scmatiJnes unavoidable impediments in exploratm:y mseardl. 
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Introduction 
Part I of this 01apter cancerns itself with a demograJirl.c description 
of the adolescent pcpll.atian used in this study. '!he chapter begins with 
a picture of the adolescents t:hemsP..1ves ani tben maves em to look at the 
systems fran which they CDDe: their families am their cc:mmmity. In 
Part II their perceptions of the helpirq experience are described. 
PARr I. IJEMJGRAl?HICS OF A R>M.IATION OF RJEl'm) RICAN AOOIESCENIS 
Age & Sex 
'Ihe population of adolescents used in this study consisted of 61 yeung 
people drawn prbDarily f1'am the North Wal:d of Newark, New Jersey.1 '!he 
majority (70 percent) of this population t4aS male am lICSt of these were 
older adolescents. Of the total population, 20 percent were 18 years old, 
26 percent were 17 years old am 15 percent were 16 years old. 
Oma.1l.ative1y, 56 percent of the pcpJ.latian was between the ages of 17 am 
20. 
1Five ycurKJSt.ers in the semple live in the neigbboxhood of the st. 
Columba NeighboIi1oocl Club which is in the South Ward of 
Newark. . 
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Nativity and Racial-Ethnic Identity 
lUI of the adolescents wxe of Puerto Rican backgrourd. Although they 
all lived in Newark, Nelol JersfI!N, only 41 percent were act:ually bom there. 
Another 31 percent were bom in PUerto Rioo, 14 percent were bom in New 
York and 14 percent were bam in "ather cities. II 
'lbe question of national or ethnic identity is a knotty one for PUerto 
Ricar1S in general. ani pexbaps for PUerto Rican adolescents in partiCl1lar, 
partly because they are also S'tl:'ugql:i.rg with their personal. identity. 
When an irr..lividual's ancestors caae fran PUerto Rico thereby IIIBkirg him 
PUerto Rican, he may still identify hbpuf in saDe other ethnic categOIy 
such as Spanish American or Hispanic. 'lbe mnnher of adolescents ttmo 
identified themsP..lves as Puerto Rican or PUerto Rican A1IIerican was about 
evenly divided with 40 percent identifyin; therrLgelves as PUerto Rican am 
34 percent identifyinq themselves as PUerto Rican American. Of the rest 
of the group, 26 percent saw t:l1emselves as either Black. PUert:.o Rican, 
Spanish American or "other." 
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. _'lhELlarqELmaj.ority (.87 percent). __ of __ the. -ycunasters-att:.emed p.1blic. 
schools. out of the total population of 61 ~, twelve or 
19 percent irdicated that they had ~ CAIt. SChool data in the City 
of Newark in 1979 indicated that slightly JIm"e than 12 percent of Hispanic 
high school students had drq:pd out of school. D!ta for 1986 in Newark 
gives a drcpout percentaqe for Hispanics of 8.5 percent. In any event the 
study population had a significantly higher proportion of ~-cpouts than 
the Hispanic student population in Newark as a whole. 1 It should be 
ncted that in the adolescent population two ~ indicated that 
they had graduated am three :lniicated that they had been suspemed. '!he 
number of the ycurr:]Sters reportirvJ a grade level (49) CCIIIbined with these 
who .imicated that they had ch~ out (12) equals the total pop.1lation, 
sugqestilq that these who indicated suspension or graduation also mported 
a grade level. 
Most of the ycurr:]Sters were in high sc:tlool with the largest sin1le 
percentaqe beirr:J in the 12th grade. Table 4.2 illustrates the 
distribltion of the adolescents aocol:dirg to grade. 
1 Drcpcut data is gleaned fran em:olllnent xeports of the Newark Board of 
E:lucation Guidance Department. It is the author's bpression that 
data varies widely fran year to year, ~ upon techniques of 





























Total Number of Responses: 61 
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In Table 4.3 when age is cxmpared with grade placement them is a 
general clusterin;J of older adolescents in the upper high school grades. 
Age noms for grade placement in the united states wculd place 14 year 
olds in the 9th grade, 15 year olds in the loth grade, 16 year olds in the . 
11th grade and 17 year olds in the 12th grade. SO a nnnher of the 
yc:JUrXJSt.ers were behind in age app:r:cpriate grade placement. 1 
1 In the administration of the instrument the inst.r.uction for "school 
status" was to imicate current grade level. Although it does seem 
that many of the adolescent subjects were actually beh:in:i in 
appropriate grade placement, several of the 47 mspondents represented 
in Table 4.3 Jllay have urderstood the question to mean "highest grade 
ocmpleted. " Names of high schools were not elicited. 'lhus the number 
of cur adolescent subjects in special high schools can ally be 
sumi.sed. In Newark, for QllalIIple, yc:JUrXJSt.ers in the Mant:gaDmy street 
SChool, which is a special high school, cculd easily be bAIenty years 
old and in the 11th grade. OUr cwerall sense f:ran the data gathering 




GRADE PIACEMENT BY AGE (Absolute Nun'bers) 
.. --- - ------
&m ~ 
Grade 
§ 1 11 ~ 10 11 12 
12 1 1 
13 1 2 3 
14 1 3 1 5 
15 1 1 1 3 6 
16 2 1 4 1 8 
17 1 10 11 
18 1 1 2 5 9· 
19 1 1 2 
20 2 2 
Total number of responses: 47 
since thel:e am twice as many male ~ as females it is 
difficult to carpre them relative to grade placement. It shalld be noted 
though that of the girls respardin:J to boI:h grade and sex questions a 
larqer pe.n:aJtage (44 pexamt) were in the 12th q.rade than of the !:lays 
nspc:niin:J to the same questions (33 pm:cent). 
Family Data am Living ciraJmstances 
'!he majority (57 percent) of the subjects live in families ~ there 
is anly one bioiogical parent. '!he response level of the adolescents 
relative to family circ::umstances was poor, particularly cancernin; 
fathers. From those who did xespord the follC7tliD) picture is obtained: 
mother's average age is 40 years while father's is 47 years: the average 
mot:her's school attainment is 9th grade al'd she t4Crks either as a 
hanemaker or an unskillecl worker: father's average reported school 
at't:airBnent is not quite 7th qrade ani joo status is mainly 
skilled-unskilled. 
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OUr subjects an the average report havinq tlu:ee brothers rcm]~ in 
age fran 8 to 19 years old cm1 two sisters rargirg in age fran 8 to 20 
years. Approximately 45 percent of the ~ live in families with 
six or DDre membe't'S. All of the subjects irxiicated that they live in 
apartments although it shalld be noted. that the instrument did not elicit 
infomatian cancerni.n3 haDe ownership. 'Dle average apartment size 
xeported was six r:cans. 
Of those who reported family inccme, the largest percentage reported 
it as between five am ten thousand dollars per year. OJmulatively 64 
percent of the ~ reported an inccme of $10,000 or below. 'lWenty 
seven percent reported the family incaDe to be $5,000 or below per year. 
only 3 percent of the ~ report irJcaDe over $20,000 po..r year. 
TABU!: 4.4 
FAMILY INCXJtfE 
Reported Family Inoane Percent 
under 5,000 27 
5,001 to 10,000 36 
10,001 to 15,000 27 
15,001 to 20,000 7 






Total :response: 44 
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In CCJItparing income ard parent: status, no relationship was famd. 
Equal numbers of youn:rsters ~ 10wer and higher incame rarges also 
reported bein) with one or two parent figures. 
'!he Adolescent IS Q:mmmitv 
'!be mspcnses of the ycuD3Sters mgal:d;lnJ incane, family size ani 
parent status suggests a nm:ginal eccnanic situation. '!he census date 
(U.s. Census, 1980, p. 3) describirq their neighbomcods cou:'Oborates 
this. It shcul.d be noted here that 90 percent of the adolescents in this 
study live in the same neighbol:tlood, that is, the neighbol:hcod iDDMdiately 
surt"CIll'Ding the major :r:eseardl site for the adolescents. 
'!be neighbomcoci immediately S\ll'rCJUrY3irq the major reseaJ:dl site for 
the study has a population of about 5,000 iD:lividna1s, 60 percent of lr41cm 
are of Hispanic baclcr;p:'ourd. census data for 1980 that looks at tracts 
surt"CIll'Ding the reseaJ:dl site presents several :Udicators suggestin;J that, 
in fact, for our adolescent pcpJlation, at least, the mighbo%bocxl is 
nm:ginal1 tenure in pmsent haDe is an average of 5 years for Hispanics, 
as caupared to 30 years for Whites ani 10 years for Blacks1 only one tenth 
of Hispanics in the total popllation own their own bane ani in the total 
papulation in the ne!ghbol:hcod, 42 percent had no arployed head of 
hcusehold. 
'!he overall picture one qets with the adolescents in this study is of 
a group of predaninantlyolder, male adolescents We l.ive in banes with 
one biological parent in depressed or wcrkiDJ class areas of Newark, New 
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Jersey. A lm:ge rnDDber of the adolescents (31 percent) were bam in 
PUerto Rico and identify themselves in abcst equal mmbe1:s as E\1erto 
Rican or Puerto Rican American. Although the gmater majority of cur 
subjects cu:e in schcol, sane cu:e behini in age BR'Zqn'iate grade 
placement. '!bey tem to came fran lEmJer families where there are lOOre 
than three children and live in aparbnents of 4 to 6 l'OaIIS. For the JOOSt 
part :reported family incc:ane falls between $5,000 am 15,000, although a 
proportion of the PJPUlation :reported incame of belC7l1 $5,000 per year. 
Many of our subjects did net respord to specific items cancem.in;J their 
parents and it is sunnised that tl1ey s~ly did nat lcnJw or did nat: wish 
to respard to requesteci info:cuatian. 'l11ose tr41.o did respcrd qive the 
picture of father bein;J older than JIDther and havin) less education. one 
or both parents work at skllled-unskilled jobs. 
PARr II. '!HE ADOIESCEN'lS I PERCEPl'IONS OF '!HE HELPING EXPERIENCE 
OVerview 
In this section the adolescents I perceptian of the helpirq experience 
as represented by the various Ol''lwmetit& in our operatia1al.ized definition 
is described. First, their response to the various scales are examined. 
For those scales 'Where there is poor reliabUity, for descriptive purposes 
the entire scale is presented, but only significant selected items are 
closely examined. A major reason for doirg this is to pJ:trluce data that 
can be ~ with the adult responses. If there is no scale or if the 
items in a reliable adolescent scale are nat similar to the items in a 
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reliable adult scale, it became necesscu:y to choose significant items that 
ccul.d be c:c:arpu:ed with the same significant adult items. Responses to 
open emed items are also analyzed relative to each scale. Mean scores 
are presented for scaled items. '!he reader should recall that '5' 
represents the highest score am Dart: positive response am '1' the lowest 
score am Dart: negative response. For the open erded responses a 
qualitative di srussion is presented am tmere appxopriate an attenpt is 
made to summarize sane of the qualitative responses in quantitative 
tellns. Because of their major relevance to the study the qualitative 
responses to the "ethnic" area are diSOlSsed in mom detail than the 
qualitative responses in the other areas. 
'!he status of each scale relative to reliability am a::arparability is 
presented in Table 4.5 
TABIE 4.5 
STA'lUS OF AOOI.ESCENT SC'AUS 
SC'AIE RELIABII.iITY cx:MPARAB7LrIY 'It) AIJJI1II SC'AIE 
o:mm.mity 632 Yes 
Relatianship 763 Yes 
Perception 305 No 
Problem 546 Yes 
Social WOrker 600 No 
Ethnicity 612 Yes 
1.01 
1. CDTammity 
In the Methcdology O1apter "oa1llnnnity" is described as that part of 
the helpirg experience that defines neighborl1cod or envil:aDilE!llt as a 
pat:ent1ally helpful:resow:ce. It can :r:efer either to the neighborllood of 
the adolescents where many of their helping experiences occur or in a 
larger sense to arrJ environment trmm:e they mcperience being helped. In 
the researcher's vie\\' "community" is the context in which help occurs ani 
neighborhcod or agency is viewed positively, then a cxmtext that is 
pat:ent1ally nurturirg is viewed positively. If the enviwlIment is viewed. 
negatively, then a pat:ent1ally helpful onntext is viewed negatively. 
a. Resrxmse to the scale 
'lt1e Ommmity scale for adolescents has an alpha of .632 for all 
items irriicating acceptable reliabUity. '!be scale is CClhl'OSed of the 
follOlrlirr;J six items. 
• Item 1 - ''My neighborl1cod is a good place in which to live." 
• Item 2 - "Mest of the hcuses in my neighbomoocl are well cared 
for." 
• Item 3 - "'!be house I live in is sanet:hin;J to be p%'OUd of. II 
• Item 4 - til wcul.d never want to raise my own children in mj 
neighbo:dlood. " 
• Item 5 - "'ltle police in ~ neighbol:hood are nat very helpful to 
z:esidents." 
• Item 6 - '~neighboxhcod has poor schools. II 
In Table 4.6 the :mean responses of the adolescents to t.he items 
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COliiPOSln:J the total cammmity scale are presented. 
b. 
TABIE 4.6 
MEAN RESl=ONSES OF '!BE AOOIESCEm'S 'It) '!BE CDfMUNI"IY SCAIE 
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 :Item 4 Item 5 :Item 6 
Mean 
Scom 2.83 2.90 3.85 3.26 3.19 3.50 
Total Response: 59 
GIard Mean: 3.12 
Qna] itative ~ 
11'lbe neighboJ:bcoci I live :in is one of tl1e lbaddest l in Newark -
still, saue people treat you with respect." Jesus1 
'!he qualitative items for this area are the follOrirg: 
• Item 7-Describe your neighbomcod in one or two sentences • 
• Item 8- a. ''What are the three best th.i.rqs about your 
neighbol:boocl?" 
b. ''What are the three wrst thin;Js about your 
neighbol:boocl?" 
An examination of the qualitative responses of the adolescents 
cancernin;J their neighbomood suggests a perception that is sanewhat at 
variance with the one described by their responses to the a.:ammmity scale, 
where there is sane suggestion of positive feelirgs. When they are 
offeted the cpporblnity to explain their views of their neighbol:boocl, 
although there are positive ~ions, for the mst part the perceptions 
described are starkly negative. certain themes or repeated expressions to 
bat:h of these i1:e.rlE were found. 
1 Names are assigned to the adolescent subjects for illustrative 
p.u:poses. 
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on the positive side, people, neighbors am frienJs are seen as 
ilrportant to the cx::ammmity. Helpin;J networks, a1thcugh nat described as 
such, are :repeatedly alluded to, for e:xan'ple in mentio.rrl.rg "neighbors who 
help you out." small, neighbomood based social agencies are seen in a 
p:sitive light as part of the neighborllood. Convenience in terms of 
transportion am "cheap :rent" emerge as themes as does closeness to school 
and church. 
Hawe'ler, even when describirg positive aspects of their neighbomood, 
the adolescents aJrNeY a sense of an unwelOCl'llin;J, threatenin;r enviromnent. 
'!he fact that that the adolesoants' qualitative responses included 
p:sitive expressions might be partly a :function of the instrument where at 
one point the tlthJ:ee best t.h:iJJ1s in your neighbox:hoodtl are specifically 
elicited. '!be idea is suggested that if only a description of their 
neighbol:hcod was requested, there would have been fewer positive 
responses. 
'!he response of ''Maria'' is an exanple of what is meant by a positive 
response that conveys a negative ilrpression. After a qene.ral. description 
of her neighbo:thood as a terrible place with much crilne, violence am 
noise, Maria lists the three ''best th:irgslt in bar nei~ as: 
i ''We have a sort of privacy" 
ii "At night 'We can sleep peacefully" (sanetimes) 
iii "SO far our hcuse hasn't gotten robbed." 
with their responses that are unequivocally negative, the adolescents 
repeatedly mention drugs, violence and crime as conoerns. Fmquently they 
see their surrc:undin;p; as noisey, dirty an:l chaotic - or siDply enpty and 
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boring. '!be follcwinq quotes are illustrative of the ~ of the 
adolescents cancerninq descriptions of their neighbomocds: 
Jose: ''My neighboJ:hood is a place wham drug pJShers sell their 
so called 'high feelings'. It .is very annayirg to live 
in a place where you am not safe." 
~: 1'My neighboxhood has anly four balses, a U-Haul Rental 
and a closed-up Boys' Club - it's borin:J." 
O!rlos: .~ neighl:mbood is not a place you ~ be prcui of -
the p:a' halsilq, cri:me and drugs make it a corrupted 
place." 
Table 4.7 presents the responses of the adolescents to their CXJI!!!'IUnity 
in positive ani negative tmm. 
TABlE 4.7 
AOOIESCENTS' PERCEPl'ION OF 'IHEIR CXJt1MDNI'N 
Ntnnber Percent 
very Positive 4 7 
Positive 11 18 
PositivejNegative 17 28 
Negative 14 23 
Very Negative 12 20 
'lOtal. Response: 58 
J.OS 
c. summary of the Adolescent Response to the Community Area 
as an inspection of the qualitative material suggests that the adolescents 
have a predaninantly negative view of their cammmity. on two of the 
items for the scale mean scores fall below 3.0 an:} the others, with the 
exception of Item 3, haver just aram:i 3.0. Item 3, the item that had the 
most p::sitive response, did not cancan itself with the ccmmmity as a 
whole but with the houses that the subjects live in - a much lIKm! personal 
environment. 
2. Relationship 
.' '!be "dynamic equation",· the "feel.irq flow", arxl the interaction that 
occurs between two people, al.l describe the relationship in a helpin) 
experience. 'Ibis is a piece that can easily be seen as a part. of the 
helpirq uperi~. 
a. Res,ponse to the scale 
'!he alpha for the adolescent Belationship scale is .770 
imicatirq good reliability. In order to obtain this alpha the scale was 
reconstructed anittirg itens two and six. '!he scale then is OCiuposed of 
the followin:r four items: 
• Item 1 - "Feelirg close to my social worker as if he were my 
friend makes it easier for me to be helped by rum." 
• Item 3 - "Social Workers use "tricky devices" to get "inside 
your head." 
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• Item 4 - lilt makes me feel good to talk with a social worker. II 
• Item 5 - "It is :i.Dp:)rtant to talk about ~ fee1in3s when I talk 
_-_ --_ _ _______ --with a social.-wcrker-.if--l--really_want_to_be_helped.~' - -
In Table 4.8 the adolescents I mean :responses to the items CXllposirg 
the Relationship scale am presented. 
TAmE 4.8 
MEAN RESFONSES OF '!HE AOOIESCENlS 'It) 'IHE REIATIONSHIP SCArE 
Item 1 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 
Mean 
Sool'e 4.25 3.50 
Total Response: 59 
Grard Mean: 3.90 
b. Olalitative Resrxmses 
3.83 4.00 
'11le qualitative items in this area are the follcwin;J: 
• Item 7- "BaDe people say that you have to like the person you go 
to for help - that you have to have a good relationship 
with this person in order to be helped. 
a. Do you ac;ree. ____ ...... _ or Disa~ _____ _ 
b. If you agree give three :reasons why." 
• Item 8- "BaDe people also feel that Puerto Rican adolescents are 
especially sensitive - maybe more so than other 
American teenagers. 'lbese people feel that it is even 
Dme iDportant for PUerto Rican adolescents, than for 
other American adolescents, to have a good relationship 
with the person they go to for help. 
a. Do you agne. _____ _ or i,)isa~ ___ _ 
b. If you agree give three :reasons why." 
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'lbe adolescents wm:e al.m:st evenly divided in their qualitative 
responses about the ilq;x)rtance of a good :relatialShip with about 46 
percent assertil'g that it is ilrp:>rtant am 52 percent that it is net. '!he 
greater majority - 68 percent - did not feel that PUerto Rican teenagers 
were any JOOre sensitive to the :relationship in a helpir'g experience than 
other American teenagers. 
For those who resporxied positively to Item 7, about the iJrpntanoe of 
the relationship, there were several ideas that emerged. '!be creation of 
an atmosphere of trust, wannth am security were mentioned frequentl.y as 
):)eirq canducive to "openirg up", "expressirg feelin;Js" and 11tal.1d.n:J it 
aIt. .. Generally it was felt that a person you had a gccxl relaticmship 
with was Jl¥)re likely to give you ,I):)etter help" and was nat goirIJ to "jive 
you." 
'lhirty. percent of the adolescents felt that, indeed, PUerto Rican 
teenagers were more sensitive than ot:her American teenagers to the 
relationship in a helpir¥:J experience ani gave several reasons for this. 
Generally, PUerto Ricans were described by these yourgstem as oppressed, 
feeliD:] inferior and beirq ashama1 of bavirq problems. Puerto Ricans were 
seen as haviD:] a ld.rd of stigmatized identity and be:ln:r put dawn by 
society. At the same t:iJlle they were described as feelirg t:hin:Js mre 
intensely. 
Table 4.9 describes the adolescents I perceptions of the relationship 
area in te.nns of its general iltp>rtanoe am in terms of its bIportance to 
~ Rican adolescents in particular. 
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TABlE 4.9 
AOOUSCENIS I PERCEPl'IOO' OF '!HE RErATIONSHIP ARFA 
- - ---.--
----- --- ---------------
Percent IDportance of Important to 
(Frequency) :Relationship P.R. Adolescents 
Agree 46 29 
(28) (18) 
Disagree 52 67 
(32) (41) 
Total Response: 60 Total Response: 59 
c. S\m'!ma%y of the Adolescents I Response to the Relationship Area 
'nle :response of the adolescents to all of the scale items on 
relationship, bIt particularly to Item 1, sugqest a positive perception of 
the relatioriship in the helpinir experience. Item 1 in particular on this 
scale taps an area that deals directly with the "feelbg flew" that occurs 
between a client arxi helper. Here the response of the adolescents was 
lI¥:)re positive than with arrt of the other items on the scale. 
'!be response to the qualitative items, however, was not as strcn:Jly 
suggestive of a positive feelin) about the :r:el.atianship in a helpiD] 
experience. 'Dlere oaUd be several reasons for this discrepancy but it is 
suggested that the major one here is a function of the instrument. It is 
speculated that many of the subjects who had difficulty with readiJ'g am 
writbg, silrply checked disagree in response to the open emed items. 
'Ibis was an option that required no further writiD}. 
Notwi1:hstaniin;J the more negative responses to the open erded 
questions, there were many positive, qualitative responses that were 
consistent with the scale responses. 
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3. self Perception 
How one sees oneself has a great deal to do with hew ens ~iences 
beinJ helped. 'lbere are cauntless ways in mich ones' Itpersanan, as 
defined by Perllllan (1974), is an bportant part of the helpiIYJ 
experience. Seeirg oneself as a winner or loser, an insider or an 
outsider, as passive or aggressive all iltpact on what happens in the 
helpilg equation. 
a. Response to the scale 
'!be self Perception scale for the adolescents had poor 
reliabUity, prai:ucirg an alpha for all six items of .305. Nane of the 
items (X)rrelated st:rcn:;Jly with ane another and so it was not possible to 
construct a more reliable scale. '!his "dimension" of the helping 
experience as defined in the study can be seen as a "scale" only in the 
sense of havirq a series of loosely related items, each one of which, 
hcwever, prodnces useful descriptive information. For pnposes of this 
descriptive 01apter the self-perception of the adolescents is presented in 
scale fom alt:hcugh technically what is presented is their perception of 
six discrete items. 
Since the "self perception" dimension is n::Jt analyzed as a scale, 
Items 1, 2 arxi 3 are selected for a closer inspection. 'Dle general 
response to these items is high and they seemed most significant in their 
relevance to haw the adolescents perceive then1sel.ves, based at the 
researcher's subjective judgement. 
'!be items in the "self-perception" area for the adolescents are: 
• Item 1 - 1lBeiD;J of PUerto Rican (Hispanic) ~~ is a 
definite advant:aqe in the united states." 
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--.-Item-2--- __ II·PUerto Ricans in- the-·united-stat.es-are-himlworkirg-and 
irdustrious." 
• Item 3 - "PUerto Ricans in the United states ten:i to have many 
pmblems that requir.e social work help such as drugs, 
mental illness and family problems." 
• Item 4 - lIyau feel that you stam as much chance as the averaqe 
American teenager of gettin;J a good education." 
• Item 5 - "Skin color and hair texture are ilrportant to Puerto 
Ricans. " 
• Item 6 - "A lot. of ''white people" den't trust Puerto Ricans. It 
Table 4.10 describes the mean responses of the adolescents to the 
"Belf-Perception" items. 
TABI.E 4.10 
MEAN RESPONSES OF '!HE AOOUSCEN'lS 'lO '!HE SELF-PERGt?I'lON ITEMS 
+ + + 
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 Item 6 
Mean 
Score 2.91 3.66 2.61 3.88 3.68 2.36 
Total Response: 60 
Key: + = selected Items 
With Item 1, ?2 pm:cent of the adolescents disagreed that there was an 
advantage to l:JeiD.J of PUerto Rican baclcgrcurxl in the united states, while 
in Item 3 fully 66 percent of the subjects agJ:eed that Puerto Ricans were 
a problem ridden pcpllaticn, experiencirg such difficulties as druq abuse, 
mental illness a1'Ji family problems. 'ItJe responses to bath of these items 
suggest a neqative self perception on the part of the adolescents. Item 2 
aces suggest a DIOte p~itive self perception with 71 percent of the 
subjects agreein;J that Puerto Ricans in the united states are hardworking 
am industrious. art: even here an in'portant rmmber - 20 pe%'tleIlt -
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disagreed. 'Dle responses to the nan-selected items is of SCl1Ie interest. 
!lhe mean of 3.9 for Item 4 t.«W.d suggest a positive self concept while on 
the ot:her hand the mean responses to Item 6 suggest the CHXlSite. 
b. Qualitative Responses 
'!be qualitative items for this area are the ·fo1la.rin;J: 
• Item 7- "Briefly, if you had to descr.ibe hew you feel about 
ycurseJ.f, hail 1!ICUl.d YOU?" 
• Item 8- ''Hew, if at all, do you feel that PUerto Rican teenagers 
are different than other American teenagers?" 
overall, the adolescent subjects express positive feel~ about 
themselves with two major themes emm:qirq: a frequent expression of 
''Pride'' am frequent mention of closeness to others, frienn.iness and 
havin;J good relationships, as bein) part of a positive self pel.-ception. 
Repeatedly the yctJDJSters describe t:hemsP..lves in ways that suggest an 
almost self exmscious pride. Often statements are made abalt bein:J "proud 
of myself" in spite of many negatives. "'!he p:aldest race of all", "proud 
of JJr:l beautiful islarx!", "pride in myself" are all exanples of the various 
expressions used by the adolescents in describil'g thenselves. Often 
though, there is a sense of poignancy and ambivalence in their expressions 
of pride. '!be remarks of Tony am Enrique illustrate this: 
~: "One 1:l1:in;J I can perfectly tell abalt me - am it's that 
I feel proud of bein:J l\lerto Rican and I wa1ld not tum 
DrJ back on my people. I love 'II¥ little, b1t big, big 
Island. I t.«W.d do anyt:l1in'J for it. I think PUerto Rican 
teenagers are different because they make us be different 
- tl1e only solution is to deDa1strate that we're people 
like them am that we also have feelin3s ani they could 
be hurt too." 
Enriaue: "I am myself - I dan't t%y to be like other people 
because I only make t:hi.rJ;s difficult for myself -
besides I kin:i of like myself. II 
--.-- - ---------
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'!he teenagers seemed to see sensitivity, frierxniness am qood 
relationships as a p::sitive part of their 'tpersana" am made frequent 
mention of this in their xesponses. Daspim these positive expressions, a 
number of the responses of our ~ suggested a decidedly negative 
self view qivin; the overall i:apression of ambivalence. Iuis' response 
here is mpresentative of the responses of many of the yamgst:ers: 
~: "You don't see many PUerto Ricans in school. '!bey m:e 
involved in drugs am if they are female they have kids 
already. I don't qive up that easUy regcmiless of the 
prejudice that is goinJ on. PUerto Rican teenaqers let 
people put them down by the t:hinas they say to tllem like 
'qive up, theJ::e's no hope for you.' I don't believe in 
that. I go see for ~f." 
At the same t:iJDe as their responses suggest positive feelin;s about 
themselves, they saw thaIEelves as different:. - often in negative ways -
fran ather American teenagers. Table 4.11 illustrates this. 
TAmE 4.11 
PERCEIVED DIF'FERENC!!! BE.'lWEEtJ PUF.Rro RICAN 'l'EEtW;ERS 
AND atHER AMERICAN 'l'EENAGERS 
Freauency Percent 
No Difference 22 36 
Negat:lve Difference 17 28 
Positive Difference 11 18 
Both Positive & 
Negative Difference 5 8 
Total Response: 55 
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out of those who ~ ~ tile difference between PUerto 
Rican and ather American teenaqers then, 54 percent felt that PUerto Rican 
teenagers were different and more than half of this percentage saw the 
difference as negative. on the positive side, lanauage, cultm:e ani 
customs wre frequently mentioned as di.stin;Iui.shi P.lerto Rican teenagers 
:fram American teenaqers. Negatively, poor family baclcgrcurd vis a vis 
parents' eci1lCatian and incane, lack of opporbmity in school, EmPloyment 
and involvement in delirquencies, particularly drug arxl alcohol related, 
wre repeatedly menticmed as What made PUerto Rican teenagers different 
fram ether American teenagers. Sane of the responses c:xmceJ:l'lil'g neqative 
differences 'W'el.'e quite strikir¥;J: 
carlos: 
Manny: 
"PUerto Rican teenagers feel differen1:ly about themselves 
than ot:her American teenagers because they feel inferior 
- the%efore they do loud, crazy an:! SCIlIet:imes stupid 
thir¥;Js because they want to be noticed arxl recognized." 
,,- also PUerto Ricans, If they find a job they (sic) 
right for they go for it but if they can't find one they 
will just go and smell tJush. You don't see white people 
in any corner sellin) any1:h.ir¥J - I think American teens 
tty a lot harder than what (sic) PUerto Ricans de -." 
'!he responses of the teenagers to the open ended self pexceJ?tion 
questions also suggest.ecl a consciousness of racial prejudice. In 
exp:ressirq haw PUerto Rican adolescents are different fl:an other American 
teenaqers lack of prejudice on the part of PUerto Rican teenagers is 
mentioned. At the same time skin color is nat:ecl as what makes PUerto 
Rican adolescents different. 
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c. SUmmary of the Molescents' Responses to Self Perception Area 
- . 
-'!he respanseof the adolescents--to-the-.!!Self_ .Peroeption"_se1ected_ 
items suggests that the ycun;JSt:em :in the study have a perception of 
themselves that is positive, b1t barely so. 'Dle greater majority - 80 
percent - did express positive feeliJvas aba1t themgelves in :response to 
Item 7 of the qualitative items b1t many see themselves as different than 
other American teenagers and in our population a significant percentage 
see ~ Rican adolescents as negatively different. HoWever, these 
results must be viewed with caution in view of the poor rel.iabUity of the 
scale and the limitations of the qua1itative items. 
4. '!he Problem 
'11le problem - the perceived area of difficulty - is the ''heart of 
the matter" in the helpirg experience. '!be problem is tmat lmlSt be 
solved, made better or made to "go awaY" altogether. Perlman (1974, p. 87) 
says it wIl: 
tlws, DIlC'h of the prablem solvirg work is on 
an uncansciaus or only partly canscicus 
basis, that is, it happens spontaneously in 
the empathic interaction between caseworker 
and client. But all of it, let it be 
rEDIIE!IlIbered, centers about sane prc:blem 
consciously brought by the client and 
affirmed by the caseworker - a problem to be 
solved by joint effort. 
'Ibis section irdicates not only the adolescent's perception of a 
helper's ability with a variety of problems, b1t djsrusses What problems 
the adolescent subjects felt wm:e inport:ant to Puerto Rican teenagers. 
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a. Response to the scale 
'!he stamal:dized alpha for the Problem area is .546, tmich was 
accepted as irdicatin;J :reasonably gcod reliability. To obtain the alpha, 
Item 3 was anitted fran the scale. '!he item total statistics suggests 
that the alJ;i1a would be even higher if Item 2 were excluded frail the 
scale, blt it was felt that substantively this was an inportant item am 
so it was included. '!he items included in the scale, then, are the 
follCMin:J: 
• Item 1 - "social Workers can be helpful. with personal, private 
kinds of problems." 
• Item 2 - "social Workers are mainly helpful with t:hin;Is like 
gettin:;J you into projlams or helpirg a1t with JIDl'lSY. n 
• Item 4 - "I wcul.d never want to tell a Social Worker what goes 
an in mx family." 
• Item 5 - "It's OK to talk with a Social Worker about sexual 
problems. " 
• Item 6 - "I wcul.dn't feel CCIIlfortable talldrg with a Social. 
Worker about my friends." 
'!he mean zesponses to the items included .:in this scale ana described 
in Table 4.l2 
TABlE 4.12 
MEAN BES:R)NSES OF '!HE AOOIESCENl'S 'It) '!HE PROBI.D! SCAlE 
Item 1 Item 2 Item 4 Item 5 Item 6 
Mean 
Score 3.78 2.50 
Total Bespcnse: 61 
Grard Mean: 3.22 
3.28 3.08 3.26 
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b. Qualitative Responses 
'lhLqualitative items for this area. _am. _the __ followi.rqL_· __ 
• Item 7- "List five types of problems with which social workers 
can be mst helpful.. II 
• Item 8- "Of these types of pmblems which one do you think would 
be IIKlSt important to a PUerto Rican teenager am why?" 
Table 4.13 presents a list of "types of problems" am indicates 
whether the adolescent felt that hel.pirq people CC11l.d assist them with 
these problems. 
TAmE 4.13 
PRJBUM AREAS AND PERCENl' OF ADOIESCENl'S WHO SAW HELPERS 
M BEING ABIE m ASSIST wrm 'lHESE ARFM; 
Fercent 
Frequency HEIProL 
Family Problems 56 
(34) 
SChool Problems 56 
(34) 
Personal Problems 64 
(39) 
Work Problems 38 
(23) 
Sexna' Problems 13 
(8) 
Problems with Friems 29 
(18) 
Money Problems 26 
(16) 





'!he problem area that was felt to be JOOSt significant for PUerto Rican 
teenagers was "family problems" with 23 percent of our subjects describing 
this as the JIl:lSt important problem for them. '!he reasons given for the 
ilrportance of this area suggest cur subjects· ooncem aver their parents' 
lack of ~ am beirq overly strict. Family is seen as being 
very :important to PUerto Rican teenagers - as a kind of support in a 
turl:W.ent world. several times acculturation problems are described as 
"family problems." 'lhus, several subjects expressed cancem aver the fact 
that their parents treated them as if they were still on the islam or did 
net speak ED;Jlish. 
F.ducation, career developEl1t aId jobs were seen as areas of 
ilrportance to :Alerto Rican adolescents. several youn;JSters expressed that 
this was partly so because of pmjudice am "attitudes" that people had 
toward Puerto Ricans. At the same time many ~ expressed heM 
important education am tra:lnin:J were for their future growth. 
Finally, a mnnber of the ~ perceive PUerto Ricans in general 
as lJeiDJ heavily involved in drugs. Based on the subjects description, 
this is seen as bem; a serious problem for PUerto Ricans. 
c. summa.rv of the Adolescents' Response to the Prcblem Area 
'!be xespanse of the adolescents to the Problem scale was 
positive, suggestin) that they perceive helpers as assistiIg them with a 
variety of problems. '!he responses to the iMividual scaled items 
particularly to Items 1 ani 4 fUrther suggest that the ~ in our 
population see social workers or helpirg people as helpm; them with 
persc;mal, private Jdnjs of problems. 
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'!be response to the open en:led items was consistent with the response 
to the scaled items with large percentages of the ~ identifying 
--- ---- ----- -
family am personal problems as JOOSt ilrportant to PUerto Rican teenagers 
am areas where social workers can be helpful. Family problems were often 
seen by the ycurgsters as related to acculturation difficulties. PJ:oblems 
xelated to school, employment ani JDaney were also :lJrportant to cur 
ycurgsters. 'DrBlty eight percent of the adolescents also perceived drug 
xelated problems as inpntant to ~ Rican adolescents and an area 
where help is given. 
5. '!he Social Worker - Helper 
'!be tmm "social worker" in the study refers to one who gives help -
a key actor in the helpinJ equation. Ha.rI a client sees the helper - as a 
cxmpassionate human be.in;J, as a representative of an a9ax:y, as one who is 
lcnawledgeable and ready to help, or as the reverse of these thi.r¥Js can 
detetm:lne the out:caDe of the experience (Perlman, 1974, p. 111). 
a. Response to the Scale 
'lb attain a reasonable degree of reliabUity the Social Worker 
scale was :reconstruct:ec to il'lcl.ude anly Items 4, 5 and 6. '!his 
mconstruction produces a zeJ.iability of .600. '!be scale that was 
canst.nlcted for the adolescents hcM!ver is not c:x:mprable to the adult 
scale for the same dimension so in effect it became i'TOSSible to think in 
tenns of CCIIparin;J scaled responses in this area. 
For descriptive :pJrpOSeS as with the "Self-Perception" area the 
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responses to all items am presented, while only those items that seem 
most relevant to this area are selected for a closer examination. Again, 
the selection is based on a high response rate ard a subjective judgment 
that those items selected do :Udeed tell' us sanet:hin:J about heM our 
adolescents perceive helpers. For these purposes, Items 2, 3 am 6 were 
selected. '!be items then, are the follow1rg: 
• Item 1 - "Social Workers have special ways of helpilg people 
that are diffeJ:ent than the ways of a psydUatrist. 
or guidance ccunsellor." 
• Item 2 - "Social WOrkers need to have a special Jdn:i of 
personality. " 
• Item 3 - "social Workers need a lot of special trai.ninq, at 
least a college degree." 
• Item 4 - "saoetimes social workers are nosey or interfere too 
1DL1Ch." 
• Item 5 - "Social Workers :receive more money than they are 
worth. II 
• Item 6 - "BaDe social wcrke:rs are really net interested in 
helpin;." 
In Table 4 .14 the mean responses to the SOcial worker items are 
presented. 
TABIE 4.14 
MEAN RESPONSES OF '!HE AOOUSCENTS '10 '!HE SOCIAL ~ ARFA 








SCOre 3.65 3.63 3.53 
GraM Mean for Reliable scale: 3.30 
Key: + = I1:eJ1s part of reliable scale 
* = Selected items. 
2.86 3.56 3.43 
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'!he response to Item 2 imicates that approximately 72 _ percent of the 
youngsters feel that social workers need to have a spec1 a] JdJ'd of 
-------.-- .. --- -----
personality, mile the :responses to Item 3 iJxti.cates that 66 percent feel 
that social workers need special trainin;J, at least a college degree. '!be 
:responses here inllcate a positive perception of helpers. With Item 6 the 
responses are still positive but not as st:roD:Jly so with alJocst 30 percent 
of the ycJIJl'YJSters agmein] that sane social workers are not really 
interested in helping. 'lbe qeneral response to these items as well as a 
review of the responses to the other items suggest that the ycunJSters 
have a positive view of helpers. 
b. Qualitative Resconses 
'Dle qualitative items for this_ area are the follC7ot1irg: 
• Item 7- "In one or two sentences describe what you wculd 
consider to be the ideal social worker." 
• Item 8- "Describe one experience yell've had with a social worker 
or 'helping person. ' Tell whether you. were helped or 
nat am the general circ::umstaJ1ces." 
A l:epeatecl idea that emerges in the adolescents' responses to Item 7 
is that a "good helper" is a'1e 1r4lo is able to cxammmicate the feelin3s of 
carin;, nurturiDJ am of bein] concerned. Frequently a gcod helper is 
described as "a frierKl." Many of the adolescents, too, see a helper as "a 
problem solver"; one who helps you. "figme t:h.i.D3s cut," ''underst:ancl 
t:hin;r.;," "get thi.D3s done." 'lb a 1IlI.1dl lesser extent helpers were seen as 
people who "give good advice" and work "in the canmunity." Table 4.15 
sununarizes these :responses. 
TN¥E 4.15 



















'lhe response level to Item 8 was low. Of these who did resporXl only 
7 percent described an experience Where they were mt helped. For the 
rest, helpiD) experiences were described a1'CIUIXi a variety of areas, with 
"sc:hcol problems," "family prcblem" am "personal. problems" beiD;J the 
areas where the adolescents felt they lr!Iere helped DaJt often. 
c. SUmmary of the Adolescents I Response to the Social Worker Area 
overall, the adolescents have a positive pm:ceptian of helpin;J 
people. only one scaled item - Item 4 - suggested a negative perception 
with a majority of the adolescents agreeing that "saoetimes social wt:)rkers 
are n::JSeY or interfere too DIllCh. n 'lhe ideal helper is seen as one mo is 
nurturiD], caring am helpfUl in wcrkil'q out specific pmblens. Many of 
the yamgsters did net respc:ni to Item 8, bIt of those who did 
(thirty-nine~) only 7 percent indicated having an experience 
with a helper whem they were not helped. 
6. '!he Ethnic Backgrqund of the Social WOrkm-He1per 
In-this part of the cpe.ratianalized definition· ·of-the-helpinJ- -
experience the study looks at the "persona" of the helper and the 
adolescents' feelinJs about a particular aspect of this ''persona. II 
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~llIIan (1974) discusses the person of a client and in the description of 
the self-peroepticz of the adolescents the :researcher borrows greatly from 
her ideas. In focusiIg on the ethnic bac:kgrounj of the helpers her 
concept is extemed and applied with its various ramifications to a helper 
group, particularly to their etlmicity. 
It is brport:ant. to keep in mind when examini.D:J the :z:esponses to the 
ethnic scal.e, that a positive response to the ''persona'' of the helper 
means that etlmic variables do not interfere in a major way with a helping 
experience am a negative zespanse means the opposite. 
a. Response to the scale 
'!he :reliabUity for the scale tests cut at .612. To obtain this 
degree of :reliability the scale was zecansb:ucted to :lncl.ude only items 1, 
2 and 3. '1!1e items ircl.u3ed in the scale then are the follCJWin:J: 
• :Item 1 - "I feel more canfort:able t:a.lldnJ with a social worker 
who is of the same ethnic backgJ:a.Jrli as my own. For 
exanple, PUerto Rican kids shculd talk with PUerto 
Rican social workers; Black kids with Black social 
workers, etc." 
• "Item 2- "If you like the person you're worJd.rg with, their 
baclcgrourd, that is, whether they're Black, White or 
PUerto Rican makes no difference." 
• :Item 3 - "'lbe first thing I notice about a social worker is 
whether he is PUerto Rican." 
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Although not included as part of the scale, the adolescents' response 
to Item 6 is also presented because of this item's major relevance to the 
issues of the study. 
• Item 6 - '''lbe bottan line (m:lSt inportant t:hirg) in whether or 
nat I am helped by a social 1«)Z'ker has to do with the 
ability of the social worker, not his ethnic 
bac1<grourd. " 
In Table 4.16 the mean responses of the adolescents to the items 
CXlllposin;J the Ethnic scale are p:esented. 
TABlE 4.16 
MEAN RESPONSES OF '!HE AOOUSCEN'lS 
'lO '!HE ElBNIC BAa«aXJND SCAlE 
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 
Mean SCOre 3.50 
Total Response: 60 
Grard Mean: 3.91 
Item 6 
Total Response: 60 
Mean: 4.00 
b. Qualitative Response 
4.20 4.01 
'!be qualitative items in this cu:ea axe the follC1l1in:J: 
• Item 7- "Describe a situation where the racial/etlmic backgrourxi 
of a social worker might make a difference in haw you 
relate with hiln. If you feel it should make no 
difference explain." 
• Item 8- "Give an exanple of a situation Where what a PUerto 
Rican social worker does would be different fran what a 
Black or White worker trtIOUld do." 
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Meet of the adolescents - "'most 55 percent - felt that the ethnic 
background of a helper woul.d make no difference in haw they J:elated with 
them. Franco's response S\.DIIS up the feelin;s of many of the other 
teenagers when he says: 
"Iook, I don't care about it if (a person's) 
Black, White, Hispanic, green or p.u:ple. I 
care whether or not the person shews in his 
ways that he cares about me am rq pJ:Qblems." 
For these who did feel that this variable was iDpxtant to the 
J:elatianship the CCiidUJll theme emerqin;r in their J:eSpC:JnSeS had to do with 
feelirq more canfortable and be.i.n:J able to cxmmmicate better with saneone 
of their own bac1cgrcund. Forty percent did not think a PLlert:o Rican 
social worker wcul.d do anyt:hirg diffm:ently than a White or Black social 
worker. For these who did feel there was a difference, lanauage am 
cultural bac1cgrcund wem major:reasons. A xepeated elCp%'eSSion was the 
idea that a Puerto Rican social worker walld work a little harder for 
someone of his own bac1cgrcmd. 
Pe1:haps JlK)re than in any other ama the "ethnic" piece of the helpi.n; 
~ience qenerated vm:bal responses fran the adolescents. 'Ihese 
responses, thcugh not always recorded by the ycungsters on the instrument, 
are very pertinent to the concetnS of the study am so are included in 
this djscussion of the adolescent's qualitative J:eSpC:JnSeS. Tc begin with 
the adolescents were quick to express their confusion aver the meanin;:J of 
"ethnicity. " Many wem certain that it meant the same t:hi.rg as "race" and 
a few persisted in :this idea even after a clarifyi.n; dj soJSSion led by the 
xesearcher. &Dationality was high in these djsrussians with sane of the 
youngsters e.xpressirg shock and sw:prise that the question of the possible 
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influence of ethnicity in a helping situation would even be raised. with 
a certain amount of righteous indignation a number of the adolescents 
insisted nat only that a helper's ethnic bac1cground did not: make a 
difference in a helping experience but should not make a difference. 
'J:Ypical of adolescents many of the ycungsters became quite self righteous 
here, adhering to what they apparently pexceived as societal noms and 
sanctions - noms and sanctions that say a person's ethnic background. 
should not be a consideration in any human relationship, certainly not in 
a helping relationship. It should be noted here that often in the small 
groups of youngsters fm:rned. durinq the data gatherin;J process there was a 
ran;e of racial-ethnic background judging solely by the youngsters, 
physical appearance. Thus, there were adolescents who were very dark 
skinned, having negroid features, who identified themselves as Puerto 
Rican and other youngsters who were fair to the point of being' blond and 
blue-eyed who also identified tbemsel.ves as Puerto Rican. Same of their 
underlying anxiety, as well as feelings about ethnicity were belied as 
joking refexences were made to each ather's racial or etlmic features. 
Much of the adolescent's written response on the instrument was 
consistent with their ve:tbal. expression ani their responses to scaled 
items. However, a considerable amount of it, especially having' to do with 
their thoughts about PUerto Rican social workers, was not. Few youngsters 
actually described in detail situations where what a Puerto Rican social 
worker does would be different fram what a White or Black helper would 
do. Rather they responded in more general tems. Here, although many of 
the adolescents did not express it as such, the ethnic bac'kground of the 
helper was seen as inportant. By "nat express it as such" is meant that 
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the adolescents often did not articulate specifically a connection between 
a Puerto Rican helper's ethnicity and being a "better helper," rather, 
PUerto Rican .. helpers __ were .lumped toget:her.witlLhel.ping people_and __ what. 
made them better helpers were such thi.ngs as being able to speak Spanish 
or ):)eirg familiar with the neighborhoods of Puerto Ricans. Of course, 
this raises the lcu:qer question of whether familiarity with a language or 
an ethnic neighboxhood am as inportant considerations as ethnicity per se 
in a· helping experience. 
In any event, many of the youngsters in the study felt that SCIt\ehaw a 
Puerto Rican social worker was different and did different thinqs than a 
Black or White social worker. Not only did PIlert:o Rican helpers speak 
Spanish and have a familiarity with PUerto Rican neighbOl:hoods, they 
understood PUerto Rican families and, as one youngster put it, "the ways" 
of these families. For example one adolescent, whose parents spoke only 
Spanish and belonged to a Pentecostal. church, said thel:e were many th:ings 
about his family and their custans with which an Anglo or Black helper 
would not be familiar. He went on to explain the strict practices and 
requirements of the Pentecostal church, the fact that his parents did much 
of their shopping in bodegas, the strictly defined roles in his family 
with his mat:her being expected "to qo alOR]" with the wishes of his 
father. All of these things he thought would be confusing to a non-Puerto 
Rican helper. The question is raised hexe, as a caveat, that the same 
''ways'' might be confusing to a Puerto Rican helper not familiar with the 
Pentecostal chuxch or bodegas. Certainly though, the probability of a 
PUerto Rican helper being familiar with these ",:ays" is greater than with 
a Black or White helper. 
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'!he adolescents seemed to perceive themselves and PUerto Ricans as 
beirg one, united, belOl'lJiD;J to the same group, by virtue sbply of their 
Puerto Rican backgJ:cund. 'Ibis beiDJ so, it was deemed loqical by many of 
the adolescents, that a PUerto Rican helper would go cut of his way ·to 
help them. PUerto Rican helpers wre seen - again, simply by virtue of 
bein;J PUerto Rican - by some of the adolescents, as beiDI wanDer, Jl¥:)re 
sensitive am bebg more willil'J) "to be a friem" than non-PUerto Ricans. 
Many of the adolescents seemed to perceive PUerto Rican helpers as be:in:J 
Dm'e underst.al'xiin and aoceptirq of the problems that PUerto Rican 
adolescents experience. 'Ibis expression an the adolescent's part was 
particularly int:.erestirq in view of the very negative expressions elicited 
fran ~ latina helper group about P.Jerto Rican adolescents. 'lbe.re was 
only one ycur¥JSter Who specifically said that he walld net "trust" a 
PUerto Rican social worker. 'lhis ~ msparxient expressed the view that 
PUerto Ricans "like to gossip" and he was sure that a PUerto Rican social 
worker, for this reason, would nat be able to hold a confidence. He 
specifically irdicated that he t«JUl.d prefer to go 1:0 a White helper 
because White helpers were usually "smart:er" than Puerto Rican or Black 
helpers am bad ''better CClUlSCtians." 
:In sum, 1IIiU1Y of the yolln3St:ers t:hcught that PUerto Rican social 
workers, both by virtue of ~ Spanish and familiarity with the ''ways'' 
of PUerto Rican families and by virtue of their ethnicity, more strictly 
defined, t«:A.1ld do 1:hin;s differently than Black or White helpers. 
c. summary of the Adolescents I Res,ponse to the Helper Ethnic 
Bac1a:::rrouni Area 
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GEmei:aily, their very positive -~ to the etl'iiiici SCale ----
suggest that the adolescents do not feel that the ethnic bac1cground of ~ 
helper is of major iltportance in the helpin:J experience. '!he JOOSt 
positive response was to Item 2 which says not only that they do not place 
great enpmsis on the etlmicity of a helper in a helpirg experience, but 
that they do place iltportance on the relationship in the helpi.n:J equation 
- a :response cansistent with the :response to the relationship area 
previously di scussed. 
In their qualitative responses, again the adolescents terxi to dawn 
play the ilIport:ance of a helper's ethnic bac1cground t.biJ.e at the same time 
appraxiJDately 50 percent of the adolescents thought that the 8I=Proaches a 
PUerto Rican helper 'WOUld use wcul.d be different than the approaches of a 
mack or Alglo helper. 'lbeir reasol'liDJ here usually mlateci to sharin:J 





As in Olapter 4, Part I of this ampter cancerns itself with a 
delrographic description - this time of the adult pap.llation. In this 
section first the helpers' personal. data are presented ani then their 
educational an:! professional background are described. '!he helpers' 
experience in wcrk:iJq with PUerto Rican adolescents is also examined :in 
this section. In Part II, the adult's perception of the helping 
experience is descr:i.bad. 
PARI' I: DEM:X;RAPHICS OF '!HE Hf!IPBBS 
'l11e pap.llation of helpers in this study consisted of s:ixty seven 
irxllviduals pnposively selected fran a variety of public ard private 
agencies in Newark, New Jersey. Relative to the major questions of the 
study our adults were selected ilCXX)l:din:J to their ethnic background; the 
group is divided between Whites, Blacks and Iatincs. 
pge am Sex 
'!here was a wide variation in the ages of the adult respondents 
I'C!nJing fram 19 years of age to 59 years of age with the mean age being 
34. Of all the adults 37 percent were 29 years of age or ycllB1er while 
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3 percent were older than 45. 'lheJ:e were more than twice as many female 
subjects in cur population as males. 
Nativity. Racial-Ethnic Bac1sgrcurd and a:rmmmity 
sixty eight percent of the adult pcpll.atian was bom in the 
Qmtinental united states am 26 percent in PUerto Rico. '!be remaining 
4 percent were born in Eurcpe or an Hispanic-latin country. In Table 5.1, 
Wen the helper's racial-ethnic identity "is examined without co11apsin; 
''Hispanic'' categories it can be seen that only 3 percent of the helpers 
identified themselves as PUerto Rican Americans while 28 percent 
identified themselves as PUerto Rican. 
TABlE 5.1 




















In the adult population, Iatinos have a higher proportion of males 
than either Blacks or Whites. 
More of the minority helpers lived where they worked than did the 
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White helpers. In Table 5.2 when these variables am carpared it can be 
seen that of the Blacks in our pcp1lation, 57 percent live ~ they 
work; 41 percent of latinos live where they work; and 20 percent of Whites 
live where they work. 
TAmE 5.2 
PIACE OF RESIDENCE BY EIHNIC BAa<r:maJND 
Live Where You Work 
Etl"'Jlic Self-Description 
Percent 


























'!he greater majority (60 "percent) of the helpers had B1\ degl:ees in a 
variety of fields, 4 percent had BSWls and 7 percent had less than a 
BaclleJ.or I s degree. 'lWnty one percent had MSWI s while 8 percent had MA IS 
in a variety of fields. 
Most of the helpers had positions en the level of Bachelor level case 
aids. 'lWenty one percent had supervisory or administrative positions, 
while 13 percent were MSW practitioners. 
A statistical presentation of the educational and career data of the" 
~pers, us:in.;J dli square did nat seem appxcpriate in view of the small 
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"N's" that appeared in individual cells. Hcwever, an inspection of this 
material suggested significant trenls. 
- .. _-----------------. --.-------- - _ .... _---. 
Proportionately DIOna Whites had more education than either macks or 
Iatinos. Forty seven percent of our Hdte resparxients had lEW's while 12 
percent of Blacks had the degree ani anly 8 percent of Iatincs had it. 
An inspecticn of the data havirg to do with EDlCation and current 
position, as wcul.d be expecteCl, suggested that these :lmividuals in the 
adult pcp1I.ation with higher degI e es tamed to be in administrative 
positions and that pJ:cportionately more wauen in the pq:ul.atian had 
out of the total adult pcpul.ation 58 percent identified themgelves as 
social workers and 60 percent said they planned a caxeer in social work. 
An iDportant p%q)Ortion (22 percent) irdicated that they were umecided 
a1Jout their career plans. Significantly, as t«R.1ld be expected in view of 
their educational. background, JlDre Whites than either Blacks or Iatinos 
planned careers in social work. Ninety four percent of ltrl.tes said they 
planned a social l«)rk career while 75 percent of macks said they did and 
59 percent of Iat.lncs said they did. 
O\Teral.l, the l4hite helpers tamed to bave DKn'8 trainin;r than the other 
groups; they tended to be :in administrative positions ani to. plan careers 
in social work J1Dre than mack or Iatino helpers. macks had lI¥)l'8 
'trainiDJ am were more often in administrative positions than Iatinos. 
art: the difference :in the adult population between macks and Iatinos 
alDnJ these dimensians was I'IDt as strildJq as the diffm::ence between 
Whites and the two minority groups of helpers. PUrt:her, in the 
pJPUl,ations wanen t.erded to have more 'trainiDJ than men ard wen! mre 
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often in administrative positions. 'lhus, proportionately ~, the 
helpers in this particular population who were more often in supervisory, 
policy-'Jllakirq positions were l'lbite females. 
Experience :in Working with Puerto Rican Adolesoent:s 
'!he average aDIClU1t of experience for the helpers with their current 
agency was less than two years. ~. who xespcnIed with a time amount to 
the questions about experience with PUerto Rican adolescents iDiicated an 
average amount of EDCperience with this popll.atian of seven years. 
As indicated in Table 5.3 many of the adults did nat imicate a "tiIre 
anamt" in mspanse to the questions about experience with Puerto Rican 
adolescents J::ut rather siDp1y :indicated experience. 
TABlE 5.3 
PRE.'VICXlS EXPERIENCE IN l«)RKING WI'IH BJERIQ RICAN AOOU5CENIS 
Years Percent No. 










When the sex and ethnic bac1cgroulXl of helpers 1f.Ie:t'e examined in 
mlation to experience in worki.rg with PUerto Rican adolescents, t.~ data 
suggest that. females and Whites had DDre experience. '!he age raJ'J1e 
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(26-35) seen DDSt frequently was the same acrcss ethnic lines; at the same 
time, the instrument specifically elicited data cancernin:a experience with 
PUerto Rican adolescents, not sillply experience as a helper. RhcIttring 
this, and with the particular c:xmcerns of the stuly in lIlim, it was felt 
that it t«JUl.d be inp:>rtant to exami ne the variable of "experience with 
PUerto Rican adolescents, II relative to sex am ethnicity. Of those, then, 
who responded to the "experience" items with a time CIllDlJ'lt, 
proportionately more Whites irxiicated greater experience in workil'g wj.th 
PUerto Rican adolescents than either Blacks or Iatincs and within the 
tot:al population prqxn.tionately lIm'e females irxiicated experience with 
this group than did males. 
TYpe of Settim 
Fifty-four percent of the helpers wer:e in a pmlic agency setting with 
31 percent in a child wel.fam setting am 22 percent in a pJblic welfare 
setting. 'lWnty six percent were in an etlmic agency set:tirg, while 10 
percent were in an educational setting. Neqligible pm:centages were in a 
private set:tirg.1 
When data is analyzed relative to the setti.nas where they have worked 
with PUerto Rican adolescents there is a similarity in types of settm;s 
for Blacks am Whites - for our population ua;t often a Plblic setting -
1 
"Private setting" hel:e nfers to private family senice agencies, 
private psychiatric clinics or private practice. 
while the settirq for the experience of cur Iatinos was lICSt often an 
ethnic agency. Table 5.4 describes type of Bettina' ard tl1e ethnic 
bac1(ground of a helper. 
TABTf; 5.4 
Tn'E OF BELTING BY EIHNIC BAC[([H)UND 
Percent 
(Frequency) 
Black Iatino White Row Total 
0 21 11 11 
Diucational setti.n:J (0) (4) (2) (6) 
87 21 78 60 
PUblic Se1:tin; (13) (4) (14) (31) 
13 58 78 59 
Ethnic Se1:tin; (2) (11) (2) (15) 
Total Response: 52 
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A further analysis of the data for adult helpers does not show a 
significant J:elationship between educational level am type of settinJ. 
However, sex ani type of settirg are nat imependent. of each other as seen 
in Table 5.5 
TAmE 5.5 
TYPE OF SE1'1'1NG BY SEX OF HELPER 
Percent 
(Frequency) 
PUblic Ethnic Row 
setting setting 'lbt:al. 
Male 37.5 6.25 31 
(6) (10) (16) 
Female 31 69 69 
(11) (25) (36) 
Total Response: 52 X2=13.6 d.f.=2 p=.00 
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With Table 5.6 several of the variables for adults thitt have been 
di scussed up to this point are summarized. 
~ ----- - -- --- - -- -- -. 
TAmE 506 
StlMMARY TABU: :roR HELPER VARIABIES 
Percent 
statistical 
BlaCks Iatinos Whites significance 
Live Where You Work 57 41 20 
p=o02 
~ Range Between 
26-35 50 60 53 n.s. 
'1\«) Years or tess 
Experience with 
0lrJ:ent Aqency 54 76 75 nos. 
MoJ:e than 5 Years 
Experience with P.R. 
Molescents 40 48 75 n.s. 
Do Plan career in 
social Work 75 59 94 n.s. 
M.S.W. Degree 12 8 47 
n.s. 
'1he total number (67) of adult helpers was divided between Whites, 
Blacks and Iatinos. '!be adult population temed to be females in their 
early thirties, who had Bachelor· degrees ani worked in lazqe public 
agencies. With this gI'Cq) of helpers there was a wide rarqe in ages am 
almost 68 percent of the population were female. 'lbe majority of the 
helpers identified themselves as social workers and in:ti.cated that they 
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planned a career in social work. 
Forty percent of the total group of helpers indicated that they lived 
:in the area where they worked. '!be majority of the adult helpers were 
bom in the United states although a significant pzoportion of the Latino 
helpers were bom in PUerto Rico. within the lcm;er group of Latino 
helpers the majority described themselves as "PUerto Rican." 
Most of the helpers wm:e individuals with Bachelor degl:ees doirq 
"frontline" practice an:l havirq an average of less than two years 
experience in their present agency. '!he majority of the helpers who had 
professional trainirrJ were White and the group of helpers with the least 
anamt of t.raining was Iatino. Of these in administrative positions the 
majority were MSW's althcuqh a number of m's .in:U.cated that they were in 
administrative jabs. All of the helpers irdicated haviJ'g a significant 
experience in workil'q with PUerto Rican adolescents. Alt:l'lough most of the 
helpers were female, the largest carrtin:Jent. worJd.n:J in ethnic agencies was 
Latino males. 
'!be adult pqW.ation tended to diverge alOl'VJ ethnic lines. l'Ilites 
tended to have JOOre t.rai.nin:J arxl consequently were JlDre often in 
administrative positions, while at the same time hav:in;J more experience :in 
worJdIq with PUerto Rican adolescents than either Blacks or Iatinos. 
Nhites terXled nat to live in the area where they worked, lOOre so than 
Blacks or Latinos. 
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Part :II: 'lHE HELPER'S PERCEPl'ION OF 'lHE HELPING EXPERIENCE 
ovmview 
In this secticm, the helpers view of the helpin;J experience as 
represented by the various aihlllJDel'lts of the operational definitian axe 
described. Althcugh essentially the Jllaterial in this chapter parallels 
tbat in Qlapt:er 4, it is organized SCIIIS'Ibat differently because the 
presentation includes three groups as opposed to just one group. As with 
the adolescents the various dimensions of the operationalized definition 
are used as the organizirq framework for the material with the perception 
of each group bein;J presented UD:ler each secticm. Where there is poor 
reliability for a scale for descriptive pnposes the xespanses to all 
items are presented, am then selected items axe examined more closely. 
'!be highest score indicatin;J the st.rcnJest agleement is '5' and '1' is the 
lowest score imicatin; the stJ::Ulgest disagreement. As with the 
ycurgsters, cpm en3ed responses are analyzed and a qualitative inpression 
is presented. Qualitative xesponses to the "ethnic" area are presented in 
moze detail because of this m:ea's major n!J.evance to the ccnoerns of the 
study. Where appl:q)riate, an att:enpt is made to summarize sane of the 
qualitative resp:mses in quantitative teeDs. Since the perceptions of 
t:lu:ee groups axe presented here, a one way analysis of variance is done on 
their responses to the scales am to selected items Where there is a lack 
of reliability for a scale. Where differences between mean scores as well 
as divergent qualitative responses suggest it, a j; test is dane between 
groups. since the qualitative responses of our adult groups suggest a 
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degree of difference between each graJP ard since the study has a 
particular interest in the :btpact that the et:hnicity of helpers has on a 
helpirq experience, the perceptions of each group axe presented even wen 
there is not a significant ANOVA either on a scale or a selected item. 
'!be status of each scale, :relative to reliability, c:xmp1r8bility (to 
the adolescent scales) an:! significance of ANOVA are presented in Table 
5.7. 
TAmE 5.7 
smros OF mmr SCAtES 
Reliability CDprability _--IANOVA~..:.u..._ 





Self-Pel:ception .555 No 
(scale items: 1, 4, 6) 
(selected items, 1, 2, 3) 
Problem .540 Yes 
(Items 1, 4, 5, 6) 
social WOrk .586 No 
(scale items: 1, 3, 4) 
(selected items: 3, 5, 6) 
Ethnic .512 Yes 












'Ibis ''Piece'' of the helpin;J experience with the adult groups inquires 
about their views of the neighborhoods or CCIIIl'lmlities of their PUerto 
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Rican adolescent clients. It does nat ask them about their view of their 
a.rm neighborhoods. Again, as with the adolescents, the study seeks to 
knc7tt if the adults see the environments of their PUerto Rican adolescent 
clients in a positive or negative light, keepin) in mirxi that cc:mummity or 
environment is seen as the potentially nurturin;;J conte.xt of a helping 
experience. 
a. :Response to the Scale 
'lbe cammmity scale for the adults as a group produced an alJ;i1a of 
.717 for all six items irdicatin) good reliability for the scale. An 
analysis of variance between qralpS CXJ1'lt:l:t)ll1D1 for ethnicity shews a 
significance of (p=O.007) suggestiDJ that there is 1l'deed a difference 
aDD'¥J the adult groups in their responses to the cammmity scale, that is 
related to their ethnicity. An examination of difference in mean scores 
suggested the ~iateness of a j; test. '!his imeed suggests a 
difference between Blacks ani Whites as a group ani Iatincs as a Group. 
'!he items in the o::ammmity scale for adults are the follc.7.drg: 
• Item 1 - "'1hese neighborhoods are good places in which to 
l.ive." 
• Item 2 - 1'Most of the hcuses in these neighborhoods are well 
au:ed for." 
• Item 3 - "Most of the PUerto Rican families in the 
neighborhoods you visit are proud. of their banes. II 
• Item 4 - "'!be PUerto Rican adolescents ya1 knew wculd pt'Cbably 
nat want to raise their children in their 
neighbol:hood. " 
• Item 5 - "'!be police in these neighbo:r:hoods are net vmy 
helpful to residents." 
• Item 6 - '''lbese neigbbomcods have poor schools." 
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In Table 5.8 the mean :responses of each adult CJralp to eac:tl. item in 
the oammmity scale are presented alCI'VJ with the results of tests of 
significance betlIIeen groups. 
TAmE 5.8 
AIXlIJl' MEAN RESR>NSES rro '!HE cx:J.1MUNI"IIY SCME 
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 Item 8 Grand Mean S.D. 
Black 1.95 2.52 2.90 2.90 2.33 2.04 2.44 0.6 
n=21 
latina 1.56 1.76 2.44 1.88 2.16 2.04 1.97 0.7 
n=25 
Mlite 2.21 2.55 3.55 2.45 2.45 2.75 2.57 0.5 
n=19 
.ANOVA: OF = 2 F = 5.44 Significance of F = 0.007 
t test: (CCIlrparina Black am Whites as a group with Iatincs as a group) 
D.F. = 63 .:t = 3.25 Significance of ~ = 0.002 
Exam:inirg the responses of all three groups to the camm.mity scale 
suggests that nat only do the gxaups differ siqnificantly between 
themselves, blt that there is a significant differeraa between Blacks an:! 
Whites as a group am Iatincs as a group. 
OVerall, the responses of the adults to the CkImImJnity scale are 
consistently negative, with Iatinos bein) mre negative than Blacks or 
Whites in their perceptions of the oamm.mities or neigl'lbomcods of PUerto 
Rican adolescents. '!be only item where the responses at:PrOacheci a 
positive level was Item 3 which had to do with the haDes of Puerto Rican 
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famUies - a mUch Bm"e persanal. envhOiDtetrt: than that suggested by the 
other items. 
b. Qualitative Responses 
'!he open erx:Ied items for the CCmmunity area are the followirq: 
• Item 7 - "I:f ycu were to give a description of the 
neighboJ:hoods of the PUerto Rican adolescent clients 
you have known in one or two ~, what wcul.d it 
be?" 
• Item 8 - ''What are the three best am three worst t:hiD;s about 
the neigbbolhcods of your PUerto Rican adolescent 
clients?" 
'!be responses of all of the adult gI'OUpS to Items 7 am 8 were 
generally as negative as their responses to the scaled items bIt with 
shades of difference between groups again, particularly between Blacks and 
Whites as a gn:JL1p and Iatincs as a group. Iatincs presented the D:lSt 
negative responses while Whites, of the three gJ:CUpS, t:.emed to be 1IrJ:t'e 
positive in their :respcnses. 
In response after nsponse, Blacks described "decrepit, slum ridden, 
filthy neighboJ:boods." Mcl:e specifically, many Black helpers mentioned 
poor or deteriorated housinEJ, lack of amenities such as neighbo:thood 
stores and drug traffic:ki.nJ as characterizin;J these neighbomoods. 'lhese 
CXIIIIl1'II.lnities were perceived by Black helpers as places where many people, 
but specifically adult males ''haDJ cut," with little to occupy 
themselves. Where Black helpers baa positive xesponses, family am 
cultural support systems are mentioned. several Black helpers also 
indicated that churches am social agencies are inport:ant scw:'CeS of 
support in Puerto Rican neighbomoods. 
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Like the Blacks, the Iatino helpers make fl:equent mention of a 
deteriorated Ihysical enviranment in the xespanses to the qualitative 
items. Poor hcusinJ, filthy halSin) or amply lack of halSirq, beoane a 
theme :in the latina response. Several subjects describe haDes "not fit 
for human bein;:Js." Too, there is frequent mention of drugs am street 
cr:bne as bein;J part of the envh:cnment of PUerto Rican adolescents. 
Neighbol:hcods ce seen as lac1d.D; in amenities such as stores am 
essentia1 transportation. unemployment an:l youths 'lhanJiJ'q out" are 
described as characterizin;r these neighbol:hoods. Several subjects mention 
lack of gcNerl'DDent involvement or gcrvernment help as part of the negative 
picture. on the positive side the Iatincs repeatedly mention family am 
cultural mJR)Ort sys1:.erI& as beiD;;J iDport:ant in PUerto Rican 
neighbol:hcods. CDmmmity institutions such as chul:ches, schools and 
socia1 agencies are descrilJed. as part of the "bright side" of these 
neighborllcods. 
'!be taUtes, too, mention deteriorated hcusirq, druq traffic1d.rq am 
cr:bne as characterizirq the neighboJ:hcods of their PUerto Rican adolescent 
clients. However, one sees mole positive respcmses with the Whites than 
with either the Blacks or Iatincs. 'Dley mntion clean, decent aparbDents, 
albeit ones existinJ in deteriorated luilc:U.n::Js. '!bey frequentJ.y mention 
family and cammmity ~ networks am several times the neighboJ:boods 
of PUerto Rican adolescents are descr:lbed as "colorful" or festive. 
In Table 5.9 the adult perceptions of the neighborhoods of their 
PUerto Rican adolescent clients are summarized in positive am negative 
terms. 
TAmE 5.9 
































With this dilDension of the helpirg experience with the adult groups 
inquiry is made about their rel.ationship with clients in general and 
PUerto Rican adolescents in partia1lar. Again as with the adolescents, 
the cancern he%'e is about Empathy, the feelilq flC7il, the interaction that 
occurs between helpers am clients. 
a. ResJ:xmse to the Scale 
After rest:ructurirg the scale based on the correlation matrix an Alpha 
of .478 is achieved. To achieve this Alpha Items 1, 4 am 5 a:re used. In 
addition to an ANOVA on the three groups, a:t test is dane CCIl'p!ring 
Blacks am Whites as a group with Iatinos as a group based on an 
examination of differences in mean scores between these 9J:'CUPS. 
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'!he items in the Relationship scale for the adults are the folla.d.rg: 
• Item 1 - "Feelin;J close to your client can c:Jetendne whether or 
net ycu can help him. II 
• Item 4 - lilt makes your client feel. good to talk with yal." 
• Item 5 - lilt is :iJrp)rt:ant to talk about feel.in1s if you really 
want to help a PUerto Rican adolescent client. II 
In Table 5.10 the mean responses of all adult groups to all items in 
the relationship scale are presented as well as the results of between 
group significance tests. 
'mBIE 5.10 
Item 1 Item 4 Item 5 Grand Mean S.D. 
Blacks 3.57 3.93 3.52 3.68 0.7 
n=21 
Iatincs 3.80 4.24 4.36 4.13 0.6 
n=25 
Whites 2.75 3.85 3.90 3.50 0.6 
n=19 
ANOVA: F = 5.30 Of = 2 Significance of F = 0.007 
t Test: (Oc:Ilparirq Blacks am Whites as a group with Iat:inos as a group) 
j; = 3.15 Of = 64 Significance of j; = 0.002 
An examination of the responses of the adults to the items .in the 
Relationship scale irdicat.es a very positive view of this aspect of the 
helpirg experience. Hawever, an analysis of variance bebJeen groups with 
a significance of 0.007 suggests that the adult groups divmge alen] 
ethnic lines with Iatinos generally feelilYJ JID:'8 p:Bitively than either 
Blacks or Whites. A j; test further suggests that the significant 
difference is between Blacks am Whites as a grcup am Iatincs as a group. 
1.46 
b. Qualitative Responses 
'!he open en:Jed items for the Relatianship_&rea-are-_tbe .follawinq:. 
• Item 7 - "BaDe people say that ycu have to like the person with 
whan ycu are wcrkiD;J - that you have to have a positive 
relationship with the person in order to be helpful. 
a. Do ycu agme? ___ _ or disagree? __ _ 
b. If ycu agree give three :reasons my." 
• Item 8 - "If you agree about the :bIport:ance of relationships 
would you think that a positive relationship with a 
helpinq person would be especially ilrport:ant to a 
PUerto Rican adolescent as distinct :fn:m other American 
adolescents? 
a. yeso:......-__ _ No~ __ _ 
b. If 'yes I give three reasons tr.by ycu think a positive 
relationship with a helpirq person is especially 
ilrport:ant to a PUerto Rican adolescent ... 
'!he qualitative':responses of the Blacks am the Whites in this area 
suggest a view at variance to that imicat.ed by their :responses to the 
scaled items. A majority of the Blacks am Rlites in their qualitative 
responses give the ilIpression of net seeirq the relationship as iIIportant 
in the helpirq experience in qeneral. nor of special :bIport:ance to PJerto 
Rican adolescents. '!he responses of the Blacks and the Whites here may be 
int:apreted as partly a function of the instrument. '!he wcrclirq of Item 7 
suggests that a positive relationship is a sine qua nan of helpm;, 
whereas the WOl."d:in;J of the scaled items was much JlCI'e suggestive am 
general on this point. Neqative responses to Item 8 would nat preclude 
feelirq very positively about the reJ.atianship in a helpirq experience, 
just about the :lmportame of this reJ.atianship to PUerto Rican adolescents 
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in particular. 
Of those Blacks who did resporxi positively in this area, many 
mentioned the iDp)rtance of trust and respect in order for help to take 
place. Qmveying a sense of carirq, sincerity and eDDtional involvement 
were seen by these Blacks who responded positively as critical in a 
helping situation. several Black respondents did mention difference in 
"cultural. backgrcurd" and special sensitivity related to early material 
.iJrpoverishment as reasons why PUerto Ricans adolescents might be 
especially needy in this area. 
~ Iatinos perception of the relatia1Ship area as expressed in their 
mspanses to open mxJecl items was more consistent with their responses to 
the scaled items. '!he majority agreed on the ilIportance of the 
relationship citi.rq reasons of trust, mutual acceptanoe, cx:ammmi.cation am 
sincerity as why they felt it was important. Repeatedly the Iatinos 
brought cut the idea that more ''happens'' where there is a good 
relationship: more oormmmication, more expression of feelirg, more 
involvement, in short, more help. 
Very pertinent to the issues of the study, many of the Iatino helpers 
felt that, indeed, PUerto Rican adolescents were especially sensitive to 
relationship in the helping equation. '!be response of one of the Iatir&o 
subjects summed up particularly well many of the other positive responses 
in this area: 
IIYes, PUerto Ricans in qeneral are DDre sensitive 
to relationship because of their culture ani 
family baa1cgra.1ni. 'l1ley tern not to be trustirq. 
If your relationship is poor with a PUerto Rican 
adolescent he will see 10'.1 as one more oppressor 
and withdraw. II 
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'!be Whites who agreed an the iDport:ance of the relationship mention 
trust and car.in;J as part of what makes a client "work harder." Several 
Whites felt that oarammication opens up 1rlhen the mlatianship between 
client and helper is positive. Of the two White subjects Who agreed with 
Item B, ane expressed the idea that 'Ipersanal.ismn was very illportant to 
PUerto Ricans as opposed to dealin:J with an ilIp!rsonal Du%eaucracy. '!he 
other subject simply felt that havirg DDre problems made R1ert:o Rican 
adolescents JlI)l:'e sensitive to relationships. 
In Tables 5.11 am 5.12, the responses of the adult groups to the area 
of relationship are summarized in teJ:ms of aqreeil'g or disagreeilq an its 
hport:ance in general. and its importance to PUerto Rican adoJ.esoents in 
particular • 
TAmE 5.11 




Blacks ·Whites Iatinos 
n=21 n=20 n=24 
43 45 60 
(9) (9) (15) 
Disagree 57 55 36 







Blacks Whites Latinos 
n=21. n=16 n=24 
29 10 50 
(6) (2) (12) 
Disagree 71 70 50 
(15) (14) (12) 
i? = 6.38 D.F. = 2 p=.04 
3. Self Perception of PUerto Rican Mo1escent:s 
In this section the study looks at how the adul.t groups perceive 
PUerto Rican adolescents. To a l:bnited extent the section also inquires 
about the views that the helpers have of the self-perception of PUerto 
Rican adolescents. So the interest hem is really in 'b:y~ to look at 
two perceptions: the perceptions that a group of adul.ts have of a group 
of adolescents ani the perceptions that a q.rcup of adults have of the self 
pm:ceptions of a group of adolescents. Of ccw:se, haw clients are 
perceived and their self-pm:ceptian impacts direc:tl.y upcri the quality of 
the hel.pil'q experience. Feeli.r¥:l positively abcUt. clients suggests a 
positive perception of the help:1n:J experience (Ferllnan, 1975). 
a. Response to the scale 
After reconst:ruct:.i the scale to include anly Items 1, 4 am 6, 
an Alpha of .555 is achieved indicating acceptable reliability. However, 
there is no c:x:arparability with the ~ scale for the adolescents we:z:e 
none of the items st:mn;ly correlated. since there is net a cx:arparable 
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scale ani with the descriptive interests of the study in DIind, the adults' 
response to all six items in this m:ea are descr.ibecl. In omer to compare 
the adult responses to the adolescent responses the same three items that 
were selected for the adolescent - Items 1, 2 and 3. - am selectecl here 
for a closer inspection. 
As with the adolescents, the selection of the items to saue extent, is 
based on a subjective judgeloent an the part of the xesearcber that they do 
indeed mlate to the questions of the study, J:el.ative to the self 
peroeptians of a gmup of PUerto Rican adolescents. 
'!he analysis of variance for the adults' J:el.iable scale had a 
significance of F of 0.399 iDiica:til'g no statistically significant 
diffm:ence between groups an the scale. An ANOVA on the adult items to be 
CCI1pn'ed with the adolescent items shewed a significance of F of 0.046 for 
Item 1, but a significance of F of 0.703 and 0.165 for Items 2 and 3 
respectively. 
In spite of theJ:e beirq statistically significant differences for only 
one item in this area, in view of distinctions fauncl in the qualitative 
responses and again J:el.ative to the study interests in etlmic variables, 
the :respom:;es of each adult group am presented. 
'!he items in the adults' "Belf Perception of Puerto Rican Adolescents" 
area am the follaarg: 
• Item 1 - "Being of Puerto Rican bac1cgramd is a definite 
advantage in the united states." 
• Item 2 - "PUerto Rican adolescents am hardwcrJeirq and 
industrious. " 
• Item 3 - "PUerto Ricans in the united states terd. to have many 
ptablems that J:eqUil:e social work help such as dnlgS, 
mental disease and family problems." 
• Item 4 - "PUerto Rican Adolescents are hardworkin;J am 
.... industrious." 
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• Item 5 - "Skin color am hair texture are iDport:ant to PUerto 
Ricans. II 
• Item 6 - "A lot of White people dan It trust PUerto Ricans." 
In Table 5.13 the Earl responses of each adult groups to all of the 
items in the Self-Perception area are presented. '!be grarxl means given 
are for Items 1, 4 arxi 6, the items that formed a reliable scale. 
TABlE 5.13 
+0 0 0 + + 
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 Item 6 Grard Mean S. D. 
Blacks 
l'F21 2.23 3.14 3.14 2.66 3.57 2.52 2.47 0.7 
Iatinos 
l'F25 2.64 3.12 2.63 3.12 3.08 2.00 2.58 0.8 
Whites 
l'F20 1.90 3.31 2.65 2.40 2.60 2.40 2.23 0.6 
Key: o = Selected Items 
+ = Items part of reliable scale 
An examination of the mean responses of the adults to all of the items 
haviD) to do with the self-perception of PUerto Rican adolescents suggests 
two thin.;Js: for the most part the adults have a generally negative view 
of PUerto Rican adolescents while at the same time they feel that PUerto 
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Rican adolescents have a negative view of themselves. Each of the grcups 
disagreed with the idea that ~ of Puerto Rican bac1cg%amd was an 
advantage for an adolescent in the united states. 'lhe l4hite bel.pers in 
particular respomed very negatively to Item 1, with 85 pm:cent 
disagreeirq with the idea that beirrJ of PUerto Rican ancesb:y is an 
advantage in the United states. Blacks too felt quite negatively about 
this nctian with 75 pm:cent of their group disagn!eirrJ while latinos, 
thcugh. negative, were net as negative as Whites or Blacks, with only 56 
pm:cent of them disagreein; with the idea. 
Majorities of both the Iatino am White groups perceived Puerto Ricans 
as a problem-ridden population - 60 pm:cent of each qmup - as suggested 
by their xesponses to Item 3. Blacks differed fran Iat:incs am Whites 
here with 62 pm:cent of their group disagreeirq with this item. 
on a more positive note, a majority of each group agn!ed that PUerto 
Rican adolescents are hardwcrldnq am irdustricus. 
An examination of the xesponses to other Wividual items in this area 
is of sane interest. '!he Iatincs were the only group with a majority that 
agreal with Item 4 - that "PUerto Rican adolescents stand as much chance 
as the average American teenager of qettirrJ a good education. II At the 
same time they had the largest majority - alllDst 80 percent - who agreed 
with Item 6, that lIa lot of tIlite people dan't tzust Puerto Ricans." Of 
the three grcups as indicated by mean responses, Blacks felt the least 
straD;:Jly that IIskin color and hair texture are brpx.tant to PUerto 
Ricans," while Whites felt the most st:ran;rlyabout this item. 
b. Qualitative Response 
'!he open-eJlied items for the self-Perception area are the 
follcwiD;J: 
Item 7: a. "Briefly, how wcul.d you describe your perception of 
PUerto Rican adolescents?" 
b. "Do you think mcst PUerto Rican adolescents wculd 
agree with your perception?" 
c. "If no to question lib", then heM do you think 
PUerto Rican adolescents perceive themselves?" 
Item 8: "What distinctions if any wcul.d you make between 
PUerto Rican teenagers and other American 
teenaqers?" 
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Both Iatincs am Whites describe PUerto Ricans adolescents in quite 
negative terms. '1he Iatincs describe them as beset by a mul.titude of 
personal and environmental p%'Oblems. '!be Iatinos characterize them as 
fee1i.n;J inferior am invalidated, as havina to struggle aqainst prejudice 
am as not havirg the same opportunities as other American teenagers. 
'!bey are seen by the Iatincs as aggressive, involved with drugs and being 
overly involved with sex. F.tequently they are described by latina helpers 
as street kids who lack !:Ole m:xie1s ard need a t:reme.ndous anomt of help, 
as havirg a different physical appearance am bein;J lOOre cynical and 
violent then other American teenaqers. several of the latina helpers did 
not think that PUerto Rican adolescents wcul.d agree with their perception, 
but instead wculd see t:J1ernsp..lves as ''macho, cool am qet:t:ilq aver." 
Althcugh the qualititative responses of the White helpers suggests a 
negative perception of PUerto Rican adolescents, their responses also 
SLlggest a kird of "sinpatico" with this population. '!hey give the 
iJrpression in their responses of seeirg PUerto Rican adolescents as 
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disadvantaged, lac:k.irq in opportunities, often with fo~~ futw:es. 
PUerto Rican adolescents am described as discriminatecl against. and hence 
bei.n;J gum:ded and defensive. one White helpers' :response .in this area 
summed up the xesponses of several White subjects: 
"PUerto Rican teenagers have difficulty 
c:1eferrinj goals such as havin) money, havin:J 
cars, havirg babies, etc, for the sake of an 
education. other American teenagers axe lIIL1Ch 
better at this. PUerto Rican kids get: hit 
with the mality of 'no edncation, no job' 
when quite yaDJ." 
Black helpers tended to be saDE!Mi1at Dme positive .in their qualitative 
description of PUerto Rican adolesoerrt:s tl1an either the Iatincs or Whites. 
'!bey tended to see negatives with these yam;JSters .in terms of them baving 
identity stzuggles or feel.iDJ that they am vict.:lmized minorities .in a 
White daninated society. 
Ian;Juage am cultural bac1<gl:amd am seen by all of the adult groups 
as sett..in:J PUerto Rican adolescents apart. In spite of mentioni.rKJ these 
.differences the Blacks more than the Iat.incs of Whites described PUerto 
Rican teenagers as being like ather American teenagers. 'lhe Iatincs and 
Whit.eG, on the other haBi, felt that clcseness to family, respect for 
authority and sensitivity to inteI'perr:;ana relationships di.st.iDauished 
PUerto Rican teenagers fJ:an other American teenagers. 
overall, althcugh the responses of the adults sugqests a exaiaton 
negative view of Puerto Rican adolescents, a close look at the open ended 
data suggests a degree of difference in their perceptions. '!be 1lI1pression 
with the White responses is that "negative" means Puerto Rican adolescents 
are a troubled, problem ridden pcp1l.ation in need of help. For Iatinos, 
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it also means a troubled population blt one where the "trouble" :is 
sanetimes related to character or persanality difficulties - here one 
recalls the descriptive pm!seology of the Iatincs referrin;J to ~ 
Rican adolescents as "cynical, violent am aggmssive." For Blacks, 
negative seemed to relate more to the adolescents' "cultural separateness" 
fxan other American teenagers. Pe1:baps the CXiiMUl negative perception 
that was consistent across all of the adult groups bad to do with their 
view that Puerto Rican adolescents had identity problems related to their 
ethnic backgrourd. 
In Table 5.14 the adult pemeptian of differences between PUerto Rican 
adolescents and other American teenagers is sUDmarized. 
'mBIE 5.14 
PERCEPI'ION OF DIF'F'ERENCE BE:J:WE!tN IUERIO RICAN AOOIESCEN'l'S 
AND a.tHER TEEN-AGERS 
Percent 
Freq. 
Blacks (n=21) Iatinos (n=25) Whites (n=19) 
No Difference 19 4 20 
(4) (1) (4) 
Negative Difference 24 52 45 
(5) (13) (9) 
Positive Difference 24 32 10 
(5) (8) (2) 
Mixed 33 12 20 
(7) (3) (4) 
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4. '!be Prci;)lem 
As with. the __ adolescents we go to .Perlman_for .Cllr-1.D1derstanding. ·of 
the iJJport:ance of this piece of the helpirq experience. ''Hew the 
caseworker perceives the problem may J:xa a CX)rmctive to the client's 
vision arxl thus the client's ego is aided in its testirg of reality and 
preparation for action" (Perlman, 1974, p. 89). So the helpers' 
perception here, presumably clem:er by virtue of education and life 
experience, can help the client "see" his problem correctly and thus take 
appxcpriate action. Perception of this area then is central in the 
helpirg experience. A 'Ipositive" peJ:Ception in this area, for pw:poses of 
the study, means siDply that the subjects see helpers as helpful in a 
variety of problem areas. Where a xesponse &Ug"JeSts that a subject does 
not see helpinl people as bein;;J capable of assisting in a particular area 
this is interpreted as a negative response. 
a. Response to the Scale 
Recanstructing the adult scale, to include Items 1, 4, 5 arxl 6 
produces an alpm of .540, :lJX1icatin;J acceptable reliabUity. An ANOVA 
anDJYJ the three adult groups shews a significance of F as 0.:557 Wicating 
that the difference BlIDl'q the three adult graJpS on this scale is not 
statistically significant. '!he qualitative :responses, however, do shcM a 
degl:ee of difference. With this in mind and with a view towards looking 
at ethnic variables, the :responses of each group to the scale am 
presented. '!he items .in the problem scale are the follc:JIrd.n;J: 
• Item 1 - "SOCial Workers can be helpful with personal, private 
k.iJ'1ds of problems. II 
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• Item 4 - "A PUerto Rican adolescent talld never want to tell a 
social worker what gees on in his family. II 
• Item 5 - "A PUerto Rican adolescent talld feel that it's ok to 
talk with a social worker about sexua' p:cblems." 
• Item 6 - "A Puerto Rican adolescent talldn't feel canfortable 
t.alk:inJ with a socia} worker abcut his friems." 
In Table 5.15 the mean l."eSpCIlSe of each adult group to all of the 
items in the Problem scale are presented. 
PBIfi 5.15 
AImJl' MEAN ms~ 'lO '.mE PfPBIa( SCAlE 
Item 1 Item 4 Item 5 :rt.em 6 GraM Mean S.D. 
Blacks 
(:n=21) 4.09 3.71 2.90 3.76 3.21 0.5 
Iatincs 
(n=25) 4.04 3.76 2.56 3.36 3.43 0.6 
Whites 
(n=20) 4.25 3.70 2.90 3.50 3.58 0.7 
Each of the adult groups had a positive :r:esponse to the Problem 
scale. For pn:poses of the study this means that the adults saw helpers 
as offerin) positive assistance in a number of areas. Item 5 in the scale 
drew a consistently negative response fran all tlu'ee groups suggestin;J 
that the adult groups did not feel that PUerto Rican adolescents would 
feel cc:mfortable t.alk:inJ about se.'Cl1al problems. SaDewhat paradoxically, 
each of the adult groups respcnled JIIJSt straD:J1y to Item 1 ir1d1catin] 
their feeliDJ that helpers can assist with '1persa1a1, private Jdn:1s of 
problems." Hru-e one can speculate that the 'helpers l1ICUl.d agree that they 
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could help an adolescent with a sexual problem but that this ama would be 
particularly Ul1CCI'Ilfortable for the adolescent. 
b. Ollalitative Response 
'!he qualitative items - Items 7 and 8 - for this area. are the 
follcwin:l: 
• Item 7 - IlList five types of problems with which social workers 
can be most helpful." 
• Item 8 - "Of these five types of problems, which wculd you 
consider the major one faciJv;J PUerto Rican adolescents 
ard Wny?" 
An analysis of the qualitative 1:eSpOI1SeS of each adult group to the 
Problem m:ea suggests a difference mainly of degree or in the amount of 
emr;hasis qiven to the iDportance of a problem area. 'lhus, all of the 
helpers felt that family, eci1lCCltion and perscmal. problems were important 
to Puerto Rican adolescents. HcWever, more latinos, than Blacks or Whites 
felt this way. Whites mentionecl the need for jabs am family planl'lirg 
advice much more frequently than either Blacks or Iatinos. 
Blacks seemed to feel that many problems experienced by l\lert:o Rican 
adolescentS t4ere enDJ:DDlSly cc:arq5licat.ed by their bicultural Status. Few 
Blacks saw drugs as a major problem area for Puerto Rican teenaqers while 
Iatincs and, to a lesser extent, Whites did. 
In Table 5.16 the nsponses of all of our adult groUps are sununarized 




PROBIDf ARE'A9 WHERE INTERVENTION IS )I)S'l' IMIiqRrANT 
Percent 
(Freq) 
Family Ekmcation Personal Work sex Frien3s Maney Drugs other 
Blacks 43 62 67 29 10 19 19 10 67 
1'F20 (9) (13) (14) (6) (2) (4) (4) (2) (14) 
Whites 50 65 70 40 5 45 10 20 85 
1'F20· (10) (13) (14) (8) (1) (9) (2) (4) (17) 
Iatinos 72 76 80 32 20 24 16 36 56 
1'F24 (18) (19) (20 (8) (5) (6) (4) (9) (14) 
5. IJhe Social Worker - Helper 
In this section the helpers are asked to give their views ccncerning 
helpiB) people. ~ tenn "social worker" is used tmaughout. As 
previously imicateci, it was intel:preted to the adult subjects that this 
teJ:m was bei.r¥;J used in a qeneral sense and cculd include individuals who 
might not strictly speaJdn;, be defined as social workers, such as 
guidance ccunseJ.lors or smp1y ccunsellors. '!be study new looks at the 
perceptions that the "ot:her't major actor in the helpin; equation - the 
helper - has of the person qivirg help. '!be items used inquire not only 
about the role 1:Iut also ab:;ut the tlpersontt of the helper (Perlman, 1975). 
a. Response to the scale 
Recc:mst:ructin the scale usirg only items 1, 3 am 4 qave a 
reliability of .586. However,. the items in the adult scale that 
correlated 1IIIere mt similar enough to the items in the adolescent t S scale 
that correlated to permit a carparison bere based on scales, between the 
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two groups. As has been dane previously for descriptive puxposes the 
responses of the adults to all six items are presented. For puxposes of 
cc:arparability, items were sel.ecteci that sf!f!"'Pd D:St pert:.1nent to this area 
and are silnilar in content to the same items for the adolescents. 'lhese 
items for the adults are numbered 3, 5 and 6. 
'!be ANOVA 8lDCD3 the three adul.t groups an the scale pnxIIJCed a 
significance of F of 0.430 imicatin;J that the differences between the 
three groups is nat statistically significant. Moreover, the ANOVA done 
an irdividual items did net suggest a statistically significant difference 
aIDCnJ cur groups for the items. :Item 3 had a significance of F of 0.130, 
Item 5 had a significance of F of 0.230 am It.eIIl 6 had a significance of F 
of 0.437. 
Although the difference between the adult groups an the scale items 
and selected items is net statistically significant, :in view' of the 
distinction fCl1J'd in the qualitative data and, again, with the study's 
interest :in ethnic variables in mini, the perspa:tives of all three adult 
graJpS are presented. First, the study looks at their responses to the 
items for this dimensian lrtt1ich includes the items in the reliable scale as 
well as selected items. Response to selected items are then mm closely 
examined. 
'!be items for the adults' social Worker ama are the followin): 
• Item 1 - "SOCial Workers have special ways of helpin) people 
that are different than the ways of a psychiatrist or 
guidance ccunsel.lor" 
• Item 2 - "sanetimes social Workers are nosey or :Interfere too 
JDLlC'h. " 
• Item 3 - "social Workers need to have a special. kiM of 
persanal.ity. " 
• Item 4 "social Workers :a:eceive mo:re D¥JneY than they are 
worth." 
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• Item 5 - "social Workers need a lot of special t:rainirg - at 
least a colleqe degree. II 
• Item 6 - "sane Social Workers are really net interested. in 
helping ." 
In Table 5.17 the mean response of each adult gJ:CUP to all of the 
item9 in the Social Worker area are presented. '!be grand means given are 
for Items 1, 3 am 4, the items that fcmned a reliable scale. 
TAmE 5.17 
+ Of- + 0 0 
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 Item 6 GraM Mean S.D. 
Blacks 3.47 2.52 3.85 4.28 3.56 2.57 3.87 0.7 
n=21 
Iatinos 3.91 3.60 4.16 4.40 3.60 3.04 4.15 0.5 
n=25 
Whites 3.80 3.05 3.60 4.65 4.10 2.70 4.01 0.6 
n=20 
Key: + = Reliable scale Items 
o = Selected Items 
'D1e general inpression received fran all examination of the mean 
responses of the adults to the selected items is tbat they view "social 
worker - helpers" in a positive light. Of course beirq helpe:rs themselves 
makes them a biased smrple. iberefo:re, their views are of interest for 
what they tell us about the helpers I pe:rception of this particular "piece" 
of the helpirg experience not so JIII.lC'h for what they tell us about their 
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views of helpers. large majorities of each group felt that social workers 
needed to have a "special kind of personality." More than 80 percent in 
----- - - - - ----- ----. --.-
each group expressed this view. Although ua;t aqreed an the iDportance of 
special trai.nin;J for social workers, the consensus between the qroups here 
was nat quite so st.ran;J. Of the Whites and Blacks, 85 percent and 76 
percent respectively agree with this idea but of the latinos, only 68 
percent were :in agreement here. A majority of both the Blacks and the 
Whites but net of the Iatincs agreed that sanetimes social workers are not 
really interested in helpin:J am. of the Blacks a majority agreed with Item 
2, that "scmatimes social 'WOrkers are nosey ani inteferin;J." 
b. Qllalitative Responses 
'!he qualitative ·items for the SOCial WOrkers area are the 
follc::Mi.r¥; • 
• Item 7 - "If you had to in ate or two sentences, hcfrl wall.d you 
describe the ideal social worker?" 
• Item 8 - "Describe one case experience you've had in wcrld.n;J 
with a PUerto Rican adolescent. IDiicate whether you 
were helpful or nat ani why and describe the qeneral 
cil:aJmstances. " 
All of the adult groups felt that human qualities of lX'II()a·ssian ani 
carin;J W1'e important to be:lrg a good helper. 'lhis idea is seen 
repeatedly jn their responses. With the Blacks, many of their responses 
suggested a perception tme.re the "ability to handle assigned cases ani 
specific tasks" was paramount to the functiCl'liDJ of a helper. '!bey feel 
that social workers shauld be nan-judgmental but rarely mentioned "lack 
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of prejudice" as an ilIportant quality for a helper. 'Ibe latincs on the 
other harxl seemed to cannect a non-judgemental attitude with lack of 
prejudice as seen in a number of their :respanse. 
White helpers, mom often than either Blacks or latinos, mentioned 
trai.nin:J and education as beirg inq:mtant to bein:J a good social worker. 
Ia'lCMledge of such specific m:eas as systems theory and the d.iaqrlostic 
m::x3el are cited a 11UlIIber of times as important to beirg helpful. 
'!he adult groups diverqed sanewhat in response to Item 8. Blacks 
described situations where they worked with whole families, latincs 
described situations where they cxm1Selled an adolescent one an one and 
the Whites t:.ermd to describe situations where ycurr;p;ters were referred 
a1t for help. Helpilg pregnant teens is mentioned· several times by lJath 
Blac1cs and Whites bIt net by latinos, ~ latincs in a number of 
instances describe ccunseilirg situations Where cultural sensitivity is 
hportant. 
'!he greater majority of each 9%CUP felt that they had been helpful to 
a PUerto Rican adolescent. '!he White helpers were the anly group who 
specifically describe situations where they were mt helpfUl ascribilg the 
In Table 5.18 the helper's perception of "the ideal social worker -
helper" is summariZed. 
'mBIE 5.18 
PERCEPl'Im OF IDEAL SOCIAL l«mI<ER-HELPER 
Percent 
(Frequency) 
Ideal SOCial Worker 
Task oriented; helps 
with specific problem 
Person orientecl; a frieni, 
umerst:an::lln; (c carirq 










































In this section the helpers' perceptions of the "ethnic" piece of the 
help:l.rq experience are examined. As with the adolescents the study seeks 
to urderst:an:l hC7tt1 iDportant the subjects feel. the ethnic background of a 
helper is in the helpiDJ E!lCperience. As with the adolescents too, a 
positive response to the area means that the helpers do not see ethnic 
variables as haviJ'q a major impact; a more negative response means that 
they are seen as important. 
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a. Response to the scale 
A recanstruct:ed scale usin; Items 1, 2, 3 ard 6 produces a reliability 
of .512. An analysis of the variance between the tlu:'ee groups shews a 
significance of F of 0.064 indicatin;J that the difference between our 
three groups is not statistically significant. As with the o::mmmity and 
Relationship scales, divm:qent qualitative xesponses as well as 
differences in mean sc::x:>res between Blacks and Whites as a group am 
Iatincs as a group suggested the appropriateness of a ~ test. 'lhis was 
significant at the 0.002 level. 
'lbe items in the Ethnic scale axe the fo1lowirq: 
• Item 1 - "It is better for an adolescent to talk with a 
social worker who is of the same racial/ethnic 
bac.kJ:;Jro.ni as his awn. For example PL1erto Rican Jdds 
If.ICUl.d feel more cxmfortable t:alki.nq with ~ Rican 
social workers, Black Jdds with Black social workers, 
etc." 
• Item 2 - "If a yourqst:er likes the person he is t:alki.nq with 
whether they're Black, White or PUerto Rican doesn't 
make any difference." 
• Item 3 - "'!he first 'thin;J an adolescent will notice about a 
social worker is the social worker's ethnic 
background. " 
• Item 6 - "'!he Cattan line in Wether or not I can help a PUerto 
Rican adolescent is my canpet:ence as a social worker, 
nat my etlmic background." 
:. ~~.,.. . 
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:rn Table 5.19 the adult mean responses are presented for the Ethnic 
scale. 
TAmE 5.19 ________ . ____ _ 
AOOlJl' MEAN RESroNSES ro 'lHE mmIC SCAlE 
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 :Item 6 Grand Mean S.D. 
Blacks 2.71 4.09 2.57 4.38 3.44 0.6 
n=21 
Iatinos 1.92 4.12 2.60 3.96 3.15 0.7 
n=25 
Whites 3.10 4.00 2.95 4.35 3.60 0.5 
n=20 
.t test: (COnparinq Blacks and Whites as a group with Iatinos as a group) 
.t=2.27 D.f. = 64 8iq. of 1; = 0.002 
'!he overall inpression received in examining' the adult responses to the 
Ethnic scale is that for our q.t:aJp of he1pe:rs etbniclty is not a variable 
that .intervenes in a :major way :in the he1pinq experience. 'lbere are a 
number of ilrportant exceptions to this impression. '!he means for all of 
the adult qroups to Item 3 were lCM ~ that the helpers felt that 
(1) first :inpressions aJ:e important ani (2) that it is likely that an 
adolescent will be ilmned:iately aware of a helper's etbnic background upon 
a first meeting. Blacks and Iatlnos tended much more so than Whites to 
agree with Item 1. The Black ani latina helpers in the group, then, 
tended to feel that it would indeed be better for an adolescent to talk 
with a helper of his own ethnic bac'kground. 'lhis response, coupled with 
the response of the Blacks and Iatinos (and Whites) to Item 3, suggests 
that Blacks and Iatinos do feel that ethnicity is an jmportant inter.vening 
variable in an initial helping encounter. 
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'lhese "negative" mspanses of Blacks and Iatinos l'JOtwiths't:ar¥:i.in;, the 
overall response to this scale puts Blacks closer to Whites than to 
Iatinos :ll'1 net seeirq ethnic variables as of major :bIpntance :in a helping 
experience. 
b. Qualitative Re§porlses 
'!be qualitative items for the Ethnic area am the follCM:in;J: 
• Item 7 - "Describe a case situation'itbel:e the racia1-ethnic 
backgramd of a social wrker might :make a difference 
in hew an adolescent relates to him. If you feel it 
should make no difference, explain. II 
• Item 8 - "Give an ~le of a situation whexe the app:caches or 
methods a PUerto Rican social worker might use in 
helpin;J a PUerto Rican ycuJr:JSter could be dist.in;Juisecl 
ftan these used by Blacks or l4hi.te social workers." 
'lbere were many non-responses with the White helpers to the 
qualitative items. Of these who did respand many ~ the view that 
the ethnic bac.kgroulU of a helper sbculd make no difference in haw an 
adolescent would relate with him. M:n:'eaver, a majority of these who 
respoMed did not feel that the approadles of a PUerto Rican helper could 
be dist.i.nJuished fran these of a White or Black helper. '!here were a 
J111mb:...r of Whites, however, who did feel that the approaches of a PUerto 
Rican helper were distinct. '!be Whites characterized Puerto Rican helpers 
as usin;J approaches or techniques that were more aggxessive an::l 
out.reachirg than the approaches of Whites and Blacks. Mditianally, PUerto 
Ricans were seen by these Whites as beirq better role model s for PUerto 
Rican teenagers than Blacks or Whites ajnply by virtue of beirr:J PUerto 
Rican. Because of bein;J PUerto Rican, too, PUerto Rican helpers wre seen 
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by sane Whites as better able to handle any situation where race, 
ethnicity or culture became issues. 'lhus, several White helpers described 
situations where ycuiijSters -feJ.t they -were -cH;i:r1m1-nated -~- because 
of beil'q PUerto Rican. Here they thcught a Puerto Rican helper would be 
DDre appropriate than a White or Black helper. 
several of the White helpers mention situations Where they tha.tght 
"ethnic ma1:chint' between a helper and an adolescent would be inportant. 
'!he situations described usually involved a yaDYJSter tr410 was ethnocentric 
or was havin;J SCIDe kim of problem aran'Ii his racial-ethnic backgrourr:l. 
In these situations the Whites felt that the assigned helper shauld be of 
the same ethnic group as the yamaster. one White helper, in fact, 
described a situation where a PUerto Rican ~ felt that his White 
teacher in school in general disliked Puerto Ricans. 'lbere was such a 
negative transference between this ycunst:er and teacher that the youngster 
was faUirq. Unfortunately the negative transference between the teacher 
and student carried over into the relationship with the White helper who 
was t1'yinj to assist the student in halxUinJ the situation. 'Ibis White 
helper expressecl the feeling that this particular Puerto Rican adolescent 
cculd have been mom effectively helped by a PUerto Rican helper. 
As with the Whites, many of the Blacks did nat: xespoM to the open 
erxied items in this area. Of those Who did respond a majority diSOCAD1ted 
the ethnic background of a helper in the helping experience and JOOSt did 
not feel that the approaches of a PUerto Rican social worker wcul.d be any 
different than the approaches of a White or Black helper. ibe Blacks in 
the study, JlDre so than the Whites or Iatincs terded to make a distinction 
bet.~ class and ethnicity when respcniiD:J in this area. 'lhus a number 
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of Blacks felt that the differeJlCeS in class ard/or socioecoranic 
backgrourd between a helper and an adolescent might make a difference in a 
helpirq experience, rather than the ethnic baclcgJ:Cund of a helper. '!be 
qualitative responses of the Blacks, m:re so than with either the Iatinos 
or Whites, suggested that they did not. see ethnicity per se as il1portant, 
except whel:e it related di:rectl.y to larguage or culturally specific 
issues. :In their views of PUerto Rican helpers, several Blacks did 
express the idea that a Puerto Rican helper wcul.d be a more I:lel.ieveable 
%Ole model for a PUerto Rican adolescent or ccul.d be JlK)re helpful. because 
of the sameness of class am family backgrourKi. axt, again, qenerally, 
most Blacks did nat see Puerto Rican social workers as usiDJ approaches 
different than those of a White or Black social worker. 
A majority of the Iatino helpers saw the ethnic backgrourd of a helper 
as ma1cirq a difference to a Rlerto Rican teenager am a majority of the 
Iatincs felt that PUerto Rican helpers used approaches that cculd be 
di.st.inJuished fran those of a Black or White helper. In particular, the 
Iatincs felt that a Puerto Rican helper wcul.d urderstand PUerto Rican 
families,especially newly arrived PUerto Rican families. several. Iatinos 
indicated that a :ruert:o Rican helper cculd use his own backgrourd to help 
a PUerto Rican adolescent resolve carplicatecl identity problems. Related 
to this area several Lati.ra; thcught that a major problem for Puerto Rican 
adolescents was a lack of positive role lOOdels am that a PUerto Rican 
helper could be a positive role Jmdel :in a way that a Black or White 
helper could net. 
Several latina helpers felt that the approaches of a PUerto Rican 
helper walld be different by virtue of PUerto Ricans beinJ DDre 
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sensitive bi-culturally tl1an macks or Whites. one helper mentioned as an 
exanple the case of a PUerto Rican adolescent who was ha!¥,ee1cua1 • He felt 
--- - - - ----------- -- -- -- - -- ----------- -. -tJiat with PUertO -Ricaiis-tilem were culturally derived attitudes t:.a!"rcmi 
hancse,vnaJ ity that wcul.d be critical to understaJXi :In order to help this 
particular ycunast.er 
In sum, there ware significant l1UIIIbers of ncn-respanses to the 
qualitative items :In this area, partiallarly for macks ani-Whites. '!he 
majority of the macks and Whites who did respcnl expressEd the feeling 
that a helpers' ethnic bac1cgralrd wcul.d net: make a difference in haw an 
adolescent wcul.d relate to him. However, both groups did feel that it 
c:xWd !'Ie important in! tially. In this regard several Black helpers 
mentioned class and cultura1 values as beirJ) iq;mtant while White helpers 
mentioned lan;auaqe. one White helper summed up the responses of bath the 
macks am Whites :In this area: "First :hJpressians are inport:ant -
cultural. perceptions am JDisperoeptians must be worked through before real. 
work begins." 
Relative to sameness of l~qe and cultural backgra.1r¥3, saue Blacks 
felt that the apprcacnes of a PUerto Rican social worker might be 
diffemnt. Whites agreed with the Blacks an this tut went further: 
PUerto Rican social workers were seen as better role mcdels and better 
able to deal with culturally laden issues men dealirrJ with a PUerto Rican 
adolescent. '!be White helpers also pm:ceived PUerto Rican helpers as 
terding to be mre involved in the camrmmity of PUerto Rican adolescents 
am more willin;J to use such approaches as bane visitirg than helpers of 
ather etlmic backgxamds. 
Many of the Iatincs who did respcnl in this area felt that ethnicity 
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was inport:ant in the helpirq experience for an adolescent, citirq language 
ani bicultural sensitivity as two in;;lortant variables. '!he Iatincs saw 
PUerto Rican helpers as generally better wit'll PUerto Rican adolescents in 
terms of beinJ role ~ls ani havirg a better ~ of PUerto 
Rican lIDres. PUerto Rican helpers were seen by the Latinos as 
underst:arldirg PUerto Rican family custans, especially with families newly 
arrived fran Puerto Rico. '!he sameness of ethnic bac](ground between a 
PUerto Rican adolescent ani a PUerto Rican helper was seen as nega~ 
stereotypes, again, with the PUerto Rican helper actina' as a role mxiel. 
In Table 5.20 the helpers I pe:rception of et:hn.icity in the helpirg 
experierD! is looked at in tez1ns of whether it makes a difference to a 
PUerto Rican adolescent. In Table 5.21 the hel.pers' pm:ception of the 
techniques used by a PUerto Rican social worker are pl:eSeJ1ted in terms of 
whether these appJ:alches are seen as different fran the approaches used by 
a Black or White helper. 
TAmE 5.20 
IMPAcr OF EIHNIC BAOGROOND OF HELPER 
Pexcent of helpers 
Who felt that 
ethnic backgramd 
Blacks 
of helper makes a 35% 




(total resp: 15) (total resp: 17) 
TABlE 5.21 
APPFOACiES OF :RJERIO RICAN HfiTPERS 
Percent of helpers 
who felt that 
approaches of a 
Blaclcs 




differ fran those (total resp: 12) 
used by macks 




CDD?ARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 'DIE em :e:Pl'XONS 
OF '!HE AOOIESCEmS AND '!HE HELPERS 
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'!his chapt;er cc:mpares the perceptions of the helping experience 
focusin;J attention on ~ or dissonance in views, cc:mparjn; the 
perceptions of the adolescent subjects with each adult group. As:in the 
ather analysis chapters the "pieces" of the operationalized definitions 
of the helpin:J eJCperience are used as the organizin;J framework. For each 
section a t Test of significance is used, ocmparin;r the adolescents with 
each adult group an each part of the helpiIq experience usin:J a pooled 
variance est:iJnate. '!he mean SCOl:eS c:xmpared are the grand means for a 
scale. Where scales are not obtained the adolescents are cc:atpared to each 
adult group on selected items. After each Table presenting the results of 
the j; tests a brief interpretation is qiven. '!be qualitative responses of 
the adolescents are also ocnpared with the qualitative responses of each 
adult group. A mjor CCll'D!m, as stated earlier in the study, is to 
examine ~ or dissonance in views between the adolescents and 
adults relative to their perceptions of the helpiD] experience. 
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1. Community 
-- --- ------- --- -. -
'!be items oatipOl::lin;, the oamaunity scale for both adolescents ard 
adults are the follorttin:J: 
cammmitv Scale Items 
Adolescents 
• ''Mii neighborhood is a good place 
in which to live." 
• "Mest of the houses in my neigh-
bo:thood are well cared for. II 
• "'!be house I live in is sanethirJJ 
to be proud of." 
• "I wcul.d never want to raise my 
awn childmn in my neighborhood. II 
• "'!be police in my neighboIhood 
are not very helpful to residents." 
• ''Mii neighborhood has poor 
schools." 
Adults 
• "'lhese neighboJ:hoods are 
good places in which to live." 
• Most of the houses in 
these neighbol:hoods are well 
cared for." 
• ,'Ibrt; of the Puerto Rican 
families :in the neighboJ:hoods 
you visit are proud of their 
banes. II 
• "'!he Puerto Rican adoles-
cents you knew wcul.d probably 
nat want to raise their child 
ren in their neighbomocds." 
• "'lbe police in these 
neighboJ:hoods are nat very 
helpful to residents." 
• "'lhese neighbo:z:boods have 
poor schools. II 
In Table 6.1, the grarxl mean responses of all grcups an the Q:1mmunity 
scale and the differences between the adolescents and each adult group for 
the scale are presented. 
TAmE 6.1 
cn.!PARISON OF '!HE GRAND MEAN RESB>NSES OF AOOI.ESCENrS 
AND AIIJIJrS 'lO '!HE ~ SCAlE USING A t TEST 
Gram Mfflns t Value Significance of t 
Blacks 2.44 
Molesoents 3.12 3.28 0.00 
latinos 1.97 
Adolescents 3.12 5.80 0.00 
Whites 2.57 
Adolescents 3.12 2.54 0.01 
1.75 
'!he positive perceptions that the adolescents have of their 
neighbomoods oames out in their responses to the scale, particularly to 
the item havirq to do with their feeljzqs about their own haDe. In their 
. ":~:'~~: ." positive perceptions of "Qmmmity" more than with any ather dilnension, 
the adolescents differed fran the adults. For every item .in the scale the 
mean scores of adolescents l\1ere higher than the scores for each adult 
group. Although there was a statistically significant difference between 
the adolescents and each adult group the size of the difference between 
the adolescents and the latina helpers was greater. For each item on the 
scale for the latinos, the:t value was significant, whereas for the Blacks 
four it:em9 had a significant :t value and for the Whites only one 
in:iividual item had a significant .t value. 
Although a statistical analysis of this data suggests a dissonance of 
views between the adolescents and all of the adult groups relative to 
their perceptions of canummity, the qualitative responses in this area 
suggest a degree of corr;iruence between the adolescents and Latinos where 
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repeated negative expressions descr:ibirq these neighborhoods are seen. 
In their qualitative responses each of the· adult groups as well as the 
- --- .- - - ----- --.----grol:.p- -of adoleSOerits ~ Wry negative perceptions of the neighboIboods or 
cammmities where Puerto Rican adolescents live. Altbalgh an analysis of 
the results of the .t tests su.ggests that the Iatincs are the adult groups 
llfurthest away" fran the adolescents in their percept:ions in this area, an 
inspection of the qualitative responses of all of the gJ:OUpS suggests 
ot:hel:wise. 'Ihe responses suggested that the intensity of the negative 
feelin;Js to the "Ommmity'l area was greater with Iatincs than with Whites 
or Blacks and as such was actually closer to the aualitative responses of 
the adolescents. 'Ihe reader will recall Iatincs describin) banes in the 
neighJ:Jol:hoods of PUerto Rican adolescents as "unfit for InmIan beiJ9;, II am 
the responses of sane of the adolescents who described their own 
neighJ:Jol:hoods as "dan:Je:rous, corrupted places. II 
'lbe PUerto Rican adolescents, then, as expressed in their qualitative 
responses, have views of their awn cammLmities that are as pervasively 
negative as the views of the latina helpers. However, the adolescents l 
arxl Iatinos l negative view of this ''part'' of the helpirq experience 
differs fran the Blacks am the 'Whites only :in degl:ee. 
2 •. ~e Relationship 
'lbe items COIupOSirg the Relationship scale for both the adolescents 
arxl adul. ts are the followirq: 
Relationship scale J:tems 
Adolescents Adults 
• "Feelirg close to my social worker. "Feel.irg close to your 
as if he w.re Jrrf friem makes it client can deteJ:mine whether 
easier for me to be helped by him." or not you can help him. II 
• "Social workers use 'tricky' 
deVices to get inside your head." 
(No Ol1parable Item) 
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• "J:t makes me feel good to talk 
with a social worker." 
. "It makes your client feel 
good to talk with you. ,. 
• "J:t is important to talk about . "It is iDportant to talk about 
'feelin1s' if you mally want to 
help a l\Jerto Rican adolescent 
D¥ feeliJ9; when I talk with a 
social worker if I really want 
to be helped. II client. " 
In Table 6.2 the gram mean responses of al.l groups an t:lle 
:Relationship scale am the differences between the adolescents ard each 
adult group for the scal.e are presented. 
TABlE 6.2 
CXMPARISON OF 'lim GRAND MFAN RESEONSES OF tHE ADOIESCENl'S 
AND AIIJIJrS rro tHE REIATIONSHIP SCAlE 
USING A t TEST 
Grard Means t Value Significance of t 
Blacks 3.68 
Adolescents 3.88 1.01 n.s. 
Iatinos 4.13 
Adolescents 3.88 1.41 n.s. 
Whites 3.50 
Adolescents 3.88 1.91 0.05 
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OCItparing the mean %'P..spa1SeS of all of the groups ~ that the 
adolescents terned to sham their peteeptian of the rel.atia1Ship in the 
--- ------ -- --- ------------
-------- --
helpirg experience with Iatinos am Blacks b.lt not so 1IIUCh with Whites. 
'lbe mean scores for the Iatinos were highest in this area ard closest of 
all the adult groups to the adolescents. 
rn the quality of their positive expressions in this area, as in tl1eir 
response to scale items, the adolescents temed to be closer to the 
Iatinos than to either the Blacks or Whites. For exmrple, like the 
Iatinos, the adolescents frequently mentioned liJdn;J the person who is 
helping you as lDportant. '!be general tone of the adolescent's response 
in this area with its aphasis an ccnoern ani carirg is DDre like the 
Iatinos than the l'lhites or the Blacks. At the same tJme in their 
qualitative responses, like the Blacks am Whites, the adolescents 
frequently disagreed aJxut the inportance of the relationship in qeneral 
or to PUerto Rican adolescents in particular. 
rn teJ:ms of the nnmber of adclescent:s tr4'lo c:lisagl:ee CI'l the iJrportanoe 
of the relationship in general or to PUerto Rican adolescents in 
particular, the adolescents are closer to Mhites ard macks. More than 50 
percent of the adolescents disagreed on the brportance of the relationship 
in general while 67 percent disagreed on its btport:anoe 1:0 Puerto Rican 
adolescents in particular. Of the latinos, however, 36 percent disagreed 
an the ilrportance of the relationship am 50 percent disagreed an its 
ilIQ;lortance to Puerto Rican adolescents. More than SO percent of the 
lt1!tes and macks disagteed on the hport:ance of the relatianship. 
seventy percent of Whites ard 71 percent of Blacks disagreed CIl its 
importance to Puerto Rican adolescents in particular. 
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'!be ilIpressions given in this area canceming cc:n;p:uence am 
dissonance of views between the adults ard adolescents :is m1 xed. '!be 
quantitative data suggests that all of the groups have a positive 
perception of the mlatianship part of the helpinq experience especially 
the adolescents am the Iatinos. However, the qualitative material 
sugqests a separation here between the Iatinos ard adolescents, with a 
higher percentage of adolescents than Iatinos not fee1irg S't::rcn1ly about 
the :iJrpJrtanoe of the J:elationship in the helpirg experience. 
3. '!be self Peroept;ions of PUerto Rican Adolescents 
Items 1, 2 am 3 on the Self-Perception Scale were c:hcsen as l::lein; 
significantly related to this dimension of the helpiD:J experience. For 
p.1IpOSeS of c::x:mparm:;, the perspectives of the adolescents am helpers, 
attention is focused on these items an:! not on the other items, as has 
been done for descriptive p.u:pose in Olapters 4 am 5. once aqain, the 
selected items for the adolescents ani adults are the followirq: 
Self Perception Area - Selected Items 
Adolescents 
• "Beinq of PUerto Rican bac:kgn:JuID 
is a definite advantage in the 
united states. II 
• "PUerto Ricans in the u. S. are 
hardwcrkirq am industrious" 
Mults 
• "Beirg of PUerto Rican back-
grcul'd is a definite advantage 
for an adolescent in the united 
states." 
• "PUerto Rican adolescents 




-"" - -. "-_·.PUe:t1:o-Ricans-m-the--U.S. tend 
to have many problens that DqUil:e 
social work help, such as drugs, 
mental disease and family problems. It 
- -.-_I·-PUetto-Ricans--in--the-U.S.-
tend to have many problems that 
require social work help, such 
as drugs, mental di sease am 
famUy problems. It 
In Table 6.3 the grand mean responses for the Self-Perception area for 
each item - for each group as well as the differences between groups on 
each item are presented. 
TABIE 6.3 
CXJt!PARISON OF '!HE GRAND MEAN RESPONSES OF '!HE AOOUSCENIS 
AND EAaI .AIXJm GROUP 'lO SEIECrED 1'lDS 
FlUi 'Dm SEI2 PERCEPl'ION ARFA 
USING A t TEST 
GraM Means t Value Significance of t 
Item 1 
Blacks 2.23 
Adolescents 2.91 2.17 0.03 
Iatincs 2.64 
Adolescents 2.91 0.89 N.S. 
tnlites 1.90 
Adolescents 2.91 3.12 0.00 
Item 2 
Blacks 3.14 
Adolescents 3.66 2.26 0.02 
Iatincs 3.12 
Adolescents 3.66 2.43 0.01 
tnlites 3.31 
Adolescents 3.66 1.42 n.s. 
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GraM Means t Value Significance of t 
Item 3 
Blacks 3.14 
Adolescents 2.61 1.88 n.s. 
Iatinos 2.68 
Adolescents 2.61 0.24 n.s. 
Whites 2.65 
Adolescents 2.61 0.12 n.s. 
'!be tests for significance suggests that the perceptions of the 
adolescents in this area terxi to be 1II)re in ag%eement with Iatincs am 
Whites than Blacks. '!bey separate fran the Blacks a'1 two items where as 
with the latincs am Whites they separate em only one item. '!be:response 
to the items suggests that the adolescents, in agxeement witll the Iatincs 
an:! Whites, teni to have a negative self-perceptiem. '!his cc:n;p:uence to 
sane extent is also seen .in the qualitative responses particularly 
relative to how PUert:o :Rican teenagers are different than other American 
teenagers. 
Generally, all of tlle adult groups expressed views that stron:Jly 
irxlicated a negative perception of PUerto Rican adolescents. While the 
views of the adults suggested that Puerto Rican adolescents were greatly 
disadvantaged am needed help, still the overall :l.npressiem conveyed was 
decidedly negative. '!his was especially true for the latina helpers. Both 
the Whites am the lati.ncs qualitative responses described PUerto Rican 
adolescents as an alJIDst "desperate" population. For their part, the 
adolescents described themselves in positive teJ:ms except when they 
cc:mpared themselves to ether American teenaqers and here they t.erx!ed to be 
in agzee.nent with Whites an:! latinos, seeilq themselves as beirg involved 
in drugs am delinquent activity. 
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At the same time, the qualitative %eSpOJ1SeS also suggest. that sane of 
the self-perceptions that the PUerto Rican teenagers have of themselves 
- ------ -.-------
are dramatically diffe:ent than the perceptions held by the 9%alP of adult 
helpers. _ 'Ihel:e are frequent expressions of pride elicited when the 
adolescents describe themselves. 'Dlis is a far cry fran the "desperate 
pop.1l.ation" described by the adult subjects. It is of particular interest 
relative to the cancerns of the study tllat in the qualitative section when 
the adult groups and the adolescents are asked their viar"s about the self 
perceptions of PUerto Rican teenaqers, the dissonance in pm:oeptian is 
greatest between Iatincs and adolescents. 
If one's self perception is seen as havirq an inpact an the hel.piIg 
experience and therefore beirq part of the experience, then the very mixed 
pe.roeptions that the adolescents have of themselves here wcul.d suggest 
that their perceptions of a helpirg experience - vis a vis their view of 
themselves in tllat experience - wcul.d be ambivalent. '!he helper's view 
of this part of the helpin;J experience with a PUerto Rican adolescent -
except 1t41e.re they express their view tbat PUerto Rican adolescents need 
help - is decidedly negative. Seein1 a PUerto Rican adolescent as 
needing help at least sugqests the 'Ipotential" for a positive experience. 
4. '!be Problem 
~ items caip)Sin; the Problem scale for the adolescents and adults 
are the followiDJ: 
Molescents 
• "SOcial workers can be helpful. 
with personal, private kinds of 
pIOblems." 
• "SOcial workers are mainly 
helpful with things like get'tinJ 
ycu into pl:ograJlIS or hel.pin;J 
out with money." 
• til wcul.d never want to tell 
social worker what goes CB'l in my 
family." 
• lilt's O.K. to talk with a 
social worker about sexual 
problems. II 
"I wcul.dn' t feel. CCIIlfortable 
t:alki.rq with a social worker 
about my frierds." 
Mults 
• "Social workers can be 
helpful with personal, private 
ld.n:S of problems." 
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"Social workers am mainly 
helpful with thi.rgs like qet:tirq 
children into prc:grams, or haD:ii.rg 
cut money. II 
• "A PUerto Rican adolescent 
would never want to te1l a social 
worker What goes an in his family." 
• "A PUerto Rican adolescent 
would feel that it's O.K. to talk 
with a social. worker about seX1JaJ 
problems ... 
• "A PUerto Rican adolescent 
wouldn't fee1 canfortable t:alki.rq 
with a social worker about his 
friends." 
In Table 6.4, the gram mean responses of all groups an the Problem 
SC"ale and the differel1CeS between the adolescents ani each adult group for 
the scale are presented. 
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TABIE 6.4 
a:MPARISON OF '!HE GRAND MEAN RESR>NSES OF '!lIE AOOIESCENl'S AND AImJrS 
___ ______ __ _ 'It) '!HE PROBTJlM SC'AIE -- ----- ---- --
USING A t TEST 
Means t Value Sianificance of t 
Blacks 3.61 
Adolescents 3.22 2.18 0.03 
Iatinos 3.43 
Adolescents 3.22 1.23 n.s. 
Whites 3.58 
Adolescents 3.22 1.90 n.s. 
Gram Mean scores and tests for significance suggest a general 
agreement in perception between adolescents and adult helpers in the 
P.l:ablem area. '!be t test, ~er, did indicate that there was a 
statistically significant difference between the adolescents and the 
Blacks on the scaled items. 'Dlere was one item, Item 2, where the 
adolescents separated fran the Blacks. Here, the gmater majority of the 
Blacks did nat see social workers as beiDJ mainly helpful. with concrete 
sezvices ~ the majority of the adolescents did. 
'!be qualitative responses suggest a qeneral. agxeement between the 
adolescents and the adults about the iDportanc:e of certain problem areas 
particularly family, personal an:! educational problems. However, the 
adolescents views aram:i drugs am acculturation difficulties terded to be 
more ~ with Whites and Iatinos than with Blacks. '!hat is, the 
adolescents aqmed with the l'nUte helpers -that drug am acculturation 
problems were important areas for Puerto Rican adolescents. Very fal 
Black helpers in;ticated drugs as a pn:Iblem area for PUerto Rican 
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teenagers. Both the Iatina ard tldte helpers identified accul:blration 
problems with family pl:Cblems, as did the adolescents. Again, though, 
this was not mentioned fJ:equentl.y by Blacks. 
'!he Whites diffemd fJ:am the other adult groups am the adolescents in 
that several times in their qualitative responses they mentioned "family 
plannint' as an inv;:mtant problem area. 
overall, their differences natwit:hst:ardi1q, bath the adolescents am 
the adult helpers shared a positive perception of this part of the helping 
experience, feelirq that theJ:e were a I1UIIIber of :llDportant areas in which 
social workers cxW.d be helpful. 
5. '!he SOCial WOrker 
For p.lzposes of c:catparbg the responses of the adolescents with the 
adult groups only the responses to the selected items are examined. 
Attention is not fOCUSEd an the other items as was done for descriptive 
pl%'POSE!S in Olapters 4 and 5. '!he items once again are: 
'!he SOCial WOrker Area - Selected Items 
Molescents 
• "Social workers need to have a 
special kin:! of personality." 
• "Social workers need a lot of 
special train.in:;J, at least a college 
degree. " 
• "Bane social workers are really 
not int:erested in helpinJ." 
Adults 
• "Social workers need to 
have a special kind of person-
ality." 
• "Social workers need a lot 
of special traininq, at least a 
college"degl:ee." 
• "Sane social workers are 
really not inteJ:ested in 
helpinJ. " 
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In Table 6.5 graM mean respanses for the social Worker area for each 
item for each group as well as the differences between groups on each item 
are Presented:---------
'mBlE 6.5 
a:MPARISON OF '!HE GRAND MEAN RESroNSES OF AOOIESCENrS AND FAOf 
AJlJI1I' GRaJP m SEI.BCrED I'rEMS PRCM '!HE SOCIAL WORKER 
AREA USING A t TEST 
Item 3 Grand Means t Value Sianificance 
Blacks 3.85 
Adolescents 3.63 1.03 n.s. 
Iatinos 4.16 
Adolescents 3.63 2.13 0.04 
Whites 3.60 
Adolescents 3.63 0.21 n.s. 
Item 5 
Blacks 3.57 
Adolescents 3.53 0.02 n.s. 
Iatinos 3.60 
Adolescents 3.53 0.13 n.s. 
Whites 4.10 
Adolescents 3.53 2.11 n.s. 
Item 6 
Blacks 2.57 
Adolescents 3.43 2.65 0.01 
Iatinos 3.04 
Adole..qcents 3.43 1.21 n.s. 
Whites 2.70 
Adolescents 3.43 2.24 0.02 
'lhe adolescents ten1 not to feel as sb:a'gly as Iatinos that helpers 
need to have a special kin:1 of personality. In addition, they disagree 
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with Blacks am Whites, the majority of whan felt that sane social workers 
are not really interested in helpirq. Aside fran the lack of ~ 
in these areas the :response to the items suggests that both cur 
adolescents am adults agree in their positive perceptions of helpers. 
'!be SCOl:eS of Blacks and Whites do BUgg'est sane negative undert:cnes 
relative to their general agmement with the idea that sane social workers 
are not really interested in helpin;J and heJ:e they differ fl:an the Iatinos 
and the adolescents. 
'!be qualitative responses of all of the groups describe a perception 
of helpers that is characterized by human qualities of wa%1IIth am 
ccmpassion. Repeatedly all of the groups describe helpers as people who 
care, We are cancemed, who can be your frietxi, etc. 
'!be Iatincs am adolescents seem to be closer in this ama, both 
groups enphasizirg' Jll)re than Blacks or Whites, the inportance of human 
qualities in a helper. Blacks seem to have a perception of helpers that 
terx3ed to be Jll)re task oriented am Whites enphasized the :i.JrqJortance of 
t.rainin:J. '!be adolescents, in agreement with the adult pe%C9ptions in 
this area, described experiences whe%'e they were helped with family, 
personal am school problems. Pemaps the area where there is the JI¥lSt. 
consistent agxeement between all groups has to do with the importance of 
helpers possessUg qualities of wamth am c:xmpassion. 
OVerall then, the adolescents agree with the adult helpers in their 
positive perception of helpers. In so far as a ''helper'' is a key actor in 
the helpirq experience, it can be said here that our subjects have a 
positive perception of this part of the helpirg experience. 
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6. '!he Ethnic Backgrcund of the Social Worker-Helper 
.'lhe.-items-CXilposm; the Ethnic._scale_ for the_adolescents_and .. adults 
are the followi.n]: 
Adolescents 
• "I feel mre cc::mfortable t:al.kin;J 
with a social worker who is of the 
same racial/ethnic backg%'cund as 
"4fJ own. For exanple, PUerto Rican 
ldds shcul.d talk with PUerto Rican 
social wor~, Black Jdds with Black 
social workers, etc." 
• "If you like the person YCU'm 
worldD;J with, whether they':re 
Black, White or Puerto Rican dcesn It 
make arty difference." 
• "'lhe first ~ I notice about a 
social worker is ~ther he is 
Puerto Rican." 
(Not part of scale for adolescents) 
• "'lhe batt.aD line (DJ:St important 
thin1) iIi WhSther or nat I am helped 
by a social wrker bas to do with 
the abUity of the social wrker, 
nat his ethnic bac:kgrc:RJrd." 
Adults 
• "It is better for an adol-
escent to talk with a social 
'WOrker who is of the same 
racial/ethnic backgrani as his 
own. For exanple PUerto Rican 
kids wcul.d feel more ccmfor-
table t:al.kin;J with PUerto Rican 
social workers, Black kids with 
Black GOCial workers, etc. II 
• "If a ycurqst:er likes 
the person he I S tal.k:in;J with, 
whether they're Black, White or 
PUerto Rican doesn't make arrt 
difference." 
• "'!be first t:hin:J an 
adolescent will notice 
about a social worker is 
whether he is PUerto Rican. II 
• "ibs bottan line in 
whether or nat. I can llel.p a 
PUerto Rican adolescent is my 
CCII'pet:ence as a social wrker, 
nat my ethnic backgl:cund. II 
In Table 6.6, the gram mean responses of all groups em the Ethnic 
scale ana the diffezence between the adolescents am each adult group for 
the scale axe presented. 
TABlE 6.6 
CXMPARISON OF '!HE GRAND MEAN RESPONSES OF '!HE ADOUSc::E:NlB 
AND AOOIJl'S 'It) 'lIiE EIHNIC SCAlE USING A t TEST 
GrarxiMenm; t Value Significance of t 
Blacks 3.44 
Adolescents 3.91 2.58 0.01 
latincs 3.15 
Adolescents 3.91 4.26 0.00 
Whites 3.60 
Adolescents 3.91 1.88 n.s. 
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on the ethnic scale, the adolescents am generally closer in their 
views to the ltlite helpers am separate fran the latina; am macks. 
'lbere is a prcncunced dif£exence in mean scmes producm;, significant :t 
values between the adolescents am each adult gralp an Item 3 in 
particular. 'Ibis item states that lithe first thilq an adolescent will 
notice about a helper is his ethnic bac1a;p:cund." In addition to differinq 
an Item 3 the adolescents have significantly different mean values than 
IatiJ10s or Blacks en Item 1 - the item that says "it is better for an 
adolescent to talk with sanecne of his own ethnic bac1cgrami. II What seems 
lICSt notable in this area is that the views of the ado1escent:s are closest 
to Whites and furt:hest t!NBy frail latincs in their response to objective 
items. Whites, of all the adult groups, have the highest mean values for 
the Ethnic scale suggestirg that generally they do not place great 
en;ilasis on ethnic variab1es in the helpirg equation. Iatinos en the 
other hard have the lowest mean values suggestirJ) a perception that tems 
to E!lIphasize ethnic variables JlW:)re. '!he adolescents have the highest mean 
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values of all of the groups suggesti.BJ that they place the least eq;i1asis 
on ethnic variables in the helpin] equation. 
Gene.rally,in their qualitative responses, the 'Whites and the Blacks 
give responses that suggest that they do not place as lIIlCh ~ on 
the ethnic bac1cgrcurd of helpers as do Iatincs, altholgh Whites mentioned 
its i1Ip)rtance in a helping experience more frequently t.hiln do Blacks. 
'lhis is cxmsistent with the data in Olapt:er 5 which shows a statistically 
significant difference between Blacks and Whites as a group and Iatincs as 
a group relative to their perceptions in this area. In part of their 
qualitative responses, the adolescents agree with the Whites and Blacks, 
bIt not so JIIIlCb with the Iatincs. Hawever, cancern.iDJ their views about 
the special ~ that a PUerto Rican sccial worker might use, the 
adolescents are closer to the Bl.ac1cs and Iat:lnas than to the Whites. 
What is seen hm:e, tben, ~-ts that our adults as a gz:aup, bIt 
particularly latinos, feel that ethnic variables in a helping experience 
are JIDJ:'8 iDportant than do our adolescent: subjects. At the same time in 
their qualitative responses having to do with the ~ used by a 
I\Jerto Rican social wrker, the views of the adolescents temed to agree 
with those of tha Iatincs arxl Blac1cs trmo felt that the apprcaches of a 
PUSrt:o Rican wcul.d be different than the app:oac::hes of a tDUte or Black 
helper. 
Translating all of this into ''perception of the helpilq experience" 
WCllld suggest. that, insofar as they de not attach as 1I!L1Ch iJrportance to 
ethnic variables as de the adults, cur adolescents' perceptions here are 
DIOm positive than the adults. Al1:hc:Jlgh based on their responses 
ethnicity has sana importanc:le to them, the adolescents do not see it 
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stJMrtOOtY OF FINDINGS AND OONCWSICH; 
-- -------- - ------ - - --
1. General ReView of the st\.PY 
rue study examines the perceptians of the helpirg experience, t.akirq 
the views of a group of PUerto Rican adolescents fran Newark, New Jersey 
and catpal:'irg them with the views of a 9l:CUP' of helpers also frau' Newark, 
New Jersey. '!be study attenpts to discaver 'frttlet:her an:l where the views of 
the two groups converge and separate and with this in mind the adult 
pop.ll.ation was selected accordiJ¥1 to their ethnic backgrc:Jurd - Black, 
latina or taUte - to discover if the ethnicity of a helper might influence 
~ or dissonance of views with an adolescent group. In effect, 
the study has really exam:illeci the views of four groups mlative to the 
experience of klein) helped. '!be original ideas of the study - trmich were 
presented as wcrkirg hypothesis - were that the views of PUerto Rican 
adolescents wcul.d be closer to the views of helpers of their own ethnic 
backgrc:Jurd or at least to helpers of a minority backgrc:Jurd, and further 
away fran the views of non-minority helpers. 
:In the di scussion of the bac'kgro.l1'd of the study, as well as in the 
literatm:e review, the need for lookirg closely at a population of PUerto 
Rican adolescents and their perception of the helpirg experience was 
established. It was shewn that PUerto Ricans in general. and Puerto Rican 
adolescents in particular are a population at tremendous risk both in the 
united states as a Wale and in Newark, New Jersey DIm! specifically. '!he 
literature S't.t'crqly supports the idea of lookirg at clients' perspectives 
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in tJ:ying to underst:ard the dynamics of a helpiDJ ecperience. '1he 
literatw:e env;i1asizes tllat too often we only look at the. views of helpers 
and repeatedly states the need to go to client groups for their 
perspectives • 
'!he place am ilrportance of ethnic ani cultural variables is debated 
in the literature blt it is qene.rally agreed to be significant. '!he 
reality for many Puerto Rican adolescents is that they often fim 
themselves in enoount:ers with helpers nat of their bac'kgrcur¥i when they 
seek help. In effect, they ard helpers fIequently find themselves in 
situations that requ.ixe cc:rmmmicatiDJ across class and culture as well as 
across etlmic lines. '11le literature, then, as well as the author's own 
experience supported the idea of looki.rJ;J at the ethnic backgrcurd of 
helpers, as the perceptions of the helping experience were examined. 
An instrument was devised based an an cpera.tionalizecl definition of 
the helpinJ experience. '!his definition in turn was drawn fran the 
concepts of Helen Harris Perlman and Sr. MaIy Paul Janchill where the 
''helpin;J experience" is broken dawn into its Oi i"I'Onent parts relative to 
the Ilpersonatl of both the helper and client, the problem, the 
%el.ationship, the canmunity ard the helper. '!he instrument Employed both 
objective scales ard qualitative items ani in a pilot study was found to 
be effective in "tapping into" bath clients I ani helpers' ideas about the 
helping experience. 
out of the original six scales devised, four were developed that were 
accepted as :reliable. For the ather two scales, significant items were 
selected art: for analysis. '!be:l.nstrument also elicited deJm:)graphic 
infonnation. Essentially the instrument posed the same questions or items 
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for both the adolescent group arxl the adult group. 
Both the adolescents arXl adults were purposively selected fran social 
----- ---------- --- ------
agencies In -Newark am to a lesser extent-, -ESSex CDmty, New Jersey. '!he 
greater majority of the adolescents came to us thralgh cne ethnic aqency 
and the majority of our adults fran large public agencies - either child 
welfare or public welfare agencies. 
'!he data gatherm;, p%ooess was facilitateCl by significant agency 
contacts for the adults where the questionnaires we:re self administered. 
For the DVJSt part the author facilitated the self adm:inistra.tion of the 
questionnaire with the adolescents. 
Essentially this is an exploratoty, descriptive sb.xly I ltttlere the 
material gatheJ:ed was analyzed usiDJ both quantative arxl qualitative 
methods. JlemcgraJilic material was presented descriptively for the most 
part using frequencies and chi square tests. 
Mean score frequencies I chi square tests and tests of significance 
were all erpl.cyed in examinil'g the responses to scaled items. Qualitative 
material was analyzed through an ~tion of repeated ideas am 
patterns. Usm;, f~ies, qualitative responses were also summarized 
in quantitative teDs. 
2. SUmmary of Firdims 
'!he Adolescents 
'!he adolescent semple produced by the study is a predaninantJ.y older, 
male population, many of whan are l::leh.ini in grade placement: ani barely 
literate. ibey CXI'Re fran s~le parent families for the DCSt part am 
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often live in marginal eoanamic circumstances. All of the adolescents are 
of PUerto Rican bac1cgrc:lurd am CCIIIe fran depressed neighboJ:bccds in 
Newark, New Jersey. Most see scl100l am neighbo:rt1cod based et:tmic 
agencies as helpiDJ sources bIt nat large pJblic aqencies. 
'!he adolescent subjects in this study give the iJrp;ession of beirg 
confused am mixed :in their feel~ about themselves am of feelirq 
negatively about their environment. '!be contention in this study is that 
self-perception and envil:onment are an ilrportant part of the helpinJ 
experience am to the extent that the adolescents are negative or at best 
ambivalent in these areas, to that extent their percepticms of the 
experience of bein; helped CXJUld be cansiden:d negative. At the very 
least, it could be said that their feeliDls about receivizq help will be 
:influenced by hew they feel about themselves am their environment. For 
the ua;t part, the ~ do nat seem to place great Dport:anoe on the 
ethnic background of helpers but mom on relationship am CXIIlp!tence, 
sugqestirxJ a certain freedcm to :involve themselves :in a helpinJ experience 
unbm:1enecl by pmoocupatian with a helper's ethnic bac1cgrc:lurd. However, 
here too there is an ambivalence an the yamgsters' part indicating that 
they are strugglin; in this area. 
To those parts of the helpirq experience that are more easily seen as 
part of the experience - the Iel.ationship, the problem am the social 
worker - the adolescents, for the JOOSt part, respond quite positively. 
'!bey feel that a good relationship is inportant in a helpin;;r si'blation and 
they see helpers in a positive light as trained. people who are interested 
in helpirg with a variety of problems, but especially family, personal. am 
career direction prci>lems. 
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The Adult Helpers 
_'!he adult sarrp1e .produced by the_ study.is-a.·predaninantlY_female. 
population where the average age is thirty four. '!he adult subjects am 
Bachelor level iniividuals who am ~ in frontline practice in public 
agencies. '!be l~ contin;Jent of adults workiJv3 in private settin;Js 
am Hispanic males who work in ethnic agencies. Most of the adults do not 
live where they work although Blacks and Iatinos tend. to live in the same 
cu:ea as clients lIK)re so than Whites. Of the three adult groups, White 
females have the DDSt professional traini.nJ and the gJ:eatest amount of 
experience with PUerto Rican adolescents. 
'!he adult helpers generally express positive fee1in3s abalt those 
areas of the operationalized definition of the helpinJ experience that are 
lIK)re easily connected to the idea of givina or reoeivin:3 help. '!hus, they 
see helpers as wcmn people, who help with a gJ:eat variety of problems. 
'!he ability to CXII!!I!I.micate carx;,em and carinJ is iDprtant to beirg an 
effective helper in their view - DDre so, ale wculd gather, than havinJ 
education or 't.rainin:J since, except with the Whites, these variables am 
rarely mentioned. Relationship in the helpinJ experience seems to be JlDre 
iltportant to the Iatinos than to the other groups. 
Generally, the adults have negative perceptions of Puerto Rican 
adolescents and their environments. '1hese negative expressions are 
especially proncunced for the Iatino helpers. 'Ib sane extent, for all of 
the groups, but especially for the Whites, these negative perceptions seem 
to indicate their view of PUerto Rican adolescents as beinJ desperately in 
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need of help. To the extent that this is true it is felt that these views 
augured well, for a positive helpin;J experience as they ~ a ldni of 
"sinp1tioo" with PUerto Rican adolescents. 
Although the adults, especially the Iatincs, express sensitivity to 
the inp:»rtance of ethnic ani cultural variables, for the JOOSt part their 
responses suggest that they do net place major or overridinl inp)rtanoe on 
these areas. Instead, cuupetence, experience am the ability to fom an 
enpathic :relationship were also seen as :inportant. 
3. summarv caprison 
In this study, an att:enpt has been made to look rather closely at the 
delwgraphic:s of all" pop.ll.ations, particularly the ethnic backgrclmds of 
the adult subjects with the idea that this variable would have an 
mportant influence an the population's perceptions. It was felt that it 
wou1d be mportant to see whether the populations resembled each other or 
'Whether they were markedly different, as this ~ or dissonance 
related to the central issues of the study. A strorg preliminal:y sense 
with this study was that we wculd be looldnq at "CCII1II'LD'1icatian across 
class am culture" am i.rm!ed, as the demographic description of the 
pcp1lation shows this is at least partly true (Isichter & Mitchell, 
1967). 
~ preliminary sense, notwi~, the study was nat designed in 
such a way as to allCM us to say that the adolescent subjects were 
CCIIII'IIIlJ'licatin;J with the particular group of adult helpers participatinj in 
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the study, in a helpin;J relationship - they may or may not have been -
there was sillp1y no way of la'lotdn:J this. Morecwer, the populations were 
---------------- . ---------_ .. _-----------_._--_. 
not representative sanples. 'lhus the deloograIbic differences fourn 
between the two pcpllatians can only suggest that these Jd.n:i of 
differences may exist between a group of helpers am PUerto Rican 
adolescents with whan they are actually involved. 
'lhis bein:J stated, it can be said that the demcgraplics of the two 
populations present us with two 9l:OUpS whel:e "diffeJ:e.nCe" rather than 
"sameness" is JII)%'e paraDK:IUl'lt. Aside fran the obvious difference in ages 
between a study that exmpmB adults and adolescents, we have a client 
population that is predani.nantl.y male and a helper pqW.ation that is 
pndaDinantl.y female. ~ amount of experience that the helpers have had 
in wcrJd.rq with PUerto Rican adolescents suggests that in cur population 
the Puerto Rican adolescents are Dn'e likely to have had contact with a 
helper tmo is· neither PUerto Rican nor a mpm~..r of a minority group. 
'!be adolescents in the study came fran ecananically JDal:9inal areas and 
live .in family situations \\tlere reported incc:aDe often hovers aroul'Xl 
pcnrerty level. '!be adult's ed11Catia1al. badkgroLmd, current position and 
professional identity suggest a socioecanamic status that separates them, 
if not fran the adolescents where tllere is still the possibility of 
further attainment, than cert:ainly fran the family cant:ext of the 
adolescents 'Were parent's school level is between 7th and 9th grade and 
job status is that of a skilled-unsJd.1led worker. Additia1al.ly, most of 
the helpers do not live where they \«)rk, suggestinJ a further degree of 
separation fran the adolescents in the study. Generally speaki.rxJ, within 
the group of helpers, these of minority badkgroLmd seem "closer" to the 
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adolescents 
virtue of their minority status and partly because they t:erdeci to live 
where they wrkeci more so than the non-minority helpers. 
Where '!hey Meet 
'!he data in this study suggests that small ethnic agencies or 
"natural" settiDJs for children such as sdlools are more likely to be the 
environment where a PUerto Rican adolescent will meet a helper while 
laIge, plblic agencies m:e not. 
Perceptions of the Helpim Experience 
'!he research was beglm with the idea of as1tinJ a group of PUerto Rican 
adolescents about their perceptions of bein:J helped. As the ideas for the 
study evolved there was an interest in cx:mparirq these views, first, only 
with a group of adult helpers, then with a group of helpers divided 
acoord.inJ to their ethnic baclcgrourxi. 'Ihe idea - a siJrple one it seems 
new - was that Puerto Rican teenaqers walld pI'Cbably be closer in their 
views to an adult group of similar ethnic bac'kgroond. A basic BSSUlTption 
of the study was that c:x:n;JZUel'lC9 of views between a helper am client, 
particularly where they related to the helpin:] experience, wculd produce a 
''better quality" of helpirg experience. What was found both cxmfil:med and 
denied our original contentions. 'lha overall picture that was finally put 
together is DIIlCh lICre CCIIplex and mixed than the original workirxJ 
hypothesis suggested. '!he reader will J:eCall these l«)rki.nJ hypat:heses: 
A. Pemeptions of PUerto Rican adolescent clients ani helpirg people of 
the helpin:] experience m:e JI¥):re likely to be OOl'J3I'USlt if the adolescent 
client arv:l the helper belorg to the same etllnic group. 
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B. Peroeptiaw of PUerto Rican adolescent clients and ~~ ot the 
helpm;, experience are um:e likely to be ~ if the adolescent 
client and helper both belong to a minority 9ralP even if net of the same 
ethnic-bac1cgrourD. - ------- --- --- -- -------- -- ------
c. Non-minority helpers are more likely to expe.rierD! cti.ssonarD! in 
perception of the helping experience when worJdn;J with PUerto Rican 
adolescent clients than minority helpers. 
D. PUerto Rican adolescents are Dm"e likely to have a negative perception 
of the helpin3' experience in general. than are helpers. 
'!his dj sclSSion of the relationship of the original worldrg hypotheses 
to the findin;Js is based on qualitative as wll as quantitative 
responses. Within the qualitative responses there am shades of agreetrent 
am disagreement between the adolescents as a group an:t each of the adults 
groups with there bein:J cansistent (but nat total) disagreement in only 
one area - "'!be Self-perception of PUerto Rican Adolescents." A clearer 
picture eJleJ:9es when qualitative iDpressions are camb:ined with objective 
responses. IDoldnJ at these firdings then it can be said that Hypgthesis 
A is partially S\.H)Orted: the Iatincs perceptions were cxnp:uent with 
adolescents an tlu:ee aJt of six scalai areas of the helpin;J experience. 
'!hey did experience saue ~ in the "Social Worker' area, bIt their 
Xesponses here are ctJaracterized as cc:n;p:uent with the adolescents because 
the two groups had a gerierally positive qualitative response as well as a 
response to selected items that was close in value. '!he views of MUtes 
were corgruent with the teenagers in two scaled areas - the "Problem" and 
"the Ethnic Bac:1cgl:curd" areas - am. Blacks w.m can:Jruent with the 
adolescents in only ale scaled area - the ''a!latianship'' area. Within 
each of the areas there are shades of difference. Pbr exanple, when the 
self perception of PUerto Rican adolescents is exmnined we find that there 
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is a significant difference between Iat:lnos and adolescents and Whites and 
adolescents for only one out of three items, whereas for Blacks there is a 
significant difference between them and adolescents on two out of three 
items. Hawever, based mainly on qualitative responses, the views of 
Iatinos are described as llVJl:e negative than either Whites or Blacks. 
Interestingly, this negative qualitative response in the "Self PeJ:ceptionn 
area p.rt:s the Iatinos closer to the adolescents than either the Blacks or 
the Whites because of sane of the negative views the adolescents express 
about themselves. 
WOrkin:J Hypgt:hesis » is generally net support:ed. 'lbere was only one 
area, the ''Relationship'' area, Were Blacks and Iatinos we.r:e closer to the 
adolescents than the Whites, based an the J:eSUlts of t tests CCII1pa%'in;J 
each adult group to the adolescents. HcMever, even in this particular 
area where there is support for Hypothesis B, the picture is mi xed. 
J:J:xlldn:J at the qualitative responses, it can be seen that the adolescents 
are actually closer to Whites than to Iatinos in their perception of the 
importance of relationship. Generally, Hvpgthesis ~ is only partially 
SUR'JOrted. As previously iDllcatecl Whites experienced con;ruence with the 
adolescents in two scaled areas - lithe P!:cblem" and "Ethnic Bac'kgrcurd" 
- whereas Blacks' views we.r:e ~ with the adolescents in only one 
scaled area - "the Relationship." hkiitianally, there we.r:e many mixed 
responses in ether areas to sc:ales, selected items and qualitative 
material, suggestirq that the nan-minority helpers in this study were at 
least as close, if not closer in their views, to Puerto Rican teenagers 
than minority helpers. 
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General Impressions 
. A--careful -review-ofthesanetimes--contra.dict:ory ,--often-CCIIplex· 
responses of both the adolescents and adult subjects in this study leaves 
several averridi.n;J iIlpressians. In :reviewil'q the data it appears that the 
adolescents in the study feel more positively about what has been called 
"the hel.pinq experience" than do any of the adult gtalpS. Responses to 
bath objective and qualitative material irdicate this. Peti1aps rather 
than say11g ''DDl.'e positivelY" we should say ''mom hopeful.." '!heir 
responses to the instrument as well as their interacticm in the actual 
xesearch process conveyed an attitude that could be described as positive, 
optimistic and hopeful. SO Hypothesis .D above is certainly not 
supported. However, here again it is neoessazy to qualify because in some 
of their responses the adolescents were more negative than adults. For 
exatt;Jle, DrJre adolescents than adults ten:Ied to see PUerto Ricans as a 
problem-ridden pcpllation. 
'!he responses of the Iatinos in the study are scmewhat paradoxical. 
on the one hard they tezxled to have a more negative view of PUerto Rican 
teenagers and their cammunities than Whites or Blacks, wbile en the other 
hard, speakirq qenere.lly, their views were lJDre ccu;p:uent with the 
adolescent subjects than the views of either the Whites or the Blacks. 
Imeeci, as inllcateci, the adolescents in many respects seemed to agree 
with the Iatinos negative pm:ceptians of both them and their CCII1II1I.lnities. 
Tests of significance as well as an examination of qualitative material 
supported this. Possibly, what is beirq seen here are "mmbe:rs of the 
same family" me :Jcnow each other's faults. What is suggested is that 
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possibly the Iatincs' negative responses indicates a more meanirx3ful 
knowledge and ~ of both PUerto Rican adolescents and their 
ccmmunities. 
What then of the ilTportance of ethnic variables in the helpirg 
equation? Many of what we have called the "positive responses" of the 
subjects suggest that such thin;Js as CXIlpE!1:ence and carin) are more 
:inpJrtant. '!he results of this :research effort suggest that ethnic 
variables are iJrportant in a helpirg experience, blt not as iJrportant as 
early contentions and SCIDe .of the literature and theoretical cxn:::eptions 
of the study oriq:inal.ly suggested. 'lhe adolescent subjects did tem to be 
closer to the Iatino adults in mor:e of their perceptions than to the 
Whites or Blacks. But sanetimes it was a tenuous closeness and sanet:irnes 
they were not close to the Iatincs at all hIt to the Blacks and Whites, or 
sanetimes just to the Whites. 
In this study an at:t:eDpt has been made to look at the perspectives of 
a helper group and a client group. As was sugqested at the beqimin;J of 
the study, too often we have looked anly at the helpers' perspective. '!he 
original idea for the study was to go to only ems group - a group of 
PUerto Rican teenagers - and iJquire about their perception of the 
helpin; experience. New that we have gone to a group of PUerto Rican 
youths, as canine (1979) suggested, what has this group told us? '!hey 
have told us that they do share views with adult helpers about beiD; 
helped, although they seem to feel better about the experieJ'ICe than many 
of the adults. we leam fran them that their fee1in;Js aJxA.rt themselves 
and their camrmmites are at least as negat".ive as the feelings of many 
adult helpers. '!hey respect helpers who they perceive as bein; well 
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trained am havirvJ Itspecial. persanalites. It '!bey are looldrg for qualities 
of warmth am carin;J when they go for help and are open to diSOlSSm;, 
------------- ------ .- -_ .. --------. - .-----_._-------------------_. 
personal, private parts of their lives. Qmpet:.ence am c;enuine oarx:ern 
are iJrportant in a helper but, especially when first gettirvJ to knatl 
someone, sharirg a CCI'IIlID1'1 ethnic am cultural backgrclmd is also 
:llrportant. 
4. O:mclusions 
contributions of the study 
In the researcher's view, the greatest cantr:ibution of the study lies 
in its att:eJrpt:s to explore areas am look at populations that have not 
previously been cl.csely examined. '!here have been few Empirical studies 
that analyze the :lnt:eractian that occurs between an adolescent client am 
an adult helper. Faller still, if existant at all, are any atteDpts to 
examine 1mat ~ between a Puerto Rican adolescent cl.ient ani an adult 
helper. What happens with a PUerto Rican adolescent in the United states 
who seeks help is lcu:gely unknown and presents us with many lIDJ:'e questions 
than answers. At the same time, the need to look at this pcp1l.atian at 
risk seems very apparent. '!be att.Empt to ume.rst.am the possible 
iDportance of the ethnic bac'kground of a helper who is involVEd with a 
minority ~ is relatively new and of iJrportance particularly in any 
area where clients encounter helpers nat of their C7tIll ba~. 
'lhe study's at:tenpt to cperatianalize lithe helpirvJ experience" am 
measure quantitatively perceptions of this experience, not so 1IIlCb for its 
success, b1t for its at:t:eqJt ani the plSSibilities for research that it 
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suggests, is a positive aspect of this reseal:d1 effort. 
'!be study provides deDcgraphic data about two significant 
populations: a population of urban, PUerto Rican adolescents fran a 
Northeastern united states city am a population of fra1tl.:lne, for the 
most part, Bachelor level helpers fran the same area, who have had 
experience in wrkin;J with PUerto Rican adolescents. '!be zoesponses to the . 
instnmIent, in addition to sheddin;J light on the area of c:xnp:uence or 
dissonance in perception between our several groups, offers numercAlS 
insights into the views of both our adolescents and adults abo1t a IUlmber 
of different areas, that are very sugqestive relative to resecm::h and 
practice. In particular the areas havirq to do with the CCIDIl'Lln!ties of 
our ado1escents, the iuportance of the relationship in the hel.piDJ 
equation, the self-perception of a gmup of PUerto Rican teenagers and the 
views of all of cur groups on ethnic variables pmvide potentially rich 
Lilni.tations of the study 
H.1ch of what could be cxmstrued as contributions in this study also 
carries l:hnitations. In tryinJ to do sanethin;J "new am different" we 
have had to develop new cm:1 untried instruments and apply them to smal1 
populations that am not randanly selected. '!be vagaries of the data 
gatherin;J process in this sort of an exp1oratol'Y study demand supreme 
flexibllity. At the same time, one :must acknowledqe that these very 
''vagaries'' - the use of the resecu::dler to administer questiannail:es, not 
being able to control the interpretation of key contacts in agencies 
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during the data gatherirg pxocess, distract1D1 physical se1:tinas, am a 
number of other variables could all be seen as cantaminatirrJ responses. 
-rn- the analysiSof qualitative -data",- -81.l:bCiUijJi-an "-attempt. ISJaade to-
adheJ:e to techniques of inspection that provide for a certain Clbjectivity, 
it becames apparent that much of what is p:cduced in this way is heavily 
subjective. '!his is particularly so if, as in the case of this stldy, 
there is only one inspector. Where qualitative responses support 
quantitative material the validity of the research is S\lRX)rted. However 
when this does nat occur certain of the f~ can be questioned. 
'!his is a study that says ethnic variables are inportant to what goes 
on between a client am helper. Jb.1ever, with both the adolescent am 
adult populations in this study ther:e are other variables that might have 
influenced perception of the helpilg experience. Variables with the 
helpers such as their age, sex and pJ:Cfessianal experience may have 
affected :responses. Similarly, with the adolescents their maturity, 
educaticr.al. bac1cgl:cuD:i, readinq levels am socio=eoanaDic status aJ:e all 
variables that might have affected their responses. Hcwever, particularly 
with the adults, the very limited rarge of these variables did l'1Ot 
enocmage closer scrutiny. Additionally, the malities of scmpl.inJ in 
this study made cantrolliD;J for many variables very difficult if not 
~nposs:lble. Moreover, nme exmplicated ccntroll:bq techniques might have 
develapecl "sanples and prociuced data not reflective of the :I.nterests of the 
study or the camm.mities am experiences of the populations in the study. 
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Recouunemations for P\lrt:her study 
An appropriate area for further research then wculd be to look at what 
influence variables other than ethnicity have on pm:ceptian of the helping 
experience. In particular, the possible I1SEd of a relatively ~ group 
of Iatino helpers to separate themselves fran a client population of a 
similar ethnic bac1cground is a variable that needs to be explored. 
FUrther, each of the areas of cur operatianalized definition of the 
helping experiences suggest research possibilities. '!he areas haviD;J to 
do with the OCIIUIIlD'lities am. self-perception of Puerto Rican adolescents, 
the relationship in the helpin;J eJq)erience and the ethnic bac1cground of 
helpers, all invite closer scrutiny. 
A major assumption of the study was that ~ of perception 
between a helper and client wculd make for a ''better quality" experience. 
WOUld this :mean that the PUerto Rican subjects in the study will have a 
''better quality" helpiD;J experience with the latina helpers because they 
share CXiWiOl'l negative .ilJpressians? one wculd wander hew an adolescent 
wculd have a positive helpiD) experience with a helper who sha!:es his (the 
adolescent's) negative view of himself arxl his erwirormJent. 'lhis "oamnon 
negative view" and its meanin1 relative to the helpin:J experience between 
an adolescent am a Iatino helper would seem to be an inp)rtant area for 
:fUrther researt'h. 
'!here wm:e many "fuzzy" areas in the deDrg1aplUcs of cur adolescents. 
A JIIIlCh B:>re intense examination, particularly of family variables would be 
DCSt helpful in lDie.rstardin;J this popllatian at risk. Field research 
usirg a participant observation ~ch wculd seem ~1ate in 
lDie.rstardin;J the daily lives of UIban, PUerto Rican teenagers. 
'Dle concept of lithe helpirg experience" is a nebulous one. '!he 
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att:enpt to operati~ize it in this study has ~ized this. What does 
it really mean? What happens in the interaction bet\een twa pecpl.e when 
- - --._------- -------_.---"-------
help is given or taken? What elements in this experience are necessarily 
personal am what elements axe professional? What defines a satisfactory 
experience? Is it sinply reoeivin;J a needed concrete sm:vice or object or 
is there truly an .int:arJ;J.ible, hmnan element that gives the experience its 
true value? All of these questions need to be addressed through :research. 
A closer examination of the role of ethnic agencies versus Plblic 
agencies particularly in work.in;J with a client pcp.1l.ation similar to the 
one described in this study, wculd be useful.. 
Inplications for Practice 
Generally, the study aff:iJ:ms the bportance of ethnic am cultural 
variables in the helpin:J equation. However, the research does not say 
that only a minority helper shcul.d work with a minority child. On the 
contrary, it says that ccmpatence am carinJ axe also :i.Dportant to both a 
client and helper pc:p1l.ation. within this larger oantext the study 
suggests several iDplications for practice: an examination of the 
helpers' demcgraphics in the study suggests st:J:ongly that agencies need to 
develop strategies for attractirg qualified minority practitioners -
particularly male, minority members of Hispanic bac1cg%cund. In 1986 
social work is faced with a personnel dilemma which many thought it had 
cut:grcwn in the 1960's, that is, a lack of male practitioners, 
particularly male pracitioners of minority bac1cg%cund. 
Basei on the responses of our subjects, intensive irdividual 
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ccUnseJ.lin;J arourd personal. ard family matters is extremely iJrportant to a 
population of Puerto Rican adolescents. Programatic design am staffirq 
patterns, when feasible, should take into consideration ethnic am 
cultural. variables. However, human qualities such as sensitivity am the 
ability to enpathize as well as professional t.rai.nll'q am experience must 
be a primary consideration in a supportive counsel.lin;J offerirg. 
Ironically, few of the agencies %epresenteci in this study can offer this 
Jdn:i of service either by virtue of lack of trained staff or lack of 
prop:ams - and yet both of the pcp.1l.ations agreed on its importance. 
'lhis suggests to us that agencies - plblic or private - havirg trained 
staff should, to the extent feasible, free this staff fran 
responsibilities that keep them fran diJ:ect. practice. Agencies that use 
untrained st:Aff for recreation, tutor~, athletics, etc. should consider 
enablirq these in:lividuals to involve thprnsp..lves mre extensively in 
supervised counsellirq. In this study, the perception that the 
adolescents have of themselves ani the env:ircmments fran which they came 
as well as the ~ing bac1cgrourxi data on PUerto Ricans all cry out for 
a variety of helpirg strategies, but certainly, perl1aps most :iJDmediately, 
the use of massive supportive ccunsel.lin:J t.lhe.rever staffinJ am agency 
sett:in;J permits. '!he role that lazqe, :resouroe rich public agencies could 
play with this very threatened, very wlnerable population, should be 
thoroughly explored not only in the area of counsel.linJ but in other 
support areas as well. Practice approaches based on a medical m:xiel. and 
drawin; heavily on traditional theory ani approaches that involve 
negotiating cc:mplicated systems need to be reconsidered in workirg with a 
popllation of UIban Puerto Rican adolescents. 'Ibis is an alienated 
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population, very distrustful of the larger united states mainlarQ. 
society. '!be study suggests that a direct - perhaps CI1e might even say 
-_. __ ... -_ .. - - _. --_._- .- . 
aggressive - human, irdividualized approach that conveys a sense of 
carin;J, concem and '1personal.1smo," is needed with yolD1J PUerto Ricans. 
'!he study, in both is outccmes and its p:rcoess, sugqests, too, that 
the educational mle of schools need to be en;imsized with this 
pop.1lation. It seeJ11S that many of the adolescents in this study perceive 
schools as places for the kin:i of help that they might mre a~iate1y 
receive in a social agency. certainly, part of l'help.in;tl these 
ycungsters involves educatin3 them as lrt'el.l as ocunsel.lm;, them. Schools 
are natural bases for ycun;JSt:ers to :t:eoeive CXJUnSelliD;J but agencies :in an 
m:ban area such as Newark organized primarily to provide ccunsellinq 
seJ:Vices should have a larqer role with PUerto Rican teenagers than they 
presently do. 
Finally, the study suggests hC!rI little we knew about PUerto Rican 
families in an urban setting, and based an their cantinued lower rurg 
status in our society, heM inadequately served they am by helpirg 
agencies. A practice ~ch that :lncludes the famUies of FUerto Rican 
adolescents then, is critical and iMeed CCAlld be seen as ~ a 
family structure so iDportant for the gn:M:h and developlent of a youn;J 
man or wanan. 
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The Essex County Division of Youth Services is condu6ting resear~h having to do 
with Puerto Rican adolescents. As you may know Puerto Rican adolescents in Essex 
County, in particular in Newark, represent a very significant population at risk. 
At the same time there has been very little in the way of systematic investiga-
tion of the involvement of this group' with helping systems •• 
The research will be looking at the mutual perceptions that Puerto Rican adales-
cents and "helpers" have of the helping experience with a view toward examining 
dissonance or I,ongruence in views. In 3dditi~n, ~he research will explore whether 
or nut till: t!Li .. ic Lcckgt uUIl~ of 2>ul,; ,~Gl .. ork.ar~ is an irnpot'tant v:lriable in the 
total helping experience. 
We would like to ask for your assistance in this effort. To begin with, it would 
be helpful for us to know which workers on your staff either now or at some point 
in their careelS have had experience in working with Rican adolescents. This'c~n 
be communicated to us by phone or memorandum. Once this is established we would 
like to select a total of approximately sixty (60) individuals to ask each of them 
to complete a questionnaire which would then be returned to us. After staff mem-
bers have completed the questionnaire we would like to explore with you how we 
might go about having the Puerto Rican adolescents involved with your agency com-
plete a similar questionnaire. 
Mr. John Lynskey, a doctoral candidate of Columbia University, will be conducting 
the research. Mr. Lynskey is presently acting as a research consultant within 
the Community Resource Unit of the Division of Youth Services and will communi-
cate with you by phone concerning the details of the project and your participa-
tion. 
Our knowledge in this area is sadly lacking and we feel strongly that this research 
through adding to our knowledge can enhance our work with Puerto Rican teenagers. 
We look forward to working with you on this project and thank you in advance for 
your anticipated cooperation. 
Sinc~}f~" , 
1'. / , 
, ,. '/ 
, , / 
/ , I' 
/' " ~,L.' ~ 
• /' '.' -4., /.i Jonn J. ClancY'I'D1rector 




We are interested in hew ycmq people like ycurselves view certain key 
areas related to gettin) help fran a social worker arxJ,Ior a social agency. 
'1hese "key areas" relate not ally to the specific experience of as1d.rg for 
or be:in;J involved in receivin;J help, blt also to hcw you view ycurself, 
your oamnnmity am the ethnic/racial background of helpiD] people. 
'Dle first six questions in each section can be answered by placin) a 
" "under the apptcpriate answer. '!his is fairly easy I:IUt think 
carefully about your response: there is a difference between "S't:rorJJly 
Agree" aId "Agl:ee" aId also l:Jetween "Disagree" am "st:rcnJly Disagree." 
If you :really feel strargly about sane1:hi.n1 then you shcul.d c:::heck the 
"strargly Agree" or "S't:rmqly Disag:tee" rather than the JDXe neutral 
"1\gree" or "Disagree". If, blt ~ if you have no opinion at all then 
you shculd place a check umer "No Opinion". 
At the erxi of each sectial there are two open emed questions. IJ.bink 
about your answers ani respond as fully and in as much detail as possible 
to the questions. 
1. My neighbol:hcocl is a good 
place in tmich to live: 
2. Most of the houses in my 
neighbor:hoocl are wll 
cared. for: 
3. '!he house I live in is 
saoethinq to be proud of: 
4. I wculd never want to raise 
my own children in my neigh-
borhood: 
5. '!be police in my neighbol:hcod 
are not very helpful to 
:residents : 




Sb:'tn;Jly No strongly 
hn'ee ~ OPinion Disagree Disagree 
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7. Descrille your neighbol:hood in ale or two sentences. 
8. a. What are the tl'u:ee best t:hin;Js about your neighboIhcocl? 
i - ______________________ __ 
ii - ________________________ __ 
iii - _____________________ _ 
b. What are the tl'u:ee werst t:h..il1gs about your neighborhcod.? 
i - ______________________ __ 
ii - ____________________ _ 
iii - _________________ __ 
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srorION II 
In th1s section we am·:Interested inhcw you-see--What-goes-an-between-you ana-a. 
social worker. '!be followin;J are statements about the relationship that you 
might have with a social 'WOrker. rmicate your feeliD;Js: 
1.. Feelin;J close to JJrf social. 
t«)%'ker as if he wete my friem 
makes it easier for me to be 
helped by him: 
2. Social workers shcul.d only be 
involved in giv!rq people 
DaleY, food am clotllinJ: 
3. Social workers use "tric1<¥ 
devices" to get inside 
your head: 
4. It makes your me feel good to 
talk with a social 'WOrker: 
5. It is ilrportant to talk about 
'IItJ feeliJqs tmen I talk with a 
social worker if I :really want 
to be helped: 
6. Tal.ldn:J with a social worker 
sauetimes makes me feel that 
I'm beiDJ analyzed: 
strcn;;r1y No Strongly 
Agree ~ Opinion Disagree Disagree 
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7. Sane people say that you have to like the person you go to for help -- that 
you have to have a good :relationship with this person in order to be helped: 
a. Do you agree? ___ _ 
or disagree? ___ _ 
b. If you agree give three reasons why: 
i - ________________ _ 
ii- _____________________________ __ 
iii - ________________ _ 
8. Sane people also feel that PUerto Rican adolescents are especially sensitive 
- mayl:le JIW:):t'e so than other American teenagers. 'lbese people feel that it 
is even more important for PUerto Rican adolescents, than for other American 
adolescents, to have a good :relationship with the person they go to for 
help. 
a. Do you agree? ___ _ 
or disagree? ___ _ 
b. If you agxee, give three :reasons my: 
i-
------------------ii - ________________ _ 
iii - _________________ _ 
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SECl'ION III 
Now-we want to 1a1CW about how you seeyourself.-- ---------- -- ---
strongly No strongly 
~ Agree Opinion Disagree Disagree 
1. Be~ of PUerto Rican (Hispanic) 
bac'kgrcund is a definite advan-
tage in the united States: 
2. PUerto Ricans in the U.S. are 
ham wcrkin::J and in:lustrious: 
3. PUerto Ricans in the U.S. tend 
to have many problems that :re-
quire social work help, such 
as drugs, mental illness and 
family problems: 
4. You feel that ya.1 stam as much 
chance as the average American 
teenaqer of getti.na a good 
education: 
5. Skin color and hair texture are 
ilIportant to PUerto Ricans: 
6. A lot of White people don't 
trust PUerto Ricans: 
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7. Briefly, if yat had to describe haw you feel about ycurself hew would you? 
8. Hew, if at all, do you feel that Puerto Rican teenagers are different than 
other American teenagers? 
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In this._sectiOl'Lwe_wantto see hew Y-CU-view. the_kinruLOf.p:d)lems. witlL which 
social wrkers deal: 
1. social workers can be helpful 
with personal, private kin:ls 
of problems: 
2. SOCial workers are mainly 
helpful with t::hin:Js like get-
tirg you into programs, 
or helpirq a.tt with money: 
Stron;Jly No . Strongly 
~ ~ Opinion Disagree Disagree 
3. 5aDetiJnes pnlblems can int:e.r-
fare with stuff you're sqposed 
to do like school wrk or 
work: 
4. I wculd never want to teJ.l 
a social worker what gees 
on in nrz family: 
5. It's O.K. to talk with a 
social worker about sexual 
problems: 
6. I wculdn't feel cc:anfortable 
t:alkirvJ with a social. worker 
about nrz friems: 
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7. List five types of problems with whiC'h scx::ial workers can be most helpful: 
a., __________________________________________ _ 
b., ________________________________________ __ 
c., __________________________________________ _ 
d., ________________________________________ __ 
e. __________________________________________ _ 
8. Of these types of prcblems lttbiC'h one do you think would be the m:st 
:l.lrportant to a Puerto Rican teenaqer ard why? 
1. Social workers have special 
ways of helpiD) people that 
am different than the ways 
of a psychiatrist or guidance 
CClmSellor: 
2. Social workers need to have 
a special kind of person-
ality: 
3. Social workers need a lot of 
special trai.ni.n;J, at least 
a co11eqe degree: 
4. SCBDetimes social workers are 
nosey or interfem too DIL.1Ch: 
5. Social workers receive more 
m::mey than they I re worth: 
6. sane social lIJIOrkers are really 
net int:exested in helpin3: 
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SECl'ION V 
stron;Jly No stronqly 
~ Agree Opinion Disagree Disagree 
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7. In one or two sentences describe what you consider to be the ideal social 
worker. 
8. Describe one experience you've had in wrJd.rJ:J with a socia1 worker or 
''helpinq person". Tell abcut. whether you W%e helped or net am the general 
cin:::umstanoes • 
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Here we want --to-lalcM-haw you feel about-the--racial/ethnic--bac1cgrc:Jlmi- -of -a 
social lAIOrker. By uracial/ethnic" we are really referrirg to whether or not a 
social worker is Puerto -Rican, White or Black. -
st.ragly No Strongly 
Agree Agree Opinion Disagree Disagree 
1. I feel Dm'8 canfortable t:al.ldrg 
with a social worker who is of 
the same racial/ethnic back-
ground as my atm. For exaDPle, 
Puerto Rican Jdds shculd talk 
with PUerto Rican social workers, 
Black kids with Black social 
workers, etc. 
2. If you like the person you're 
worJdn;J with, their etlmic back-
ground, whether they're Black, 
White or PUerto Rican, doesn't 
make any difference: 
3. '!he first 1:hin;J I notice about 
a social worker is whether 
or net he is PUerto Rican: 
4. Black am White social workers 
do net umerst:am Puerto Rican 
culture: 
5. White social workers have a 
very positive attitude 't:at.1al:ds 
PUerto Rican adolescents: 
6. '!he battam line (Dait important 
thi.n;J) iJ'l whether or nat I am 
helped 11.1 a social worker has 
to do with the abUity of 
the social worker, nat his 
ethnic backgrourxi: 
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7. Describe a situtation where the racial/ethnic bac'kgrcund of a social worker 
might make a difference in how you J:el.ate with him. If you feel it should 
make no difference, explain. 
8. Give an exanple of a situation where tmat a PUerto Rican social worker does 
wcul.d be different fran what a Black or White worker wculd do. 
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In ~ ~~ _~ianwe wcul.d l.ikesane_personal data._about .ycursel.f •. -Donat 
write your name or exact address. 
Date of Birth: ___ _ Place of Birth'--______ _ Sex,,--_ 
(1) How wcul.d ya1 describe your racial/ethnic bac1<grcund? 
Black,,--_ Puerto-Rican Ameri~ 
Wbite:....-_ Black-PUerto Ricano.-_ White-Ethnic_ Spanish-Amer._ 
other, __ 
(2) How wcul.d ya1 describe the area in which you live? 
Upper middle class Middle class_ Upper class 
WOrk.irJ;J class. __ Blue collar Depressed'---_ 
other, __ 
(3) Schcol. status: 
a. Grade 
b. PUblic,:---_ Privateo:.-_ 
c. Special progtam; describe in one sentence., __________ _ 
d. If net att.emi.rq irdicate trmy: 
drqJpEd out~_ graduate~_ 
(4) Olrrent liv~ situation: 
With relatives:....-_ With family' __ 
With a pt'09tam,--_ 
Aloneo:....-_ other, __ 
With friems __ 
(5) Family description 
Mother: Livinl.- Deceased 
:If livirg 8ge,:-__ 
education: __ _ 
type of wcrk'l...--___ _ 
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Father: Livirr:L.. Deceased 
:If livinJ aqe ____ _ 
education: __ 
type of work: ____ _ 
Do your parents live ~ ________ _ 
Brothers: How ~ __ _ 
Aqes: Fran to __ 
(6) Total family inccme per year: 
t1rK:ler 5000 
5 to 10,000 
10 to 15,000 
15,100 to 20000 
OVer 20,000 
(7) Physical liv!rg arral'qements: 
sisters: How many? ___ _ 
Ages: Fran to __ 
If you live with family hew many :mans in your apartment? ___ _ 
Haw many family members includi,rg yourself live in the apart:Dent? _______ _ 
If nat with the family briefly describe livin; ~ ____ _ 
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(8) Indicate which of the followirg agencies, or programs, or "helping pe0-
ple" you have had contact with: 
. -a·.· Guidance ·counsel.-lor--in···sdlSol· -.. ---- . -- - .. - --' 
b. Welfare 
c. Probation 
d. Soci a1 WOrker .in School 
e. Division of Youth and. Family 
Services 
f. POCCS 
g. Ia casa de Dan Pedro 
h. Social worker in a hospital 
i. other places __ _ please imicate where:, ______ _ 
'!bank you for your help ani patience! 
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We are interested in haw you view certain key axeas related to the 
helPln:J experience particularly as these pertain to a pcpllation of Puerto 
Rican adolescents. we are especially interested in whether there is 
congruence in how helpers view certain areas am hew a pcp.11ation of 
PUerto Rican adolescents view the same areas. 'lhese "key areas" %elate 
not only to the specific experience of asking for or bein;J involved in 
receivin;J help but also to your perceptions of the self views of PUerto 
Rican adolescents, their c:xmmmities am racial/ethnic variables involve:i 
in the helpirg enccunter. 
'.lhe first six questions in each section can be answered by siDply 
placirg a" "umer the ar;opxopriate answer. At the end of each section 
there aze two open erdecl questialS. 'Dlink abcut ytm" answers am respom 
as fully am in as DILlC'h detail as possible to these questions. 
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SECrION I 
()urc first sestiGll·-~ hew you ·seethe-SGII'IIIIUnities-m"-neighborhoods· -of your . 
PUerto Rican adolescent clients. 
1. 'Ihese neighboJ:hoods are good 
places in which to live: 
2. Most of the hcuses in these 
neighborhoods are well ccn:ed 
for: 
3. H:)st of the PUerto Rican 
families in the neighbomcods 
you visit are praJd of their 
hales: 
4. '!he PUerto Rican adolescents 
you know walld probably not 
want to raise their cbildren 
in their neighbomood: 
5. '!he police in these neighbor-
hoods are not very helpful to 
residents: 
6. 'lhese neighboxhoods have poor 
schools: 
stran;Jly No 




7. If YOll wm:e to qive a description of the neighborllcods of the PUerto Rican 
adolescent clients you have kncwn in one or two sentences, what would it be? 
8. B. What would you say are the three best thin:Js about the neighboJ:hoods of 
your PUerto Rican adolescent clients? 
i- ____________ _ 
ii - _______________________ _ 
iii - _________________ _ 
b. What would you say are the three werst t:hin;Js about the neighbomoods of 
:your PUerto Rican adolescent clients? 
i -
---------------
ii - _______________ __ 
iii - ___________ _ 
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SECrION II 
-- -- .In .this_section. weare int:erestedin_hcM. _you_see. what_90e£LOl'l_between_ycu_ancLa 
PUerto Rican adolescent with Whan you've worked. Folladn:J are items 
conoernirg the J:el.ationship between social workers ani clients. Indicate your 
feelin;;Js: 
1. Feel1n;J close to your client 
can detel:miJ1e whether or 
not yol can help him: 
2. SOcial Workers shalld only be 
involved in givin;J people 
JID'1eY, food am clot:hirg: 
3. SOcial workers use "trick;y 
devices" to get inside 
people's heads: 
4. It makes your client feel good 
to talk with you: 
5. It is important to talk about 
"feelings" if ytJU really want 
to help a Puerto Rican 
adolescent client: 
6. SOcjal workers saaetimes make 
their adolescent clients feel 
that they are anal.yzirg them: 
strcD3ly No Strongly 
Agree ~ Opinion Disagree Disagree 
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7. sane people say that ycu have to like the person with whaa you an working -
that you have to have a positive relationship with the person in order to 
be helpful: 
a. Do ycu agree? ___ _ 
or disagree? ___ _ 
b. 1:f you agree give three reasons why: 
i - ________________ _ 
ii- _______________________________ _ 
iii - ________________ _ 
8. If you agree about the mportance of :relatialShips wculd you think that a 
positive :relationship with a helpinq person wculd be especially ilaportant to 
a PUerto Rican adolescent as ciistin::t frail other American adolescents: 
a. Yes\..--. __ _ No\..--. __ _ 
b. 1:£ I yes I give three reasons why you think a 
positive relationship with a helpirq person 







__ NQttL\4~Lw.ant your_ generalpm:ceptions __ of _Puerto_Rican_adolescents._ - -
1. Being of PUerto Rican back-
ground is a definite advantage 
for an adolescent in the 
united states: 
2. Puerto Rican adolescents are 
haIdworltirg arxl .iniustrious: 
3. Puerto Ricans in the united 
states tem to have many prob-
lens that require social work 
help such as drugs, mental 
disease ard family problems: 
4. Puerto Rican adolescents starn 
as DIL1Ch chance as the average 
American teenager of qettinq 
a good education: 
5. Skin color arxl hair textum are 
iqJortant to PUerto Ricans: 
6. A lot of White people don It 
trust PUerto Ricans: 
Sb:an;ly No strongly 
Agree ~ ~inion Disagree Disagree 
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7. a. Briefly, heM wcul.d you describe your perception of PUerto Rican 
adolescents? 
b. Do you think ua;t PUerto Rican adolescents would agree with your 
perceptions? 
yes':..--__ _ No~ __ _ 
c. If I no I to question (b) then haw do you think PUerto Rican adolescents 
perceive themselves? 
8. What distinctions, if ~ t«JUl.d you make between PUerto Rican teenagers arxi 
other American teenagers? 
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strmgly No Strongly 
~ ~ Opinion Disagree Disaaree 
1. social workers can be helpfUl. 
with personal, private Jci.ms 
of problems: 
2. SOCial workers are mainly 
helpful with t:hirqs l:ike qet-
tirJ;J children into programs, 
or helpirq cut with money: 
3. sanet:imes problems can :inter-
fez:e with a ycurv:r person's 
functioni.rq at bane or in 
schcol: 
4. A PUerto Rican adolescent 
wcul.d never want to tell a 
social worker what goes 
on :in his family: 
5. A PUerto Rican adolescent wcul.d 
feel that it's O.K. to talk with 
a social worker about sexna] 
problems: 
6. A PUerto Rican adolescent 
wcul.dn It feel canfortable talld..rg 
with a social worker about 
abc:Alt his friems: 
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7. List five types of problems with which social workers can be most helpful. 
a. ________________________________________ __ 
b. ________________________________________ __ 
c. ________________________________________ __ 
d. ________________________________________ __ 
e. ________________________________________ __ 
8. Of these five types of problems which would you consider the major one 
facin1 Puerto Rican adolescents aid Wrrfl 
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In this ~Q!l ~ ~ ~ inycur_~i~Jd)C~,lt SQ.C;ial_workers .• _ ... 
1. Social workers have special 
ways of helpin;r people that 
are different than the ways 
of a psychiatrist or guidance 
ocunsellor: 
2. satetimes social workers axe 
nosey or interfere too mch: 
3. social workers need to have a 
special Jdm of personality: 
4. Social workers :receive m:n:e 
money than they':t'e ~: 
5. Social workers need a lot of 
special t:rainin;J or at least 
a college degree: 
6. sene social workel'S are really 
not :int:exesteci in helpinJ: 
S1:.rcn;Jly No Strongly 
Agree Aaree Opinion Disagree Disagree 
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7. If you have to in ane or two sentences heM would you descri1Je the ideal 
social worker? 
8. Descri1Je one case experience you lve had in worJdrq with a Puerto Rican 
adolescent. Indicate whether you were helpful or not helpful am why am 
descri1Je the general circumstances. Do nat mention last names. 
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.Here ____ want _to_kncM. hew' ycu feel the _racial/et:l1nic_~_of_a_social_ 
worker might influence the helpirq mcperienoe. By "racial/ethnic" we are 
referriD;J to whether or not a social worker is PUerto Rican, thite or Black. 
st.nn'qly No Strongly 
J\gree ~ Opinion Disagree Disagree 
l.. It is better for an adolescent 
to talk with a social worker 
who is of the same racial/ 
ethnic baclcgJ:curxl as his own. 
For exanple PUerto Rican kids 
wcul.d feel more CClDfortable 
tal.ldng with Puerto Rican 
social workers, Black kids with 
Black social workers, etc. 
2. If a ~ likes the person 
he's tal.k:iDJ with whether they're 
Black, White or Puerto Rican 
doesn't make any difference: 
3. '!be first t:hinq an adolescent 
will nctice about a social 
worker is the social worker's 
ethnic baclcgJ:curxl: 
4. Black am White social workers 
do not ume.rst:ard PUerto Rican 
cultw:e: 
5. White social workers have a 
very positive attitude tcMards 
PUerto Rican adolescents 
6. '1t1e bottan line in whether 
or not I can help a PUerto 
Rican adolescent is my can-
petence as a social. worker not 
my etllnic baclcgJ:curxl: 
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7. Describe a case situtatian where the racial/etlmic bac'kgraurr.:i of a social 
worker might make a difference in hew an adolescent relates to him. If you 
feel it shauld make no difference explain. 
8. Give an exauple of a situation whel:e the approaches, or methods a PUerto 
Rican social worker might use in helpinJ a PUerto Rican youn;JSter oculd be 
distinguished fran these used by Black or ArlJlo social workers. 
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In this last section we wcul.d like sane personal data about yourself. Do not 
wrltii yOUr name. .._--- .. - ---- ------ ... 
~ Place of birth Sex<--_ 




PUerto Rica!L- Hispanic__ PUert:o-Rican American~ 
Black-PUerto Rican White-Ethnic Spanish-Amer._ 
(2) How wculd you describe the area in which you live? 
Upper middle class Middle class_ Upper class:--_ 
Workirg class:.--_ 
other, __ 
Blue collar Depressec\'----_ 
(3) Olrrent socia' work positian:.-______________ _ 
(4) Years of experience with current agency: (Circle one) 
less than 1 year, 1 year, 2 years, 3 years, 4 years, 
5 years, DIOl:'e than 5 years. 
(5) Fl:incational level 
R\ ___ _ 
BSW ___ _ 
MA ___ _ 
MSW ___ _ 
Doctorate ___ _ 
Pest Doctorate ___ _ 
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(6) How would you define' ycursel.f professionally? 
Social WOrker, __ 'Ikft_ ................ _ ist caserNcrker ~g.z .... - .............. p __ ' __ _ 
Child Welfare WOrker, __ case Aide~_ social Work Trainee __ 
Psychologist-:-_ EdtlCator __ Guidance CCIUnsellor, __ 
ocunseJ.lor__ other, __ 
(7) Do you plan a career :in social work? 
Yes~_ No~_ umecided __ 
(8) Do you live :in the area you service as a social worker? 
Yes No~_ 
(9) Please ildicate the amamt of experience you have had work.irg with 
PUerto Rican adolescents am where you have had this experience. 
'!bank you very 1l1UCh for your patience am help! 
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